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ABSTRACT
Social movements scholars have long studied the role of identity, both individual and
collective, in regard to social movement formation, mobilization, and persistence (Snow
et al. 1986, Kellner 1995, Darnovsly, Epstein, and Flacks 1995, Jasper 1997, Cerulo 1997,
Bernstein 1997; 2002, and Futrell, Simi, and Gottschalk 2006). Advances in technology
have made the Internet, and particularly social media, a powerful piece in the activist’s
toolkit. While scholars have researched what the Internet means for different social
movement organizations, there are many questions to address. I examine the social
media platforms (Facebook and Instagram) of the pro-policing social movement
organization Blue Lives Matter to better understand how self-identified supporters use
these platforms to develop collective identity, achieve movement goals, and how they
experience their participation on the platforms (individual identity). I also contribute to
social movement scholarship by analyzing a case that has escaped most researchers’
attention—Blue Lives Matter pro-policing activism to counter Black Lives Matter
mobilization. Specifically, I use qualitative content analysis to examine two of the official
Blue Lives Matter social media platforms on Facebook and Instagram. I also draw from
21 in-depth, semi-structured interviews with self-identified Blue Lives Matter
supporters, and one organizational leader. I describe how Blue Lives Matter and their
supporters use their social media in a variety of meaningful ways including as a platform
to vent their frustrations about what they perceive as a war on police. On Blue Lives
Matter social media spaces supporters create a pro-policing community to share their
ideologies, grieve fallen officers, and bond over their distain for those perceived to be
anti-police. I also find that while on these platforms, both Blue Lives Matter and their
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supporters use “identity deployment” (Bernstein 1997; 2002; 2005; 2009) to convey
their messages that police officers are superheroes in our society, and at the same time,
they are quite human(e). I conclude by discussing the implications of my research and
provide suggestions for future studies in the related area of social movements, identity,
and the Internet and social media).
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PREFACE
Tensions surrounding the issue of police brutality and injustice toward the Black
community were already running hot since the emergence of the Black Lives Matter
social movement in 2013. Black Lives Matter called attention to the not-so-new problem
of racial brutality and injustice that Black Americans face at the hands of law
enforcement officers. Blue Lives Matter began in 2014 as a pro-policing countermovement to Black Lives Matter. In this dissertation I seek to understand Blue Lives
Matter as a counter-movement phenomenon by analyzing information its members
produce on it social media platforms between their formation in 2014 through May
2020. I also seek to understand their motivations and strategies through focused
interview with select members.
I completed my data collection in January 2020, but events that exacerbated
tensions between the police and the Black community continued, and the Blue Lives
Matter and pro-policing community responded.
On March 13, 2020 26-year-old Breonna Taylor was fatally shot by officers from
the “Louisville Metro Police Department (LMPD) [who] forced entry into the apartment
as part of an investigation into drug dealing operations” (Browne et al. 2020). While this
incident was being litigated, and protesters took to the streets all across the United
States to demand justice for her killing, another murder by law enforcement officers
garnered attention in the media.
On May 25, 2020 the murder of 46-year-old George Floyd by Minneapolis police
officers continued a historical pattern associated with policing Black communities in
America. A store clerk called 911 and told them that Mr. Floyd was trying to purchase
vii

cigarettes with an alleged counterfeit twenty-dollar bill (Hill et al 2020). Arrest footage
showed Floyd pinned on the ground with one white officer kneeling on his neck, and
transcripts confirm that Floyd told officers more than twenty times that he could not
breathe (BBC News 2020). George Floyd died after the officer knelt on his neck for
precisely eight minutes and forty-six seconds (Bogel-Burroughs 2020).
Following Floyd’s murder, I went back to review posts on the Blue Lives Matter
social media pages. Typically conversations on the platform are filled with comments
aligned with Blue Lives Matter’s pro-policing ideology, with very few oppositional
comments sprinkled throughout. Blue Lives Matter supporters usually attack comments
perceived as anti-police or from instigators.
Directly following George Floyd’s murder, comments on the Facebook page
seemed to be more divided than usual. While I found rhetoric about “resisting” and “not
following the officer’s instructions,” I also found many vocal Blue Lives Matter
supporters speaking out against the actions of the officer who killed George Floyd. Many
pointed out that he did not follow protocol, and that his actions were not those of a true,
responsible law enforcement officer (See Appendix M). This seemingly divided
conversation however, was short-lived. When protestors took to the streets, Blue Lives
Matter’s disdain shone through as they defined the activists as anarchistic rioters, and
used the protest as evidence that society desperately needs police to maintain safety
from the perceived chaos and “evils” in the world. As I’ll show, Blue Lives Matter exists
to promote police and policing to counter criticisms and promote their legitimacy.
Since George Floyd’s murder on May 25, 2020, tensions between Blue Lives
Matter and the Black community have worsened and Blue Lives Matter social media
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organizers seem to have radicalized. In June 2020, U.S. digital media publisher Maven
Media Brands, following employee outcry, dissolved their partnership with the official
Blue Lives Matter organization by ending the hosting of their website
(www.defensemaven.io previously www.bluelivesmatter.blue). Now,
www.policetribune.com hosts the Blue Lives Matter is the website, which is now called
“The Police Tribune,” and features news stories written by the same authors from the
previous Blue Lives Matter website (Tani 2020). In their “About Us” section, it says:
The Police Tribune is a law enforcement news publication staffed by journalists
and columnists with family in law enforcement. We cover news topics of interest
to law enforcement officers, their families, and just about anybody else interested
in criminal justice (www.policetribune.com).
But, this website is owned and operated by ‘Warrior 12 LLC’ (Tani 2020). As I
mention in Chapter 5, Warrior LLC sells products with explicitly racist and xenophobic
messaging. This change in partnership, along with the increasingly racist and
xenophobic comments from Blue Lives Matter on their social media pages is an area
that I will pursue in my own future research.
The insurrectionary riot on the U.S. Capitol building on January 6, 2021 also
happened since I ended my official data collection. Trump supporters rioted in an
attempt to halt Congressional approval of the 2020 presidential election results. As
previously noted, Blue Lives Matter openly supports Donald Trump as a political figure
(see Figures 1 and 2).
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Figure 1 – Blue Lives Matter flags at Trump rally (The New York Times 2020)

Figure 2 – Blue Lives Matter flags at Trump rally II (The Morning Call 2020)

Some of the assailants at the capital building were Blue Lives Matter supporters as
evidenced by the “Thin Blue Line” flag being raised by attackers (see Figures 3 and 4).
Capitol police officers were attacked by individuals carrying these pro-policing flags –
leaving many observers confused with this apparent contradictory behavior.
x

Figure 3 – Blue Lives Matter flags at January 6, 2021 U.S. Capital Building Attack
(The Texas Tribune 2021)

Figure 4 – Blue Lives Matter flags at January 6, 2021 U.S. Capital Building Attack
(Vox.com 2021)
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The incidents involving Blue Lives Matter supporters raises many
questions about who exactly the police (and their supporters) are protecting and
serving. Their entanglement with far-right extremists poses many questions for future
scholarship on the role of white supremacist ideology in the pro-policing community.
While I do not delve very deeply into these matters here, I do plan to explore the
connections more fully in my future research on Blue Lives Matter.
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION
Social movement scholars ask questions about how activism changes over time,
and what those changes mean in terms of understanding movement formation and
persistence. Advances in technology have changed the way movements organize and
engage their members (Roscigno and Danaher 2001, Futrell, Simi, and Gottschalk 2006,
Tufekci and Wilson 2012, Tufekci 2014; 2017, Earl and Kimport 2013, Barbara et al.
2015). There are advantages and disadvantages to how activists use the Internet to
mobilize and organize their political efforts. Previously, scholars focused on how
movements use social media platforms for the material benefits that the technology
provides (cost savings, efficiency of disseminating information, etc.). Researchers also
focus on how activists use the Internet to build, deploy, and sustain individual and
collective identities (Bernstein 1997, 2002, 2005, 2009).
My work adds to this conversation by providing another empirical example that
demonstrates how social media platforms facilitate identity building, and how identity
deployment is used in movement mobilization, collective identity building, and action
toward movement goals. Specifically, I use the Blue Lives Matter movement to
understand how activists construct, negotiate, and sustain identity in computermediated spaces and/or engage members for political goals. I ask the following research
questions:
1) What is Blue Lives Matter?
2) What are the stated goals of Blue Lives Matter?
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3) How do members and supporters of Blue Lives Matter utilize the organization’s
social media platforms (Facebook and Instagram)?
4) What are the prevailing discourses appearing on the Blue Lives Matter social
media platforms (Facebook and Instagram), and from where are they coming
(officers, Blue Lives Matter activists, supporters, opposition)?
5) How specifically, do Blue Lives Matter participants use social media platforms to
construct, negotiate, and sustain individual and collective movement identity?
While political organizing among police is not a new phenomenon, they have
changed their approach by using social media platforms. Police organization and
mobilization first appeared after World War I, when the American Federation of Labor
worked with police departments to unionize in 30 U.S. cities (Fogelson 1978). By 1920,
police unions had fallen apart, and another attempt was made during World War II,
when police officers attempted to unionize again, as they sought to keep their salaries
competitive during wartime inflation. Again, their efforts proved futile and ended before
the war was over (Fogelson 1978). During the 1960s, police began to take more militant
stances to press their demands, and local political officials were reluctant to stand
against them (Fogelson 1978). After centuries of fighting internally about whether or not
unionizing was the right choice for police, enough officers embraced the idea and police
unions emerged during the 1970s (Fogelson 1978). As of 2017, it was reported that there
were 800,000 sworn officers in the United States, and of those roughly 75-80%
belonged to a union (DeLord and York 2017).
While Blue Lives Matter is not a formal union, they are the most recent form of
police organizing and it relies directly on the Internet, in particular the social media
2

platforms Facebook and Instagram. Blue Lives Matter is a pro-police counter-movement
created by police officers and supporters in reaction to the Black Lives Matter social
movement, which seeks to end systemic racial discrimination by the police toward Black
Americans. Black Lives Matter organized following the acquittal of George Zimmerman,
the man who shot unarmed youth Trayvon Martin as he was walking home from a 7-11
on February 26, 2012 in Sanford, Florida (Robertson and Schwartz 2012). Tensions
between police and Black community grew and police began to feel the media and Black
Lives Matter painted them as aggressors.
In December 2014, N.Y.P.D officers Wenjian Liu and Rafael Ramos were sitting
in a parked patrol car when gunman Ismaaiyl Brinsley walked up to the passenger side
of the car – firing shots which killed the two officers (Mueller and Baker 2014). Brinsley
had been posting on his social media accounts – sharing his disdain for the officerinvolved killing and injustice surrounding the Eric Garner and Michael Brown cases
(Mueller and Baker 2014). Investigators described a post on Brinsley’s Instagram:
“Below a photo of a firearm, the Instagram posting, which misspells Mr. Garner’s
name, reads: “I’m Putting Wings On Pigs Today. They Take 1 Of Ours......Let’s Take 2 of
Theirs #ShootThePolice #RIPErivGardner #RIPMikeBrown” (Mueller and Baker 2014).
After this incident, some pro-policing supporters expressed greater need to
publicly support law enforcement. In 2014 New York City law enforcement officers
Joseph Imperatrice, Christopher Brinkley, and Carlos Delgado officially formed Blue
Lives Matter NYC with the mission to: “raise awareness and enlist the public's aid for
the needs of Police Officers; to help Police Officers and assist each other; and, to provide
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a Police Officers family with comfort and support as they go through hard times”
(bluelivesmatternyc.org).
Police and their supporters defined Blue Lives Matter as counter-movement to
Black Lives Matter to combat the negative narrative they believe Black Lives Matter and
the media have used to ignite a “war on police.” It is not just physical attacks on law
enforcement officers that constitute this perceived war on police, but fear of retaliation
on the job because of heightened scrutiny on police. As stated by Blue Lives Matter NYC
co-founder Joseph Imperatrice,
“It’s not just ‘Holy crap you might be executed.’ It’s that I could show up and lose
my job for following my training,’ he said. ‘You’re worried you’re going to be put
in handcuffs now’” (Offenhartz 2020).
As with Black Lives Matter and Twitter, the Blue Lives Matter name and hashtag
quickly spread after some supporters created a national Blue Lives Matter website and
Facebook page (Offenhartz 2020). I focus on Blue Lives Matter social media accounts on
both Facebook and Instagram to understand how members use these online platforms
as a space to connect and unite with one another, distinguish themselves from their
opposition, and what this means in terms of individual and collective identity
construction. I also draw upon 21 interviews with Blue Lives Matter participants to learn
how they describe their connection and experiences with the group.
This project adds to our understanding of not only how social movements are
utilizing the Internet and social media platforms, but also what personal benefits
members, supporters, and opponents find through their participation in Blue Lives
Matter. My analysis will better help us better understand counter-movement
4

mobilization and how technological change influences collective identity and
mobilization. This project will also add an empirical example to the scholarly research
done on the pro-police movement Blue Lives Matter, which is both understudied and
undertheorized.
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CHAPTER 2 – CONTEXT
Understanding Policing and the Black Community
To understand the political and social climate in which both the Black Lives
Matter and Blue Lives Matter social movements emerged, we must first understand the
historical relationship between the Black community and the police in the U.S.
Specifically, I explain how this contentious relationship has persisted since America’s
beginnings with slave patrols through the end of the 19th century. I then describe
policing and the Black community at the beginning of 1900s through mid-century,
followed by the civil rights era, and how events during this period have shaped the
contemporary relationship. I explain how the Los Angeles riots and the War on Drugs
heightened tensions between the police and the Black community during the 1990s.
Finally, I review the police involved shootings of unarmed Black men and boys and how
Black Lives Matter responded by calling for an end to police violence. I then shift my
focus to Blue Lives Matter, the pro-police counter-movement opposing Black Lives
Matter. I discuss in more detail my research questions about their movement, individual
and collective identity, participation, and mobilization as they pursue their cultural and
political goals.
During America’s infancy, conflicts have brewed between law enforcement and
the Black community. Since slavery’s earliest days,
“African Americans have been subjected to a range of destructive stereotypes.
Over the past two decades, these characterizations have been particularly
prevalent in discussions of criminality, in large part due to the discriminatory
practices of the criminal justice system” (Metcalf and Spalding 2015 p.16).
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But as sociologist and race scholar Joe Feagin argues, “police harassment and brutality
directed at African American men, women, and children are as old as American society,
dating back to the days of slavery and Jim Crow segregation” (Feagin 2001, p.2). So, to
understand the relationship between the police and the Black community, we must start
with our nation’s beginning.
Colonial America – 1800s: Policing and the Black Community
Law enforcement in early America started with “slave patrols,” whose primary
task included chasing down runaway slaves and preventing slave revolts (Waxman 2017;
Archbold 2013; Worrall and Schmalleger 2013). The first slave patrol was created in the
Carolina colonies in 1704 (Waxman 2017; Kappeler 2014). “Slave patrols played an
important part in this daily performance of unpaid labor, since they limited slave
resistance and insurrection” (Websdale 2001 p.16). “Just as modern-day police officers
and private security guards come largely from working- or lower-middle-class families,
so too did slave patrollers drawn from less well-to-do whites. They shared with slaves
similar positions as exploited subornments” (Websdale 2001 p.21). County governments
paid patrollers one dollar per shift with a five dollar bonus for every slave caught and
returned to the slave’s master” (Metcalf and Spalding 2015 p.16).
Slave patrols also provided “the impetus for the Ku Klux Klan, whose mission of
terrorizing black families and black communities,” which was not entirely different from
the activity of slave patrols (Worrall and Schmalleger 2013, p.7). “During the Civil War,
the military became the primary form of law enforcement in the South, but during
Reconstruction, many local sheriffs functioned in a way analogous to the earlier slave
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patrols, enforcing segregation and the disenfranchisement of freed slaves” (Waxman
2017, p.3).
After the Civil War, racial tensions remained high and increased due to vigilante
groups who were resisting Reconstruction, including the Ku Klux Klan. The Klan
organized in the 1860s, and were responsible for the lynching and assaulting of Black
men for transgressions that, had a white man done them, would be considered a minor
offense at worst (Archbold 2013; Kappeler 2014). “During this time, the police targeted
blacks by arresting them for minor charges and would release them to local employers
as a cheap source of labor” recreating a servitude reminiscent of slavery (Websdale 2001
p.23).
Police brutality also plagued the policing taking place during this time. “Violence
was also believed to be justified in instances in which officers felt they were being
disrespected by citizens. It was acceptable to dole out ‘street justice’ if citizens were
noncompliant to officers’ demands and requests”(Archbold 2013, p.8). Officers asserted
physical violence to intimidate and control citizens with less power.
Rapid population growth between 1850-1880 made it difficult for law
enforcement to keep up with their current system of policing (Worrall and Schmalleger
2013). Crime rates increased, and as a result, New York Senator Clarence Lexow chaired
the Lexow Commission to explore why exactly American police organizations could not
maintain public order (Archbold 2013). The Lexow Commission found that “instead of
suppressing vice activities such as gambling and prostitution, officers allowed these
activities with the condition that they receive a cut of the profits” and also found that
“there was evidence that the police often harass law-abiding citizens and individuals
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with less power in the community instead of providing police services for them”
(Archbold 2013, p.8). This report fueled the police professionalization movement to
remove politics from policing. Professionalizing police departments led to the
“centralized bureaucracies focused primarily on crime control” that we continue to see
today (Archbold 2013, p.9).
1900s-1950s: Policing and the Black Community
From 1929-1931 President Hoover appointed the Wickersham Commission “to
investigate the ineffectiveness of law enforcement nationwide” (Waxman 2017, Archbold
2013; Worrall and Schmalleger 2013). “It was proposed in this report that police officers
could more effectively deal with rising crime by focusing their police duties primarily on
crime control instead of the social services that they had once provided in the political
era” (Archbold 2013, p.9).
During the Progressive Era (1900-1920), federal law enforcement agencies
became increasingly concerned with “labor radicals, anarchists, communists, and
‘dangerous’ aliens, constructing them as a threat to American ways of life” (Websdale
2001 p.26). Some fears included labor-union organizers and an influx of immigrants
(Catholic, Irish, Italian, German, and Eastern European immigrants), all of whom
appeared and behaved differently from those who had previously dominated the cities
(Waxman 2017). This led locals to “call for the preservation of law and order, or at least
the version of it promoted by dominant interests” (Waxman 2017, p.3). White European
immigrants indeed faced their share of harassment and assault by the local police
departments, but as they assimilated, Black Americans quickly became the targeted
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group (Moore 2010). And “in the years 1920-1932 substantially more than half of all
African Americans killed by whites were killed by police officers” (Feagin 2001, p.147).
As white police officers came into contact with more and more Black Americans
the in urban public sphere, an “us versus them” mentality emerged as white police saw it
their job to make sure Black Americans were “kept in line” (Moore 2010). During this
time the term “police brutality” emerged as a term to describe the all-encompassing
negative effects of policing on the Black community including:
“police homicides; unlawful arrests; assaults; threatening and abusive language;
the use of racial slurs; sexual exploitation of black women; the beating of
prisoners in police custody; racial profiling; police complacency in drug dealing,
prostitution, burglaries, protection schemes, and gun smuggling; and the lack of
justice available to black defendants in court” (Moore 2010 p.13).
After World War II, some whites were threatened by demands for equality by the
Black community, and as their populous expanded, whites began to flee to the suburbs.
“Law enforcement agencies across the country responded to the increased black
presence with an iron fist. In many ways white police officers institutionalized an
informal culture of police brutality toward African Americans and they emerged as the
protectors of white privilege and the opponents of Black progress” (Moore 2010 p.12).
However, Black Americans lacked the political leverage and resources to take on
the issue of police brutality in their communities. The Black community was even torn
on the issues, as those in the middle-class shunned poorer Blacks. Black middle-class
families did not want to take on this issue, as they were trying to gain support and
remain in good standing with public officials (Moore 2010). The Black middle class in
this sense was picking their battles, and saw inequalities in policing as one they were not
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willing to peruse. Black activists were determined however, and found ways to protest
police misconduct through a variety of ways including,
“sit-ins, boycotts, picketing, close supervision of police activity, armed
confrontations, and at times, killing and assaulting police officers. Further, they
demanded major police reforms, including more black police officers in
supervisory positions, a civilian review board, black police only in black
neighborhoods, and federal intervention” (Moore 2010 p.14).
1960s – 1980s: Policing and the Black Community
Criminal justice policing scholars have critiqued the police reform efforts that
took place during the 1950s - 1960s because it neglected public relations. A major issue
was the trust that existed between the Black community and the police (Worrall and
Schmalleger 2013). “The relationship deteriorated between the two groups because the
citizens called for police services that were mostly noncriminal in nature, and the police
responded with a heavy emphasis on crime control” (Archbold 2013, p. 10; Worrall and
Schmalleger 2013).
Police reform efforts in the 1960s followed a traditional policing model, which
“focuses on responding to calls for service and managing crimes in a reactive manner,”
and on “serious crime as opposed to issues related to social disorder and citizens’ quality
of life.” Traditional policing also placed a great importance on the numbers arrested or
how fast officers could respond to citizens’ calls for service. This policing strategy did
not involve a cooperative effort by police and citizens” (Archbold 2013, p.10-11).
On May 4, 1963 president John F. Kennedy declared the week of May 15
“National Police Week” in Proclamation 3537 which he used to claim that lawenforcement officers had been protecting Americans since the nation’s beginnings
(Waxman 2017). Years later, the dangerous legacies of the early American slave patrol
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could still be seen in policing. Even after the Civil Rights Act in 1964 passed, Black
Americans faced harassment from the police from being stopped and verbally
questioned to being beaten or even murdered at the hands of the police (Kappeler 2014).
Black communities rallied to protest police mistreatment during the Civil Rights
Era. “This new generation of activists was suspicious of electoral politics, nationalistic in
their outlook, and expressed doubt that black politicians would address the needs within
the black community” (Moore 2010). Class divisions in Black communities again led to
differences in the tactics they used to protest police misconduct.
“Unlike their middle-class counterparts, this new strata of [Black] leadership
preferred confrontational protest tactics over legal strategies. Anti-brutality
activists were confronting an intergenerational problem and they found their
base of support among the alienated, marginalized, dispossessed, unemployed,
and angry underclass that had been ignored by the middle class as they sought
political and economic empowerment” (Moore 2010 p.15).
Many civil rights advocacy groups did not get involved in the anti-brutality cause
because their major focus was on integration and voting rights, with the exception of
CORE- Congress of Racial Equality (Moore 2010).
During the Civil Rights era, “local police began to ticket Black motorists at an
increasing pace to retaliate against the boycotts... [and] arrests were made at any type of
sit-in or protest, whether they were peaceful or not” (Archbold 2013, p.10). During the
protests, marches, and riots of the 1960s, there were numerous physical clashes between
the police and the public. It was also during this time that the news media began to
broadcast stories about clashes between Black Americans and the police, in a way that
hadn’t existed before (Archbold 2013). “The level of violence and force being used by
police officers was shocking to some citizens, as they had not been exposed to it through
visual news media in the past” (Archbold 2013, p.10). One example of this was the clash
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and violence between police and protestors is the August 1968 Democratic National
Convention (Archbold 2013; Worrall and Schmalleger 2013).
“Analysis of black community riots for the years 1943 to 1972 indicates that the
immediate precipitating event of many uprisings was the killing or harassment of Black
men by white officers. Rioters openly protested this practice,” such as in Los Angeles
and Miami in the 1980s and 1990s (Feagin 2001, p.147). Black communities felt they
needed protection from the police (Moore 2010). Many also turned to purchasing
firearms so that they could protect their families, as they could not rely on the police to
arrive in times of emergency (Pegues 2017).
Towards the end of the 1960s, police officers “became tolerant of integrationists
with the emergence of the Black Panther Party and other Black Nationalist organizations
that challenged the authority of the local police departments” (Moore 2010). During the
1970s there was an aggressive push to recruit more Black Americans to join law
enforcement agencies as a result of affirmative action programs, and “they ushered in a
new era of police violence toward fellow African Americans” (Moore 2010 p.13). In the
1980s police targeted gangs and housing projects, and the 1990s war on drugs amplified
police violence as police departments were served with community mandates to keep
their cities safe from crime (Moore 2010).
1990s – 2000s: LA Riots and The War on Drugs
Dave Zirin argues that hosting the 1984 Olympics in Los Angeles, California
catalyzed racial tensions between the police and the Black community that culminated
in the 1992 LA riots, following Rodney King’s assault by the LAPD (Zirin 2012). “Police
chief Gates was already on thin ice because in 1982 he infamously said that African
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Americans die under chokehold tactics used by police because their ‘veins and arteries
do not open up as fast as they do on normal people but he emerged from the Olympics
an ‘untouchable hero’” (Zirin 2012 p.4). “Institutional support of police brutality against
a workforce of either unemployed or limited by service jobs was the flammable mix
saturating the streets of Los Angeles, which caught fire when Rodney King hit the
nightly news” (Zirin 2012 p.5). Perceptions among Blacks in LA highlighted inequities in
police treatment as demonstrated “in a 1990 survey of 1,901 Los Angeles residents, half
of all black respondents felt there was a ‘fair amount’ of police brutality taking place
there – twice the percentage of white respondents” (Fagin 2001, p.148).
Provine (2007) notes that the war on drugs decimated any gains made during the
civil rights movement. “Fear of urban disorder and rising crime rates were part of the
backlash to the Civil Rights Movement that fueled get-tough, ‘law and order’ policies
designed to increase incarceration rates for street crime and drugs” (Provine 2007, p.7).
Drug arrests increased by 41 percent between 1990 and 2002, largely because of greater
law-enforcement attention to marijuana, a drug innocuous enough that it has since been
legalized for recreational use in several states.
“Today one in three Black men between the ages of 18-29 is now in the criminal
justice system (in prison or jail, on probation or parole)” (Metcalf and Spaulding 2015
p.14). Sometimes, critics incorrectly argue that the racial impact of drug laws is simply a
result of differences in offending, but this argument “overlooks racially skewed patterns
of law enforcement that target some minority communities for greater surveillance and
aggressive arrest policies” (Provine 2007, p.6). Provine also notes that the:
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“Racial profiling that leads to pre-textual traffic stops and ‘consent’ searches,
anti-gang initiatives that target minority youth for police scrutiny, and drug-free
zones that automatically enhance penalties have also helped to create racial
disparity in arrests – creating a misleading impression of racial differences in
offending” (Provine 2007, p.18).
This legacy of policing Black bodies in American society led to many in the Black
community to take steps of formal resistance through organizing the social movement
Black Lives Matter.
Policing and Black Lives Matter
Historically, Black and Brown citizens have born the brunt of police violence, and
it seems that white citizens have not shown an effort to stand up towards this
mistreatment. “Police brutality mainly involves white-on-black or white-on-Latino
violence. Moreover, it appears that white elites in many cities sometimes use or allow
police harassment to keep Black residents ‘in their place.’ If Black men are found in
historically white residential areas, they still run the risk of harassment by the public or
private police forces there” (Feagin 2001, p.148). One explanation for why whites
citizens have not been more vocal in their condemnation of this treatment by the police
is their implicit bias toward people of color. “Since many whites are predisposed to see
Blacks and Latinos as criminals, this stop-and-search pattern is not surprising and has
engendered little protest from whites” (Feagin 2001, p.148).
Some organizations formed to help citizens of color protect themselves during
encounters with police. Groups such as the ARA (Anti-Racist Action), originally created
to combat neo-Nazi and Klan organizations, have a Copwatch program that attempts to
reduce police brutality by having their members video record their encounters with
police officers when they are dealing with citizens of color (Feagin 2001).
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Critical race theorists reject the notion that the criminal justice system in the
United States is race-neutral by “highlighting the role that [the] law has played in
creating and maintaining racial categories throughout history” (Provine 2007, p.33).
Policing by these categories has resulted in harassment, physical violence, and
sometimes [the] death of citizens of color. For example, “one [Black] New Jersey dentist
was stopped more than one hundred times in a four-year period as he drove from home
to office in his expensive car” (Feagin 2001, p.1). “Such unnecessary screening has led to
police shootings of black motorists and pedestrians in numerous U.S. cities” (Feagin
2001, p.149).
Around 2014, several police-involved shootings involving Black men and boys
began, and Black communities responded. “Between 2014 and 2017 a series of policeinvolved shootings of unarmed African American men [turned] the light on, and
exacerbated the division between Black and blue” (Pegues 2017 p.11). In particular, the
2014 shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri brought the issue to the
attention of the mass media and public (Metcalf 2015). “Images and reports from
Ferguson produced by [Wesley] Lowery and others sparked a renewed national debate
around policing and racial justice, giving impetus to the rallying cry ‘Black Lives Matter.’
Black Lives Matter activists drew the phrase from ‘love note to Black people,’
written by the Californian campaigner Alicia Garza after the 2013 acquittal of George
Zimmerman – the self-appointed ‘neighborhood watchman’ who shot and killed the
African Americans teenager Trayvon Martin as he walked home, unarmed, from a 7Eleven in Florida” (Lowery 2017 p.44). Alicia Garza, Patrisse Cullors, and Opal Tometi
created the hashtag, and founded the “protest network”, as the group often prefers to be
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called, Black Lives Matter. “They used the quick and accessible nature of online
platforms to draw followers, and supporters began growing quickly as young black
people felt inspired to document their own altercations with law-enforcement officers
and build informal, inclusive networks” (Lowery 2017 p.44).
Not all Americans were receptive to the Black Lives Matter rallying cry. A 2015
poll by the Marist College Institute for Public Opinion found that the U.S. population’s
perception of Black Lives Matter varies greatly by race (PSB News Hour/Marist Poll
Summary of National Findings 2015). Some Americans began to view the new
movement as a violent group, who only wanted to riot in cities where rallies were taking
place, and the national Black Lives Matter organization blames this misnomer on the
mass media’s coverage of their organization. Between 2014 and 2016, the national
movement Black Lives Matter grew to a national network of over 30 local chapters with
multiple online social media platforms (Lowery 2017).
“What leads these young campaigners to stand against police lines is, in part
‘helplessness’: the knowledge that even though their cause is just, a ‘skeptical majoritywhite media’ cannot be relied on to spread the message effectively” (Lowery 2017 p.45).
Black Lives Matter views it as their job, not the mainstream media’s, to spread their
message and show Americans who they are.
“Rather than reporting the news straight, the media often sow confusion and play
a role in ratcheting up events – whether by anointing leaders of ‘leaderless’
protest groups, or mistakenly referring to victims as ‘criminals,’ or parachuting
news vans into active crime scenes and demanding that residents ‘condemn the
violence.’ ‘They’re just out here to see if there will be riots,’ one Ferguson resident
remarks of the television cameras outnumbering shoppers at a local strip mall.
But they don’t care about the struggles we’re facing in our daily lives” (Lowery
2017 p.45).
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Black Americans used the social movement Black Lives Matter to share their
stories of police discrimination and violence with the world in order to draw attention to
their daily struggles during encounters with the police.
As Black Americans increasingly resisted police discrimination and brutality and
the spotlight brightened on American police departments across the country, some
officers felt attacked. Police also blamed the media for misrepresenting them. Blue Lives
Matter emerged to counter these perceptions and those they perceived as promoting
them.
Blue Lives Matter: Formation, Platform, and Presence
Tensions between the police and Black communities grew as more and more
instances of young unarmed Black men being killed by police officers occurred. As Black
Americans took to the streets to protest police brutality, law enforcement officers
around the country claimed they were under attack via perceived false allegations of
racism and misconduct.
According to the Blue Lives Matter NYC Website, the group officially started
when police officers Ramos and Liu were murdered by Ismaaiyl Abdullah Brinsley. The
group blames Black Lives Matter, politicians, and the mainstream media for negative
criticisms about the police. Black Lives Matter and Blue Lives Matter supporters
definitely interpret media reporting of policing differently. One example was the
reporting of the Michael Brown killing that took place in Ferguson, Missouri.
On their website, Blue Lives Matter describe the Michael Brown case much
differently than popular media. They claim that officer Daren Wilson was trying to
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defend himself when he shot Michael Brown, and say that after Brown was killed, Black
Lives Matter and the media purposefully and unfairly vilified the police. They also blame
the media for legitimizing Black Lives Matter by describing them as protestors when,
according to the Blue Lives Matter website, they are criminals who assault innocent
people and damage or steal property (www.bluelivesmatter.blue). This statement on the
Blue Lives Matter website claims that officer Wilson is truly a hero, and that the purpose
of their organization is to prevent more officers like him from being hurt.
The original iteration of the now Blue Lives Matter movement, is called Blue
Lives Matter NYC, and was created after the December 2014 deaths of two NYPD
officers. The group’s stated goal was to raise funds for the families of fallen or injured
officers, and provide general support for the families during these hard times. To raise
money for the families of the two fallen NYPD officers, they sold bracelets that said
“Blue Lives Matter.” The group is now officially a registered 501(c) 3 nonprofit
organization who’s mission is to raise the public’s awareness of the importance and need
for police officers, to help support other officers, and to provide aid to the families of
officers during hard times (www.bluelivesmatternyc.org). The “About” section of the
Blue Lives Matter website states that they are “a media company, made up entirely of
active and retired law enforcement officers” whose goal is to correct the
misrepresentation of the police by the media and political actors, as they believe this
negative attention has “greatly increased the inherent threat of the profession”
(www.bluelivesmatter.blue). As the Blue Lives Matter movement gained support, the
national group grew to the international community it encompasses today.
Online Presence
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The Blue Lives Matter website says the movements goal “is to honor and
recognize the actions of law enforcement [and] to strengthen public support,” but the
stories they post and what supporters say in the comments sections of their social media
platforms, does little to sway public opinion, unless you already agree with them. On
their website, visitors can find news articles that discuss ongoing issues in the media,
that are written to appeal to a pro-policing audience.
One article that was posted on October 2, 2016 discusses Redskins wide receiver
DeSean Jackson wearing anti-police cleats. Jackson (a Black Lives Matter
member/supporter) drew media attention for taking a knee instead of standing during
the pledge of allegiance at games, but most recently he received attention for a pair of
cleats. Like many other articles posted on their website, the comment section was filled
with explicitly racist material and discussion of issues that had nothing to do with the
uplifting of the law enforcement community. In terms of polarity and assertiveness, this
is similar to what I saw in their social media platform comment sections.
While there are minimal public events or appearances made by Blue Lives
Matter, they have a large social media following. The movement has a Facebook
account, a Twitter handle, and an Instagram account. This is where movement members
and supports may post and comment on police-related material (picture, news articles,
etc.). The online following and support for Blue Lives Matter is not just seen with their
number of followers. The Blue Lives Matter Facebook username is @bluematters, and
they have 2.1 million “likes,” and 2.1 million “followers” (Blue Lives Matter Facebook
2018). There are other pro-police pages on Facebook with names themed around the
Blue Lives Matter movement including “Backs the Blue” which has 257 thousand
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followers, and Blue Lives Matter Law, which has 123 thousand followers. There is even
an international Blue Lives Matter presence on Facebook. The Blue Lives Matter
Instagram account has, to date (October 2018), 894 posts and 29.2-thousand followers.
The official Blue Lives Matter Twitter handle is @bluelivesmtr. Since the user account
was created in 2014, they have posted more than 10.5 thousand tweets, have received
more than 15 thousand “likes,” and have 474 thousand followers (Blue Lives Matter
Twitter 2018). Twitter users also use the hashtag #BlueLivesMatter to tag images and
news post related to the movement.
The Blue Lives Matter movement’s social media presence and the passing of their
legislation may suggest that its members represent a strong political force. But, there is
minimal research on their organizational goals, membership, and political effects,
leaving many questions unexamined. My dissertation will address who Blue Lives
Matter supporters are, and what political and cultural goals they seek. My first set of
research questions seek a general knowledge about the Blue Lives Matter movement by
focusing on their background, creation, and goals. My research questions also focus on
participants and supporters of the movement, and how involvement impacts their
identities (both individual and collective). I look specifically at the Blue Lives Matter
social media platforms and ask research questions regarding the movement’s use of
those Internet spaces, including how they use them for purposes of organization,
mobilization, legislative gains, and as spaces for identity construction.
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CHAPTER 3 – MOVEMENTS, TECHNOLOGY, AND IDENTITY
This research seeks to better understand aspects of identity (both individual and
collective) of Blue Lives Matter supporters and how social media platforms facilitate this
in order to achieve movement goals. The first section of this literature review will focus
on the ways that previous scholars have studied social movements and their use of social
media. I then discuss why Blue Lives Matter and their supporters feel they need these
social media spaces, even though they are not a marginalized group and hold existing
institutional power. The next two sections focus on the social media platforms I analyze
in this project, Instagram and Facebook. I discuss the ways that scholars have previously
researched these social media spaces, what they found, and how I will add to and
elaborate on this body of literature with my case study of Blue Lives Matter. The last
section discusses the terms collective identity and identity deployment (Bernstein 2007)
to clarify how and why I use these concepts to analyze Blue Lives Matter’s online activity
they use to achieve movement goals. I conclude by discussing specifically what areas of
existing literature I will be adding to or elaborating on, and how my case study of Blue
Lives Matter and their supporters adds to our understanding of social movement actor
use of social media spaces in order to achieve movement goals.
Social Movements, The Internet, and Social Media
The media has always played a powerful role in shaping the way we understand
and perceive political issues (Roscigno and Danaher 2001; Jacobs 1996; Gamson and
Modiglani 1989). But as Douglas Kellner (1995) notes, “the media do manipulate people
and yet people also manipulate and use the media” (p.108). Not only does the media
influence or shape our beliefs and identity formation, but individuals then use media
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and technology to express their identities and opinions. Understanding media’s impact,
particularly the Internet and social media, on society is important as more and more
individuals participate on social media platforms everyday, and use these sites to obtain
their news and inform their worldview (de Zúñiga, Weeks, and Ardèvol-Abreu 2017).
Social movement scholars have often given attention to the ways in which
movement activism has changed in form over time, and what that means for the future
of activism – most recently trying to understand the impact of the Internet and social
media on social movement organizations (Epstein, and Flacks 1995; Jordan and
Weedon 1995, Lichterman 1996; Jasper 1997; Cerulo 1997; Tufekci 2012, 2013, 2014;
Theocharis, Loweb, van Dethc, and García-Albaceted 2014; Graham 2015; Hopke 2015;
Lee, So, and Leung 2015; Kidd and McIntosh 2016; Gao 2016; Wilson, Carlson, and
Sciascia 2017; Mundt, Ross, and Burnett 2018; Tye, Leong, Tan, Tan, and Khoo 2018;
Lev-On 2018; Murthy 2018; Isa and Himelboim 2018; Aji 2019; Afnan, Huang, Sclafani,
and Bashir 2019; Burki 2020). Since 1999, we have seen a rise in social media utilization
by social movements, not only in the United States, but also around the globe (1999Seattle Protests against the World Trade Organization, 2009- The T.E.A. Party, 2011The Occupy Movement, 2011- Tahrir Square (Egypt), 2013- Gezi Park (Turkey), 2014Black Lives Matter) among many others, raising questions abot what the Internet and
social media means for the future of social movement activism.
The Internet and social media have changed the way social movements organize
and operate. More specifically, the internet offers two key advantages to activists: (1)
reduced costs for creating, organizing, and participating in social movement protest
(email petitions, ability to reach coast to coast and globally) – but costs to staging the
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physical rally remains the same, and (2) a decreased need for activists to be physically
together in order to mobilize (Earl and Kimport 2013). Social media, Internet, and social
movement scholars have also noted that one advantage to this new technology is the
speed and ease at which information from a social movement organization can be
shared (Tufekci 2012, 2013, 2014; Murthy 2018).
Researchers in a variety of academic fields (sociology, psychology, health,
communication, technology, etc.) have researched how social movement organizations
utilize social media platforms to spread their messages, garner support, and achieve
movement goals – examining case studies such as Occupy Wall Street, Indignados, and
Aganaktismenoi movements (Theocharis, Loweb, van Dethc, and García-Albaceted
2014; Gao 2016), The Umbrella Movement in Hong Kong (Lee, So, and Leung 2015),
The Global Frakdown Movement (Hopke 2015), white extremist groups (Graham 2015),
uprisings in Tunisia, Egypt, Iceland, Spain, and the global Occupy movement (Kidd and
McIntosh 2016), Indigenous activism (Wilson, Carlson, and Sciascia 2017), the
#FreeAJStaff movement to free Al Jazeera journalist imprisoned by Egyptian
authorities (Isa and Himelboim 2018), the Black Lives Matter movement (Mundt, Ross,
and Burnett 2018), The Bersih movement - electoral reform in Malaysia (Tye, Leong,
Tan, Tan, and Khoo 2018), Israel’s “Protest Summer” and the events of the summer of
2011 (Lev-On 2018), community-based animal rights groups in Indonesia (Aji 2019), the
#metoo movement (Afnan, Huang, Sclafani, and Bashir 2019), and the Anti-Vaccine
Movement (Burki 2020).
Activists now have the ability to communicate with one another regardless of
distance, at little to no cost, and to spread information like never before (Levy 2011).
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And while some scholars suggest that those who participate in social movements via
online platforms are merely “slacktivists,” Barbera et. al. (2015) explain that these fringe
participants in online spaces actually increase the reach of the movement’s message by
disseminating information on their own personal social networks online (at levels
comparable with the most active participants).
One way that individuals communicate online is by joining online social media
groups where they communicate via discussion boards and public posts, and have the
ability to comment on posted materials. Belonging to an online group gives individuals
the opportunity to interact with like-minded others more quickly and efficiently in the
digital era (Gary, Sandvoss, and Harrington 2007). Technological advances in
networked communication such as the Internet, gives individuals new ways to express
their identities and ideologies online with those who share a similar worldview. In this
way, cyberspace can be viewed as an identity-structured social space where formerly
disenfranchised or marginalized people may interact and work together on collaborative
endeavors (Jones 1997).
Typically, the Internet has been used by groups in society who hold no
institutional power to organize and mobilize to achieve their movement goals. Blue
Lives Matter is a different case, as they are made up of current and former law
enforcement officers, who are considered a deeply institutionalized part of the state.
Usually, individuals holding these positions of institutional power like the police, are
seen by those who are truly disenfranchised in society as the opposition. Although Blue
Lives Matter as a group may hold a type of institutional and established power, the
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group uses the Internet and social media platforms similarly (and also differently) to
less enfranchised groups that have previously been studied.
Instead of using social media platforms to create group legitimacy, Blue Lives
Matter and their supporters use the Internet and social media platforms to retain,
sustain, and increase their existing institutional and social legitimacy and support. My
research will add to the existing body of literature on social movements using the
Internet by examining a group with established power, noting how their use is similar
and different to those groups without existing institutional resources.
The Internet, Social Media Platforms, and Blue Lives Matter Identity
Blue Lives Matter and their supporters would say that those in law enforcement
feel under attack from the media, liberal and local politicians, celebrities, professional
athletes, and the public in general (I discuss this in greater detail in chapter 5 –
Perceived War On Police). Part of this perceived war deals with issues of police officers
being harassed or injured while on duty. As I discuss in chapter 5, while it is true that
the public may be dissatisfied with the law enforcement community, the amount of
murders or felonious acts committed against officers has not increased in two decades
(FBI National Press Office FBI.gov 2020).
Since police officers already hold institutional power, it is reasonable to think
that they have the opportunity and authority to shape pro-law enforcement policy and
practices. However, Blue Lives Matter and their supporters, many of whom claim to be
active duty and retired police officers, feel that they are disempowered and need their
own online spaces to spread their message, when they are off the clock. As noted by one
of my self-identified Blue Lives Matter informants, the perception is that officers may
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receive pushback or punishment from their superiors if they speak openly about these
issues, so Blue Lives Matter spaces allows them space to express their ideas.
Because of their perceived lack of support from local government officials and the
public, these Blue Lives Matter Internet spaces serve as a platform for those in the propolicing community to come together, share ideas with like-minded people, and praise
law enforcement officers. Social movement activists use online platforms to
communicate openly with those like-minded to them, allowing the fostering of ideas and
potentially mobilization to achieve movement goals. Typically, participants in
marginalized movements use these spaces to get validation and communicate with other
supporters, bolstering supporters’ courage or confidence to mobilize. Since the police
and Blue Lives Matter already enjoy a sense of empowerment via the institutionalized
character of their work, these Internet spaces are not used as typical “free spaces” where
movement actors need to build and bolster support leading to action (Futrell, Simi, and
Gottschalk 2006; Polletta 1999). Blue Lives Matter and their supporters instead use
social media spaces to maintain and increase their existing institutional power and
support – key to the group’s goals of bettering the public’s perception of law
enforcement. It is also in these social media spaces however, that the pro-policing
community encounters oppositional views – serving to bolster Blue Lives Matter
supporters’ individual and collective identities.
The semi-anonymous nature of many public social media platforms also allows
for the “trolling” or harassing of those who display views that are oppositional to the
individual doing the trolling. Trolling and the sharing of oppositional views occur on
Blue Lives Matter platforms, as these are “public” social media pages. While these
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platforms also serve as a space for antagonists to harass those trying to utilize
movement platforms, I argue that group members use these online interactions to
enhance in-group fellow feeling against the “intruders.” Establishing an oppositional “us
versus them” position is an important component in the development of a movement’s
collective identity (Polletta and Jasper 2001).
In this study I seek to better understand how social movements and political
activists use the Internet, particularly social media, and what this means for the future
of social movement studies. I also seek to better understand issues of identity, such as
looking at what participants gain from their involvement or participation on their
group’s social media sites (Instagram and Facebook). While numerous academic
studies address social media-related issues, many questions still remain and this
dissertation aims to elaborate on this scholarship while raising new questions about
activism research and social media.
Instagram as a Social Media Platform
Social movement activists have utilized Instagram as a tool in a variety of ways.
The Instagram social media platform facilitates users’ social movement participation
through the visual representation of “who we are” and alternatively, “who we are not,”
which is directly tied to the creation of a group’s collective identity. For example,
individuals can use the movement’s public social media platform to share photos or
video of themselves participating in movement activity. A movement’s social media page
managers can also use the platform to post in ways that raise awareness about certain
issues, in an attempt to achieve movement goals.
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Previous scholarship on Instagram focuses on the use of the hashtags (#) and
images, and how these are deployed by actors to spread movement messages in order to
achieve movement goals more quickly and directly than ever before (Stewarta and
Schultz 2019; Aji 2019; Kim and Kim 2018; Tye et al. 2018; Cornet et al. 2017; Wilson,
Carlson, and Sciascia 2017; Crossley 2015). Instagram allows users to share and
consume different types of visual media, usually in the form of images, videos, and
sometimes a post will include a link to an article. The hashtag feature, allows any posted
material to be retrieved by anyone searching that particular tag. For example, in the
#metoo movement, individuals who have been the targets of sexual violence (and their
supporters) would use this hashtag (#metoo) to share individual narratives, but also to
show solidarity towards this movement which calls out predatory sexual harassment
and violence (Afnan et al. 2019).
The use of Instagram’s hashtag feature has helped many movement actors share
information and mobilize towards achieving their goals; scholars have also noted that
over time these public social media spaces have been commodified (Burki 2020; Etter
and Albu 2020; Afnan et al. 2019; Cornet et al. 2017; Gao 2016; Kidd and McIntosh
2016). Commodification of user information and activity in social media spaces has
been attributed to the algorithms on which these platforms are based, advertising, and
social media-owning corporations (Etter and Albu 2020 p.1). The commodification of
social media spaces has been linked to the diluting of movement messages, as noted by
Afnan et al. (2019) with the #metoo movement. These scholars conducted a qualitative
content analysis of 200 randomly selected Instagram posts that used the #metoo and
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found that “1 in 5 posts within our sample had a commercial aspect, but also revealed a
variety of commodifying strategies employed by the users” (Afnan et al. 2019 p.1).
While there is a “comments” section on Instagram, commenting usually occurs in
the form of simple words, phrases, emojis (shapes and characters), and giphys
(animated video stickers). Back and forth discussions do take place in the comments
section of Instagram, however other social media platforms serve as better space for
back-and-forth conversations.
Facebook as a Social Media Platform
Individuals using Facebook share images, videos, and memes (similar to the
Instagram platform), but Facebook lends itself to sharing more complex material such
as media articles and links to other websites and video clips from news articles. While
users engage in similar activities on Instagram and Facebook, the way that individuals
interact with this material is unique to each platform. When people comment on
Facebook it tends to turn into a conversation or dialogue between participants.
Depending on the page where these discussions are taking place, you can see users both
bonding over the sharing of similar viewpoints and disagreeing with voices of opposition
who disagree with the page’s majority. Discussions in the comments section can get
quite lengthy on Facebook, with hundreds of individuals replying to multiple others’
responses.
Social movement organizations and activists have used Facebook in a variety of
ways. News stories are shared to inform movement supporters, supporters can then
organize and mobilize on their own Facebook page, and similar to Instagram, share
pictures and video – even real-time streaming and post this to the movement and
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individual’s personal page. Facebook pages can also act as blogs – allowing users to
share information while at the same time creating a virtual community space.
Social media scholars have noted how the Facebook platform has served as a
space for social movement organizations and activists to create supportive community
spaces – aiding in their achievement of movement goals (Stewarta and Schultze 2019;
Chowdhury 2019; Aji 2019; Archer and Kao 2018; Poell, Thomas & José van Dijck 2018;
Jeppesen 2018; Tye et al. 2018; Lev-On 2018; Murthy 2018; Wilson, Carlson, and
Sciascia 2017; Hendriks, Duus, and Ercan 2016; Crossley 2015; Tufekci and Wilson
2012). The Facebook platform serves activist tool as it allows movement and political
actors to share common ideologies, and also bond over their distain for oppositional
beliefs and behaviors. These spaces allow movement actors to construct and sustain
both their individual and collective identities.
Identity Formation – Collective Identity
Some of my research questions ask how Blue Lives Matter cultivates and sustains
a collective identity. Culturalist social movement scholars note that collective identity
construction among a group is essential to movement organization and action. As a
concept, collective identity helps us understand some of the key social factors that draw
individuals into political action and shape how they act (Polletta and Jasper 2001,
p.291). Collective identity helps social movement scholars understand why movement
actors join a movement, what motivates them to act, and make sense of the different
forms of activism participants choose (Polletta and Jasper 2001). By understanding a
group’s collective identity, we can get at the meaning making among those participating
in the social movement to decide what keeps them involved.
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Snow suggests that the “essence [of collective identity] resides in a shared sense
of ‘one-ness’ or ‘we-ness’ anchored in real or imagined shared attributes and experiences
among those who comprise the collectivity and in relation or contrast to one or/ more
actual or imagined sets of ‘others’ (Snow 2001, p.2). Taylor and Whittier (1992) among
others (Melucci 1995, Snow 2001, Polletta and Jasper 2001) note that collective identity
involves the ability to distinguish the “in-group” from the ‘other’ because the process of
defining who ‘we are’ inevitably involves establishing who ‘we are not.’ By
distinguishing “us versus them, a group’s collective identity helps members divide up
and make sense of their social world.
A group’s collective identity can bring its members closer through their shared
beliefs and common codes, while distancing those in opposition to the group, creating
an “us versus them” scenario. Benford (2002) notes that by creating an us versus them
scenario, it reinforces member’s ideologies by distinguishing “good” folks and “bad”
folks. Adherents to movement beliefs and ideologies become more established in the
group and those who do fall to the wayside, becoming one of “them.” This we-ness
solidifies members of the group as being like-minded, and separates them from
outsiders (either their opposition or potential recruits).
The development of a collective identity is fluid and may change over time. As
the movement grows and persists, there may be differing opinions among members
about what the movement’s goals are, and how they should go about being addressed
(Nash 2010). Members of the movement may strongly adhere to the movement’s goals
or beliefs at the time they become active, but over the duration of the movement,
shifting goals and ideologies may distance some members of the group.
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Identity Deployment
Social movements scholar Mary Bernstein introduced the concept of identity
deployment to highlight how activists strategically use collective identity to achieve
movement goals. I use identity deployment as a tool for understanding the Blue Lives
Matter activity as seen on their social media platforms and in their claims during my
interviews with respondents.
Understanding the role of identity, both individual and collective, has been at the
heart of scholarly studies on social movements and collective behavior. Bernstein (2007)
argues that there are three analytical levels of identity that must be kept distinct in order
to understand the role of identity in social movements. The first dimension, identity for
empowerment, refers to the creation of collective identity related to the movement, and
to the feeling that political action is feasible (Bernstein 2007). Second, identity can be a
goal of social movements and as activists challenge stigmatized identities, seek
recognition for new identities, and/or deconstruct restrictive social categories
(Bernstein 2007). The third level, identity as strategy or ‘identity deployment’, means
expressing identity such that the terrain of conflict becomes the individual person so
that values, categories, and practices become subject to debate (Bernstein 2007).
Bernstein (1997, 2007, 2009) developed “identity deployment” to better explain
how “identity can be [used] strategically as a form of collective action and to explain the
conditions that produce different types of identity strategies” (Bernstein 2009, p. 871).
She explains that the concept of identity deployment should be:
understood dramaturgically (Goffman 1959) as the collective portrayal of the
group’s identity in the political realm, whether in city council hearings or at sitins in segregated restaurants (Bernstein 2009 p.873).
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Activists’ deploy identity through cultural performances or behaviors (the way activists
act and respond in different situations), that can include material artifacts such as the
types of clothing, hats, and pins that activists wear, the groups’ symbols, slogans, and
sayings, and the jokes that group members tell (Bernstein 2009).
Another way to describe identity deployment is in terms of the way movement
actors will align themselves with, or distinguish themselves from mainstream society or
as Bernstein (2009) refers to it, “celebration and suppression.” Actors highlight and
celebrate ways in which their particular group is unique and different from society at
large, while at the same time, displaying to broader society the notion that they are also
a part of mainstream society and are therefore, just like everyone else and deserve the
same right, treatment, respect as others) and this affects internal and external
movement activity and outcomes (Bernstein 2009). Scholars have applied the concept of
identity deployment to a variety of social movement organizations such as:
the women’s movement (Gilmore and Kaminski 2007), the neo-burlesque
movement (Peluso 2005), the white racialist movement (Shroer 2008),
nationalist (Beissinger 2002; Sorek 2008) and indigenous movements (Hsieh
2006), racial/ethnic mobilization (Einwohner 2006, Bernstein and De la Cruz
Forthcoming), community mobilization (Gotham 1999), anti-war activism
(Maney et al. 2006), activism within professions (Roa et al. 2003), and activism
by anti-mass production movements (Carroll and Swaminathan 2000;
Swaminathan 2001; Pozner and production movements (Carroll and
Swaminathan 2000; Swaminathan 2001; Pozner and Rao 2006) (Bernstein
2009, p. 871-872).
Shroer (2008) for example, found that some white racialist organizations
distance themselves from the traditional robes of the KKK in order to appeal to show
their ‘mainstream philosophy.’ Similarly, this is shown in Einwohner’s (2006, 2008)
work on the Jewish resistance movement in Nazi-occupied Warsaw. “Jews deploying
Aryan identities avoided displaying any sadness over the devastation of the Jewish
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ghetto and even laughed about the plight of Jews in Poland” (p.873). Identity
deployment can be thought of as a continuous and cyclical process between deploying
identity and movement outcomes, where both are impacted by one another.
Some instances of identity deployment even “involve reframing the identities of
opponents” (Bernstein 2009). By framing opponents and their arguments in a particular
light, activists strengthen internal group and individual identities by adding to the ‘us
versus them’ narrative put forth by any particular movement. In her discussion of
identity deployment, Bernstein (1997, 2008, 2009) highlights that there are two
particular types of deployment used by activists – identity deployment for critique, and
identity deployment for education.
Types of Deployment – Identity for Critique and Identity for Education
As mentioned previously, identity deployment can take place at the individual or
collective level, but as Bernstein (2009) notes, there are also two types of identity
deployment that activists deploy:
Identity deployment can be examined at both the individual and collective level
along a continuum from educational to critique... ‘Identity for critique’ confronts
the values, categories, and practices of the dominant culture. ‘Identity for
education’ challenges the dominant culture’s perception of the minority or is used
strategically to gain legitimacy by playing on uncontroversial themes (Bernstein
2009, p.872).
Movement actors can use one or both of these types of deployment at any given time.
Also, members of the same social movement may have differing views and routes for
achieving movement goals, which can lead to factions forming within the group
(Bernstein 2009).
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Whether factions of a social movement or the entire group of supporters, the
situation and context (at a sit-in or in a city council meeting) of the movement activity
will shape which type of identity the group will try to present or deploy, and the
outcomes that result. This contextual element of identity deployment not only applies
for physical spaces, but to virtual ones as well.
Identity Deployment in Online Spaces
Some scholars argue that activists deploy identity in non-performative ways such
as written discourse and printed images. For example, Schroer (2008) shows that the
Internet has become a prime location for the strategic identity deployment by selfproclaimed white ‘racialists.’ “In the case of white racialists, activists respond through
written documents placed on the Internet to negative depictions of their movement in
the media and elsewhere” (Bernstein 2009 p. 285).
As with the identity deployment that takes place in physical spaces, deployment
on the Internet can be either for critique, education, or both (Bernstein 2009, 285).
Using the Internet for identity deployment may seem exactly the same as in physical
spaces, but advances in technology have transformed the way movement actors
participate in activism. As Bernstein notes,
The venue of the Internet provides an ideal way for groups who lack access to the
media and to the polity to deploy their identity as a means of either educating
dominant groups about their beliefs, motives, and politics or critiquing practices,
categories, and values of dominant groups (Bernstein 2009, p. 873-874).
Conclusion
My approach to researching the relationship between social movement activism
and social media platforms is similar to those used by previous scholars. By analyzing
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the visual content and hashtags posted by social movement actors on Instagram, we can
better understand how social media platforms serve to aid movement actors in
achieving their goals (Burki 2020; Afnan et al. 2019; Karlak 2019; Stewarta and Schultze
2019; Aji 2019; Chowdhury, Begum, and Shaon 2019; Poell and van Dijck 2018; Mundt,
Ross, and Burnett 2018; Jeppesen 2018; Tye et al. 2018; Jackson 2018; Murthy 2018;
Cornet et al. 2017; Wilson, Carlson, and Sciascia 2017; Kidd and McIntosh 2016; Gao
2016; Lee, So, and Leung 2015; Gerbaudo and Treré 2015; Hopke 2015; Tsou and
Leitner 2013). This dissertation will add to social movement and Instagram scholarship
by showing how Blue Lives Matter and their supporters use the platform to share visual
media (images, videos, and memes) in order to achieve their stated movement goals of
bettering public perception of law enforcement and supporting the pro-policing
community. I also add to the literature on the commodification of social media spaces as
an obstacle for social movement actors in achieving movement goals, as my respondents
note this struggle as well (Burki 2020; Etter and Albu 2020; Afnan et al. 2019; Cornet et
al. 2017; Gao 2016; Kidd and McIntosh 2016).
This dissertation also contributes to the existing scholarship on social movement
activism and use of Facebook as a platform in order to achieve movement goals (Burki
2020; Chowdhury, Begum, and Shaon 2019; Aji 2019; Jackson 2018; Poell and van
Dijck 2018; Murthy 2018; Lev-On 2018; Jeppesen 2018; Lee, Paul S. N., So and Leung
2015; Bouvier 2015; Gerbaudo and Treré 2015). On Facebook supporters can create a
community while also distinguish themselves from the perceived opposition – aiding in
establishing and sustaining a collective identity amongst the group.
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I also illustrate how Blue Lives Matter and their supporters use their social media
platforms strategically in what movement scholar Mary Bernstein (2009; 2007) terms
identity deployment. My dissertation serves as an empirical example of movement
actors using identity deployment in virtual spaces to achieve their movement goals.
While I add to and elaborate on previous scholarly works, my research also leaves many
further questions to be explored in regard to social movements and social media, which
I discuss in the final chapter of this dissertation.
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CHAPTER 4 – RESEARCH METHODS
In this study, I research how Blue Lives Matter members negotiate and construct an
online collective identity by analyzing their social media platforms (Instagram and
Facebook), and by conducting interviews with self-identified Blue Lives Matter
members. I ask the following research questions:
1) What is Blue Lives Matter?
2) What are the stated goals of Blue Lives Matter?
3) How do Blue Lives Matter members and supporters utilize the organization’s
social media platforms (Facebook and Instagram)?
4) What are the prevailing discourses appearing on the Blue Lives Matter social
media platforms (Facebook and Instagram), and from where are they coming
(officers, BLM activists, supporters, opposition)?
5) How do Blue Lives Matter members use social media platforms to construct,
negotiate, and sustain individual and collective identity?
To answer these research questions, I analyzed Blue Lives Matter’s posted social
media content (Instagram and Facebook) by conducting a qualitative, thematic content
analysis. Content analysis provides a rich data archive one can use to identify and track
narrative themes over time, interactions among supporters, symbolism, and other
cultural traces they leave behind on social media platforms. Also, social media is the
primary locus for Blue Lives Matter activity, so this is the ideal space to use to better
understand them. Also, content matters for understanding who Blue Lives Matter is,
how they define themselves, and how they sustain meaning and activity over time.
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Content analysis allowed me to get a sense of the ideologies of Blue Lives Matter
and their supporters, so that I have a more complete understanding of the group when I
began conducting interviews with self-described Blue Lives Matter supporters. By
conducting a content analysis before interviewing, I was able to have a better sense of
what members’ beliefs and worldview, in particular their beliefs about the pro-policing
movement Blue Lives Matter.
I also utilized 21 in-depth interviews with self-identified Blue Lives Matter
supporters. Some respondents’ are police officers, some were family members of police
officers, and others were public supporters. The content analysis informed my interview
questions and, combined; both data sets helped me develop a robust analytical picture
of BLM supporters, their goals, beliefs, and strategies, and how these have changed over
time.
Units of Foci
I focus on the content shared, and conversations being had on the Blue Lives
Matter social media platforms Instagram and Facebook. This helps me answer some of
my research questions regarding Blue Lives Matter organization and goals, what their
supporters saying these spaces, and what this mean in terms of individual and collective
identity. My interviews focused on self-identified Blue Lives Matter backers because I
want respondents who proclaim to be a part of the group, rather than too assume their
support.
Social movement scholars note that the collective identity is necessary for a group
to mobilize and sustain organized change efforts. Collective identity typically involves an
“us versus them” sentiment that is often felt by a group with a collective identity. The
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Blue Lives Matter movement has many passionate supporters and opponents, and much
of their rhetoric focuses on the “thems” in society of which they are in opposition. I use
the collective identity literature to help code and categorize the data into themes, in
order to answer my research questions about how Blue Lives Matter and their
supporters utilize the group’s social media platforms to organize and advocate.
Those who study social movements have long been intrigued with how movement
members communicate and interact, how this has changed over time, and what this
means for the future of movements. While some movement scholars have touched on
the ways that the Internet and social media have influenced individual and collective
identities (sharing pictures or experiences of activism via social media), most have spent
their focus on the resources that the Internet has brought to activism (quick and
efficient communication for organizing, cost reductions, ease of participation for
participants).
I add to this literature by using the movement Blue Lives Matter as an empirical
example. The Blue Lives Matter movement is a particularly useful case for several
reasons. They are a right-leaning group, and the majority of the academic literature
written on social movements focuses on movements of the left of the political spectrum.
They are also intriguing because they are a group that already possesses institutional
power, yet they feel that they need to organize extra-institutionally to publicly advocate
for their interests. Also, Blue Lives Matter constitutes is a counter-movement to the
Black Lives Matter social movement. And, even though Blue Lives Matter holds this
established institutional power and legitimacy, they seek to further their power, by
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supporting and passing pro-Blue Lives Matter legislation, which would classify the
harming of police officers (and other first responders) a hate crime.
I analyze how movement members and opposition utilize the Blue Lives Matter
social media platforms to better understand prevailing discourses, identity construction,
and organizational development over time. This project will add elaborate and extend
research on online activism, identity construction, right-wing mobilization, and counter
movement action.
Temporal Dimension
I mark the start of my data collection at the Blue Lives Matter’s formation on,
December 2014 and trace it through May 2020. I reviewed the official Blue Lives Matter
organization’s social media posts on Facebook and Instagram beginning with December
2014 and ending with the most available data at the time of saturation. Although
websites and social media posts are often taken down, one benefit of using online posts,
as data is that they allow the researcher to go back as far as the information is available.
Because my focus for data is social media content, data must be saved, as new data is
created every day.
As I worked through years of Blue Lives Matter data, I took note of the focal
topics being discussed on their social media platforms and on their website. I noted that
many of the issues focused on by the group stayed the same over time (encouraging a
pro-policing ideology and trying to influence the public’s perception of law enforcement
officers), though depending on the platform and socio-historical context – they way the
information was delivered may have appeared slightly different (this is discussed in
more detail in Chapter 7 – Blue Lives Matter and Identity Deployment).
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Data Collection And Sampling
For my both my Instagram and Facebook content analyses, I used maximum
variation sampling, also known as heterogeneous sampling. This is a type of purposive
sampling that aims to capture a wide range of perspectives and cases (from the most
typical to the most extreme) on the research topic.
I retrieved all Facebook data from the Blue Lives Matter official public page.
Since that platform is public, this made it easy to access and save posts for data. For
Facebook, since variation is key and social media is a living platform that is always
changing, it was necessary for me to capture posts throughout the entire month, and
from every post from the day chosen, in order to see patterns in material posted,
conversation, and other nuanced details. To ensure maximum variation I chose to
collect posts from Facebook on the following days of every month collected: 1, 3, 5, 15,
17, 19, 24, 26, and 28. I chose these dates to get a sample from posts at the beginning,
middle, and end of each month. I did this for the months of: March, April, May, June,
July, August, September, and October of 2019. While saving posts for each day, I noted
the total number of posts for that day, the main topic of each post, and a brief summary
of the story linked to the post. I stopped collecting posts each day when I found that I
had reached saturation on the main topics for the posts and I could begin another more
in-depth round of analysis, focusing on the thematic patterns.
I obtained the Instagram data for this project from the public Official Blue Lives
Matter Instagram account. I analyzed a total of 866 posts, as this is the current totality
of the group’s Instagram activity. Posts range in date from the first available post in
August 2016 through September 2019. There are no posts available from October 2017
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through September 2018. Posting is active again from October through November 2018,
and there have been no posts since. I do not know why the page went inactive and, as of
November 2020, there has never been another Blue Lives Matter Instagram account
created using the title “Official.” While the questions of why this activity on this account
halted, was never directly answered by my Blue Lives Matter respondents, I draw
informed assumptions that the abandoning of this account had to do with perceived
infringements of free speech by the Instagram platform.
For the interviews I used snowball sampling. After receiving approval from the
UNLV IRB board (see Appendix E for recruitment documents), I reached out via social
media, and began recruiting self-identified Blue Lives Matter supporters via my own
Facebook platform. During interviews, I asked self-described Blue Lives Matter
supporters a variety of questions (see Appendix C – Interview Guide) about what Blue
Lives Matter means to them, their involvement with the organization, and about the
Blue Lives Matter legislative bill. I also asked questions about Black Lives Matter to
those of my respondents who brought up the social movement (see Appendix C –
Interview Guide). I utilized grounded theory to analyze, code, interpret, and validate the
in-depth interview transcripts, allowing me to search for regularities and outlying cases
in my research data.
Analysis/Coding, Interpretation, and Validation
I use grounded theory’s continuous coding method. I searched for themes in the
data, created thematic codes, and used additional data to elaborate, refine, or refute
these codes leading to a theoretical understanding of the phenomenon. I reviewed the
data in rounds until reaching saturation. I determined saturation when I found no new
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themes, and those that have I had developed were reinforced with many examples. I also
recorded outlying cases for reporting (Denzin and Lincoln 2011).
My data collection and analysis were interrelated and continuous processes
(Lofland et al 2006). Once I began collecting data, the coding process also began and
was continuous until I stopped collecting data for my social media content analysis. As I
analyzed the data (Instagram and Facebook posts on the Blue Lives Matter social media
accounts and comments from those posts), themes begin to emerge that I then
categorized, and this is continued until a saturation point was reached. During my initial
round of Instagram data analysis, I identified fourteen themes (see Appendix F –
Instagram Analysis) including: Children, Cop Shots, Piece Pics, Donald Trump, and
more. In my initial round of Facebook analysis I found thirteen themes (see Appendix G
– Facebook Analysis) including: Hero Down, Attack on the Police, Fur Missiles, antiNFL, and more. Appendix F and G include tables with all of my initial themes along
with a brief description of what each theme captures.
For example, Figure 5 is an example of a Blue Lives Matter Instagram post that
would have fallen under the theme “Fur Missiles.” This is what those in the pro-policing
community call police K-9s. Some of the photos in this category are funny and lighthearted like Figure 1, while others feature police dogs with aggressive postures or
attacking trainers during their training. Images like Figure 1 would eventually end up
coded as “Identity Deployment – Officers are Human(e); Policeman’s Best Friend – Cop
Dogs.” In this discussion I show how Blue Lives Matters and their supporters use
imagery of police K-9s (sometimes with officers and sometimes by themselves) to
demonstrate to the public that officers are similar to others in society – they love their
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animal counterparts, and use this as a humanizing technique in the pro-law
enforcement community.

Figure 5 - Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) March 24, 2017

Unlike Instagram where the visual material is being analyzed, on Facebook posts
typically link to news articles written and found on the Blue Lives Matter website. I
used the headlines of these articles as data during my initial round of Facebook analysis
(see Appendix G). Each theme in Appendix G has a brief description of what that
category consists of. Figure 6 is a Facebook post about an officer who was reportedly
murdered while in the line of duty. In my coding process, a Facebook post like Figure 6
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would originally fall under the themes of “Hero Down” (a phrase commonly used by
those in the pro-policing community to talk about any incident where an officer (or
police K-9) has died) and “Attack on Police” – noted incidents of violence against law
enforcement officers (see Appendix G). Ultimately, a Facebook post like this would have
ended up coded as “Perceived War on Police” (the title and theme of chapter 5 of this
dissertation). Data falling into the theme “Perceived War on Police” illustrates how Blue
Lives Matter and their supporters see incidents of law endorsement officers injured or
killed while on duty as evidence of the general public’s negative perception of police.

Figure 6 - Facebook (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 13, 2021
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Validation strategies are important in social research, as they ensure that you are
studying what you think you are studying and that your interpretations are accurate
(Babbie 2004). I use triangulation as my validation strategy. According to Denzin
(1978) methodological triangulation involves using more than one method to gather
data, such as interviews, observations, questioners, and documents. I simultaneously
conducted separate qualitative, thematic content analyses of Blue Lives Matter
Instagram and Facebook posts. After my first round of coding was complete for those
two content analyses, I began conducting my in-depth semi-structured interviews.
During interviews with self-identified Blue Lives Matter supporters I was sure to note
how their views and beliefs supported or served as an outlying cases for what I was
finding in my preliminary content analyses results.
Ethical Considerations, Political Implications, and Limitations
Social science research almost always raises ethical and political considerations.
One of the main ethical considerations in this study is informant identification possible
personal consequence for associating with this particular social movement or form
statements they make. When using data from public social media platforms such as the
Blue Lives Matter page, if quotes are used in published research or in a presentation, it
is possible that someone consuming the information may recognize the data as coming
from someone they know. This could lead to backlash effects such as being ostracized or
even worse physical harm. Because the data that I use comes from public posts, I chose
not to hide or change the identities (or usernames) of any comments I use (Kozinets
2015). This is simple to address as the researcher can create pseudonyms for anyone
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whose name or username will give away identifying information about themselves, or
show their (presumed) actual face in their profile picture.
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CHAPTER 5 – PERCEIVED WAR ON POLICE
According to the FBI, the number of law enforcement officers killed in the line of
duty has not increased during the 20 years (see Table 1). FBI reports break down
officers killed in the line of duty into two categories – those killed by felonious acts and
accidental deaths. As you can see in Table 1, there has been no significant or consistent
increase in the number of police officers murdered in felonious acts while on duty over
the last two decades (FBI.gov 2020). Since the actual numbers of officers killed on the
job has not increased, it is important to look into issues of perception.
The Pew Research Center conducted the survey “Behind the Badge” to compare
views held by police officers to those of the general public on different policing-related
issues (Morin et al. 2016). The findings show that the police and the public often have
different opinions or perceptions about the same issue, “for example, most police say
that more officers are needed to adequately patrol their communities, while the majority
of the public don’t think more officers are necessary” (Morin et al. 2016). When asked
about the recent protests surrounding the deaths of Black citizens at the hands of police,
the police and the public have different opinions about the motivations of those
protesting. “About nine-in-ten officers (92%) say that protests were motivated by bias
toward the police... while 65% of the public says accountability was [the motivating]
factor” (Morin et al. 2016). This difference in opinion over protestor motivations shows
that officers see themselves as being judged with unfair bias by the public and those who
critique them. In the “Behind the Badge” survey however,
the public and officers agree that the recent deaths of Blacks during incidents
with police and the protests they have sparked have added to the challenges of
police work... 86% [of officers] say their job is harder now as a result of the
protests... and seven-in-ten [70%] Americans believe police work has become
more dangerous in the past five years (Morin et al. 2016).
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Again, according to statistics by the FBI, it is simply not accurate that policing is more
dangerous now that five years ago, yet both the police and some of the American public
believe this to be the case. I theorize these perceptions are related to historical nostalgia
and how individuals perceive a past that is more desirable than the present, but never
truly existed in a factual sense (Marchegiani and Phau 2008).

Table 1 – Law enforcement officers killed in the line of duty (FBI National Press Office
FBI.gov)
*71 of these were officers killed while responding to the terrorist attacks of September
11, 2001.
Year
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019

Felonious Acts
51
140* (69)
56
52
54
55
48
57
41
48
56
72
47
27
51
41
66
46
55
48

Accidental
83
77
77
80
82
67
66
83
67
47
72
53
45
49
45
45
52
47
51
41
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Whether through perceived oppressive on-the-job reprimands, harsh words from
citizens on the streets, or violent physical attacks, Blue Lives Matter supporters have a
very real perception that law enforcement officers are under increased threats and
attacks. This perceived war on police has very real affects in both the physical world and
in virtual spaces. The Blue Lives Matter social media accounts (Facebook and
Instagram) share stories and images regarding the various ways that police are under
attack, and a push to halt these instances (Figure 7). The text in the post of Figure 7
reads, “IN 24 HOURS, 3 OFFICERS HAVE BEEN SHOT, 1 HAS MADE THE
UNLIMATE SACRIFICE | THE WAR ON POLICE MUST END NOW” (Blue Lives
Matter Instagram 2017).

Figure 7– Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) July 19, 2017
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My analytic discussion of this perceived war on police will explain a variety of
ways in which police and their supporters feel they are under attack. I begin with
perceived misconceptions held by the public about the police, Blue Lives Matter, and
their supporters. I then discuss their belief that many of these perceived false messages
about police that Americans hold are being perpetuated by the mainstream media. Next,
I shift from beliefs to action as I discuss the different ways that police and their
supporters believe they have been discriminated against. Perceived anti-policing actions
include verbal and physical attacks on the police. I will then discuss how officers and
their supporters believe there is a lack of internal support for officers because of on-thejob reprimands and critiques of their work. Finally, I discuss how police officers and
their supporters feel that even our criminal justice system, of which they are a part, can
be anti-law enforcement. As I move through this list of perceived attacks on police, I use
evidence from the Blue Lives Matter social media pages and comments from selfdescribed Blue Lives Matter supporters to situate how the pro-policing community
perceives these slights.
This perceived war on police serves to unite and bolster pro-policing identity
among Blue Lives Matter supporters in two ways. First, Blue Lives Matter supporters
come together to defend the law enforcement community when they read articles about
officers being mocked, injured, or killed while on duty. Blue Lives Matter supporters
leave comments on Instagram posts and have conversations on Facebook posts about
how unjust this perceived war on police is – uniting them in their pro-policing
ideologies. Secondly, this perceived war on police unites Blue Lives Matter supporters
by clearly defining for the group who the common enemy is – solidifying their collective
identity by creating a clearly delineated “us versus them” scenario. Creating these
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categories of who we are and alternatively, who we are not, is essential in the
solidification of a group’s collective identity (Jasper 1997).
Perceived Misconceptions About Blue Lives Matter, Law Enforcement
Officers, and Their Supporters
Police officers and their supporters collectively feel that misconceptions about
them that exist, and that those misconceptions are evidence of the public holding
negative opinions about law enforcement officers. For police officers, one of these
misconceptions concerns the “blue wall of silence” phenomenon. The “blue wall of
silence” refers to the idea that that “police engage in a pervasive pattern of deception
and withholding of the truth in ritual cover-up for their brethren” (Nolan 2009). The
U.S. Department of Justice conducted the “Measure of Police Integrity” study that
looked at 30 police agencies across the United States and found that the “environments
of integrity” (officers were acting with integrity) varied drastically across agencies
(Klockars et al. 2000). The author discusses two agencies (2 and 23) to illustrate this
point, explaining that:
Agency 2 has a national reputation for integrity, is extremely receptive to
research, and is often promoted as a model of innovation. Agency 23 has a long
history of scandal, and its reputation as an agency with corruption problems
persists despite numerous reform efforts. Although a local newspaper once
dubbed Agency 23 ‘the most corrupt police department in the country,’ six other
agencies in the sample appear to have integrity environments that are as poor or
worse (Klockars et al. 2000 p.).
This data suggests that while the culture of corruption varies across agencies and to
varying degrees, the “blue wall of silence” does exist to some extent and, for this reason,
I refer to this section of my discussion as “perceived misconceptions” about Blue Lives
Matter and law enforcement.
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Regardless of the degree to which the blue wall of silence is true, police officers
and their supporters believe this to be a misconception. While interviewing Gerald, a
Blue Lives Matter supporter and police officer, he shared his concerns about this
misconception about the pro-law enforcement community. Gerald said, “Yeah
sometimes people will think that cops are just trying to protect other cops’ backs – like a
friend who will just do anything for another friend” (Interview, 9/18/2019). Another
respondent, Sarah, an education program manager, shared this sentiment and added
that it extends to Blue Lives Matter and police supporters as well saying,
I feel like people think if you support Blue Lives Matter than you think that police
officers can’t make any mistakes – and that’s not true. For example, the officer
that shot the man in his apartment... I’m not going to sit there and say, ‘Oh, well,
she just made a mistake because if she was not a police officer, it would be the
same situation. So I think that’s kind of a big misconception – that if you’re Blue
Lives Matter supporter that no one else matters and that’s not the case.
(Interview, 10/14/2019).
Officers and their supporters view these misconceptions as unfair treatment and
a stain on their reputation. The idea that cops will do anything to protect each other, no
matter how true or not it is, gives supporters the sense that they are being judged
negatively before they even act. The same is true of their supporters – as Sarah shows,
they claim that their loyalty to law enforcement is not without question.
Police and their supporters feel that there are some individuals in society who
claim to hate police officers in general (see Figure 8), pointing to protestors and critics
who use saying like “ACAB” (all cops are bastards) and “FTP” (fuck the police) (see
Figure 9), and these individuals are seen as aggressors in this perceived war (Woodyard
2020). Law enforcement officers and their supporters see police as stuck in a position of
putting their lives on the line daily for people who they believe despise them.
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Figure 8 – Instagram (Blue Lives Matter) February 8, 2017

Figure 9 – USA Today June 5, 2020 (ACAB and FTP Messaging)

There may be some validity to these perceived feelings of dislike or distrust. In a
recent Gallup report (see Table 2), “Amid Pandemic, Confidence in Key U.S. Institutions
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Surges,” Megan Brenan discusses how Americans have a higher confidence in all key
institutions, except for policing – where we see American’s confidence level of the police
the lowest it has been in over two decades (Brenan 2020). This data gives support to
officer’s perceptions that the American public does not have confidence and admiration
for law enforcement officers. On this matter, police and individuals protesting for police
reform are actually in agreement (see Table 3) in terms of what changes need to be
made in policing (Yokley and Easley 2020). Table 3 illustrates that even though officers
and their critics hold certain perceptions about the other group, in theory they are not
that far apart in their ideas about what changes need to be made. In practice however,
law enforcement officers and their supporters believe that much of the criticism they
receive is a result of misconceptions - not the fault of the police and bad policing, but the
perceived negative messages about officers being perpetuated by the mainstream media
who they perceive as anti-law enforcement in their reporting.

Table 2 – Gallup: Americans’ Confidence in the Police (August 2020)
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Table 3 – Morning Consult: Many Proposed Policing Reforms are Popular – Even
Among Police Officers (July 23, 2020)

Perceived Anti-Police Messaging in the Mainstream Media
There is a perception among Blue Lives Matter and their supporters that the
mainstream media is partially to blame for perpetuating these perceived false narratives
about law enforcement officers, and that these negative messages and beliefs in fact are
expressed as actions in the form of discrimination, verbal, and physical attacks on
officers. On the official Blue Lives Matter website (www.defensemaven.io - taken down
in June 2020 – see Epilogue) they specifically address the mainstream media in their
“About Us” section. In this section, the first prominent message comes in a YouTube
video featuring their national spokesperson, retired lieutenant Randy Sutton. He
explains how active-duty and retired law enforcement officers created Blue Lives Matter
to:
…combat the massive amount of false information being fed to the American
public by a biased media, pandering politicians, and agenda-driven community
activists, eager to paint a false picture about the American law enforcement
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officer... when the entire profession gets painted with the broad brush of
accusations of institutionalized racism, brutality, and widespread misconduct, it
destroys the moral and causes much added physical, emotional, and
psychological danger in an already dangerous profession.
As Sutton continues, he describes how the group responds to this perceived war
on police, by utilizing Blue Lives Matter as a tool to “fight back” against those critiquing
the actions of police officers. Sutton says, “That’s why we decided to fight back with the
only weapon we possessed – the truth.” Blue Lives Matter shares their “truth” via the
articles they post on their social media and website. When analyzing and fact-checking
the news articles put out by Blue Lives Matter (appearing after June 2020 as The Police
Tribune), they are quite consistent with the details reported by other media outlets, with
slight additions that appeal to their pro-policing audience.
In Table 4, you can see three articles about Milwaukee Bucks player Sterling
Brown who was tasered by police and arrested after they confronted him about a minor
parking violation. Though the quotes come from different media sources, the facts are
presented in the same way. There is a stark contrast in the title of the Blue Lives Matter
article. While other media sources present the facts, referring to the player’s name and
position on the Bucks team (see Table 4), the Blue Lives Matter article calls the player
an asshole, or “A – hole” (Matkin 2018). The headline appeals to Blue Lives Matter
supporters as a pro-policing community that perceives anyone giving police a “hard
time” or not complying to their orders and commands immediately and without
questions, as the opposition. Regardless of the accuracy of their media articles, the
framing offers insight into the pro-policing community views as they supplement
articles published by the “biased” mainstream media. As you will see in Table 4 in this
chapter, Blue Lives Matter articles are written from a pro-policing point of view. For
example, in one article they refer to an NFL player who had an altercation with police an
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“asshole,” while other media outlets simply talk about the player using his name and
position on the team. Pro-policing ideology views anyone resisting or arguing with law
enforcement officers as the opposition, thus referring to them as assholes in their media.
On the Blue Lives Matter website, their “Introduction” section echoes Suttons’
video message about the mainstream media being anti-law enforcement by stating:
•
•
•
•
•

Blue Lives Matter is a media company, founded and run entirely by active,
former, and retired law enforcement officers and their families.
Due to the nature of the profession, law enforcement personnel are seen as
easy targets and are consequently bullied by slander, illegitimate
complaints, frivolous lawsuits, and physical attacks.
Unjust attacks from the news media, celebrities and politicians have
damaged community relations and endanger the lives and safety of law
enforcement officers.
We are supported by Americans who believe in law and order and want to
provide a counterbalance to the dangerous false narratives being
propagated about law enforcement.
Our mission to support law enforcement is accomplished through our
supporters, the world's largest community of Americans who support law
enforcement.
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Table 4 – Blue Lives Matter Media Article Analysis January 26, 2018

During my interview with, 30-year-old Tommy, who comes from a pro-law
enforcement family, he said that a group or movement like Blue Lives Matter was
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needed to deal with perceived misrepresentations by the media. Tommy told me, “It’s
[Blue Lives Matter] needed – if only to respond to the backlash” (Interview, 9/19/2019).
The backlash against police that Tommy is talking about is the criticisms against police
in general and misconceptions perceived to be coming from the mainstream media.
When I interviewed national Blue Lives Matter spokesperson and retired police
lieutenant Randy Sutton, agreed with Tommy – that Blue Lives Matter is needed to help
police handle this perceived backlash from the anti-policing media and public. Sutton
said,
Blue Lives Matter really only exists as a concept not as a true organization in the
sense of the word, to counter the false narrative of the media portrayal of [law
enforcement] and social activists’ portrayal of police as institutionally racist,
being repressed – being met with misconduct and corruption. Blue Lives Matter
is in essence is pro-law enforcement from a law enforcement perspective... It’s
about getting the truth out in the public eye from a law enforcement perspective.
Blue Lives Matter exists because of a false narrative that was being spun that was
clearly anti-law enforcement. For groups who use cops as a scapegoat for social
problems and they get the public outlet. In many ways law enforcement officers
right to free speech in many ways has been compromised and is in jeopardy
because of social mores now. Their right to free speech has been compromised
quite literally as if they weren’t even American and the movement is a response to
that (Interview, 11/22/2019).
Randy Sutton and other Blue Lives Matter supporters agree that the mainstream media
is to some extent responsible for the negative or perceived bias against law enforcement
officers that exists in society. They also see it as the role of Blue Lives Matter to speak
out against these perceived false narratives – giving a voice to officers who feel their
voices and opinions are stifled. The way that Blue Lives Matter and their supporters
agree about the goals and role of the group solidifies identities (both individual and
collective) – individuals internalize pro-policing messages and in turn support the larger
pro-policing community to achieve stated goals.
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Maggie, a homemaker and daughter of a law enforcement officer, echoed the
sentiment that Blue Lives Matter is necessary to combat these perceived false messages
put out by the mass media saying,
I think [Blue Lives Matter is] extremely important because the [media]
narrative... I feel like the negative parts of law enforcement are the ones that are
highlighted the most. When something happens that involves a police officer, I
just feel there is a lot of negative connotations with law enforcement and I think
that’s dangerous in our society – that we are demonizing the people that are
keeping us safe in our neighborhoods and in our communities, and if one bad
thing happens involving a police officer it’s like every person in that department
now – or just every police officer in general is now a bad person... and it’s just
giving law enforcement a bad image (Interview, 11/18/2019).
One of the perceived consequences of these false messages about law enforcement
officers being spread is the potential for these negative beliefs about police turning into
acts, such as discrimination and attacks (both verbal and physical) against officers.
Perceived Discrimination Against Law-Enforcement Officers
According to the Blue Lives Matter social media posts and articles, law
enforcement officers receive what they perceive as negative treatment and
discrimination – only because they are employed as police officers. One forms of
perceived discrimination towards law enforcement officers is the idea that the public
and local officials do not support them to do their jobs in a ways they see fit.
One example of this discrimination, according to a Blue Lives Matter Facebook
post, are that police not being able to patrol in the ways they would like. One Blue Lives
Matter Facebook post features an article that reads, “Pride Organizers Ban Uniformed
Officers from Annual Parade” (June 3, 2019). Pride organizers wanted to take a stand
against having officers at their event, due to the long history in America of police
violence against the LGTBQ+ community (Levin 2019). While this seems like a
reasonable request, Blue Lives Matter supporters would claim that police are being
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prevented from doing their job (public safety) because others view them as oppressive.
Blue Lives Matter supporters see events and requests like this as evidence that their
communities do not support police.
Another Blue Lives Matter Facebook post shares an article about a perceived act
of discrimination against an officer. The article reads, “On-duty uniformed deputy
refused service at Kay jewelers for having a gun” (July 26, 2019). While it is normal for
many spaces in society to ban firearms in buildings, officers see stories like this as an
attack on them personally. The idea for supporters is that law enforcement officers are
supposed to be the respected protectors of society, and should be exceptions to the rule
for practices such as this. Again, officers and their supporters see instances such as these
as a lack of respect and revere towards officers by the public – evidence of this perceived
war against them.
This perceived lack of public admiration for law enforcement can also be
evidenced in instances of perceived discrimination against officers including visits to
fast food restaurants. One Blue Lives Matter Facebook article headline reads, “Sheriff's
office instigating McDonald's employee tampering with cop's food” (July 29, 2019).
Officers feel that some in the public service industry have an interest in harming them,
whether tampering with their food or by denying them service. Another Facebook article
reads, “Kiefer police chief Johnny O’Mara is furious that four of his officers received
drinks from a Glenpool, Oklahoma, Starbucks with the word pig printed on the labels”
(Way 2020). Another story involving the police and Starbucks posted on the Blue Lives
Matter Facebook page resulted in the coffee chain firing one of their employees (see
Figure 10). In Houston, Texas a woman’s children returned home after getting
Starbucks with their father and on the children’s cups was written “Defund the Police”
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(Hee 2020). The woman posted the image in Figure 10 along with the message, “‘I called
and made the manager aware…as if she wasn’t already,’ the post continued. ‘She acted
like she couldn’t careless. All of my LEO friends be careful when getting anything from
there.’ ‘This s–t has to stop,’ she added. ‘We can’t even get a cup of coffee without
worrying about being poisoned or worse. Wtf is wrong with America???’”
(policetribune.com 2020). An interesting piece to this story is that the family was in no
way connected to law enforcement, with the woman who made the initial Facebook post
saying, “The customer says her ex-husband who made the order does not work in law
enforcement and was not in any type of uniform when the incident happened” (Hee
2020). Although the woman’s family was not directly tied to law enforcement, you know
she is part of the pro-policing community by the words she uses in her post. The
abbreviation “LEO” stands for Law Enforcement Officer, so although she is not directly
an officer, she most likely holds pro-policing ideologies thus finding this message
offensive.
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Figure 10 – Facebook (Blue Lives Matter) September 29, 2020

Another Blue Lives Matter Facebook post reads, “McDonald's manager tells cop
"I don't like y'all"- company responds immediately” (July 26, 2019). To law enforcement
supporters, incidents such as these gives validation to their perception that there is an
ongoing war against the police and policing in general. However, an article by Vice news
shows that many of these charges and claims end up being misunderstandings and even
manufactured by officers themselves (Way 2020).
Whether the truth about the claims in some of these cases is reliable or not, the
pro-policing community uses these stories as evidence of discrimination against officers.
The pro-policing community has typically used social media as a way to share their
views and truth however they feel that they are also being censored in these online
spaces, which they see as another form of discrimination.
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During my interview with Blue Lives Matter spokesperson Randy Sutton, he
claimed that social media platforms, in particular Facebook, stifle the opinions and
views of police officers by intentionally censoring and subverting their messages. While
social media is essential to groups like Blue Lives Matter and sharing their message with
the public, they are not without critique. When I asked Sutton about the importance of
social media to the group he said,
Well social media is probably the most important information medium that exists
today. And it’s being utilized by forces if you will... trying to discredit and
dismantle the American criminal justice system – as is being done. [They] attack
law enforcement on a regular basis and the way to combat that is to get our view
point out, so that’s why social media... and believe me – it’s a challenge because
the social media platforms are incredibly anti-law enforcement and they stifle the
communication. These platforms are quite literally censoring the viewpoints of
law enforcement officers. It’s terrible – it’s astounding and they’re so
unapologetic about it. Facebook is especially malignant in this regard. They could
care less about how anybody feels about it – they are the big gorillas, and they
limit what the views will be. I’m an administrator on a number of law
enforcement pages and one page we have 240,000 followers and we put a video
up and if a 1,000 people see it, that’s a lot. They are simply censoring content that
is pro-law enforcement. They stifle what comes up on your feed (Interview,
11/22/2019).
According to Sutton’s description of the social media monitoring process, just
because an organization that has many Facebook followers shares a post, this post may
not appear on their followers’ timeline right away. Sutton says this how social media
platforms censor the opinions of law enforcement and pro-law enforcement messages.
However, it is most likely that algorithms are the reason why all followers of a page do
not view a group’s post on their feed (Mill City Press 2016).
Afnan et al. (2019) note in their study of the #metoo movement on Instagram
that “1 in 5” of the randomly sampled posts they analyzed contained some type of
advertisement or commercial aspect. Studies such as this highlight the ways that
movement goals and messaging can be diluted because of algorithms and the
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commodification of social media platforms. Other scholars have also noted the
“detrimental implications of social media algorithms for organizing and civic
engagement” (Etter and Albu 2020 p.1). My analysis of Blue Lives Matter adds to this
literature on the complications that come with using social media for activism, and one
of my respondents echoed that all of the pro-law enforcement organization social media
pages he has been involved with experiencing this. Randy explained that Facebook
censored material put out by other pro-police organizations that he is involved with as
well. He said,
If they [Facebook] find content objectionable, they’ll put you in Facebook jail and
you aren’t allowed to post anything. It’s a really arbitrary and capricious decision
and they hold all the cards... They send you a little note that says, ‘This is not
conforming to our policies...’ My organization The Wounded Blue is a charitable
organization that aids injured law enforcement officers. You would figure it
would be apolitical – it has nothing to do with anything. Yet – we put out a video
and Facebook immediately puts it out of people’s reach, only because it’s a prolaw enforcement page. This is the reality we are all dealing with? It’s an endless
fight; let me put it that way (Interview, 11/22/2019).
Law enforcement supporters feel like social media platforms censor pro-policing
content and offers more evidence for their claims about the war against the police that
they perceive. Blue Lives Matter and their supporters feel that not only are some officers
being discriminated against in society, but that many also receive verbal attacks while
they are on duty.
Verbal Attacks on Law Enforcement Officers
Not all elements of this perceived war on police are physical like shooting or
harming officers. Some attacks police are verbal, but nonetheless impactful to those who
feel they are being targeted. On their Facebook page, Blue Lives Matter shared an article
referring to such incidents saying, “University exec has meltdown, berates cop after
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driver hits cop car” (June 24, 2019). Blue Lives Matter supporters use instances such as
this as examples of how a police officer cannot do their job without frequently facing
negative reactions from the public, even when an encounter is not their “fault.” A post
on the Blue Lives Matter Instagram page, describes a time when a Florida mayor said to
a police officer grocery store, “I didn’t know we were serving pig” (Figure 11). Eula
Clarke ended up stepping down from her office as mayor saying, “Unfortunately, I made
a mistake. We all make mistakes and I am truly and humbly sorry” (McRoberts 2017).
Instances like this are used as evidence to Blue Lives Matter supporters that the public
and local political officials do not respect police.

Figure 11 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 29, 2017
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Another instance of verbal attacks on police officers is a Blue Lives Matter
Facebook post reads, “Bystanders taunt Philly cops during incident where 6 cops were
shot” (August 15, 2019). Blue Lives Matter supporters want the public to know that
there have been instances where citizens have scrutinized and mocked them while they
are working. Regardless of whether or not these instances are infrequent, supporters use
stories like this to support their case for the public’s general lack of support towards
officers their perceived war on police. Verbal attacks may be disheartening to law
enforcement supporters, but even scarier is the threat of physical violence that officers
may experience while in the line of duty. Blue Lives Matter supporters see verbal attacks
toward officers as an attack on the whole pro-policing community and bond over their
shared distain for these instances.
Physical Attacks on Law Enforcement Officers
While statistics from the FBI show that physical assaults and attacks on law
enforcement officers have not increased in any significant way (see Table 1), law
enforcement supporters still perceive this as an increasing threat. Physical assaults on
police officers range from encounters where police officers were hurt in the line of duty
to the killing of officers on the job. As a result of this perceived war on police, many Blue
Lives Matter supporters believe that officers are targets for those looking to harm those
in law enforcement. My respondent Sarah, a lifelong law enforcement supporter, said
that now officers carry a stigma that they want to avoid when they can.
So I get it, you kind of do become a target. Like I know officers here that change
when they get to work and change before they leave work. You won’t ever see an
unarmed officer just hanging out in their uniform at McDonald’s they don’t want
that attention (Interview, 10/14/2019).
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Officers do not want the negative attention that comes along with wearing law
enforcement uniform. There is now a stigma attached to wearing the police uniform,
and Blue Lives Matter and their supporters see this as a result of the negative media
attention the law enforcement community receives. This stigma associated with law
enforcement is a strong driver in the pursuit of the Blue Lives Matter goal of changing
the public’s perception of officers. In an attempt to try and alleviate some of this stigma
and change the hearts and minds of the public, Blue Lives Matter strategically deploys
pro-policing imagery and messaging that shows officers as human(e) (this is discussed
in greater detail in Chapter 7 – Blue Lives Matter and Identity Deployment). As a selfdescribed public relations group, Blue Lives Matter and their supporters actively work to
change the public’s perception of the law enforcement community. They believe that
lessening the stigma associated with wearing the police uniform may help in ending
some of the types of physical risks that officers will encounter while on duty.
On the job physical risks can vary from close calls of almost being hit by cars
while on a traffic stop, to being gunned down by individuals specifically because they are
officers (Figures 12 – 14).
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Figure 12 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) July 20, 2017

Figure 13 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) August 19, 2017
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Figure 14 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) July 29, 2017

On the Blue Lives Matter Facebook page, one post headline reads, “Video - suspect
apologizes to officer, nearly runs him over while fleeing stop” (May 26, 2019). Even
though this incident may not have been intentional, an officer’s life was still put at risk
because someone was fleeing, and they see this as one example of how their lives and
livelihood are “under attack” physically. The nature of their job puts officers in harms
way, but with a perceived increase in intentional assaults on the police, these dangers
feel amplified. The Blue Lives Matter Facebook page has many articles that detail
incidents of physical attacks on police officers during traffic stops, home checks, and
other moments involving police-public contact.
One article headline reads, “Gunman ambushes LAPD officers stopped at red
light” (August 19, 2019). Stories like this remind supporters that officers are being
targeted in violent assaults and are at risk for danger even when they are just waiting at
a stoplight. Other Blue Lives Matter headlines reflect this same danger as they read,
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“Video - Camera captures gunman repeatedly shoot female Salem officer” (May 17,
2019), “Baltimore police employee brutally beaten in brazen attack near station” (July
26, 2019), “Deputy shot in face by MS-13 gang member” (May 17, 2019), and “Breaking:
Active gunfight after ambush of police in Sacramento, officer down” (June 19, 2019).
While these stories are indeed tragic, an important thing to keep in mind is that again,
according to the FBI, these “felonious attacks” against police officers is in no way
increasing or consistently on the rise (FBI.gov 2020).
In Figure 15, we even see an officer who was charged after falsely reporting that
he was shot on duty, when really he had injured himself (The Police Tribune 2020). As
you can see in the first comment under the story, a presumed police officer who says,
“I’ve seen this 3 times in my 27 year career. I don’t think it was accidental. It was a ploy
for attention and to make himself a hero. Glad his department charged him” (Blue Lives
Matter Facebook 2020).
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Figure 15 – Facebook (Blue Lives Matter) September 26, 2020

Even though assaults and murders of officers are not necessarily increasing in
frequency compared to previous years (or are sometimes even self-inflicted), these
attacks combined with this perceived war on police by the media and society have led
many in the Blue Lives Matter supporter community to “encourage” officers to fight
back when they face these situations.
Posts on the Blue Lives Matter Facebook page detail and celebrate accounts of
officers who do fight back in these situations where they are “under attack.” One article
headline posted on the Facebook page reads, “Handcuffed suspect spits in cops face,
then cop knocks him out” (March 11, 2019). These types of stories about officers fighting
back receive “likes” and praise in the comments sections. This particular story included
a link to a YouTube video, showing officer’s bodycam video of the incident. In the
comments section of this video from March 11, 2019 you can see watchers praise the
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officer’s actions – knocking out an arrested man who kept insulting and spitting at the
officer in front of him (see Figure 16). This third post in this comment section reads,
“POLICE BRUTALITY! lol jk I enjoyed that knockout very much (Blue Lives Matter
YouTube Comments Section 2019).

Figure 16 – Blue Lives Matter/The Police Tribune YouTube Video Comments Section
March 11, 2019

Other articles and videos posted by Blue Lives Matter receive similar praise from
those consuming the media. Another example of this is a Blue Lives Matter Facebook
post that says, “Video - Man drags deputy with car, sheriff says deputy should have shot
him more” (July 1, 2019). This type of message from a law enforcement leader - that
officers should be fighting back – strongly resonates with pro-law enforcement
supporters because, as I discuss in more detail below, part of this perceived war on
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police includes officers being reprimanded for wrongdoing in the field. Blue Lives
Matter supporters view these types of reprimands on officers as a sign that officers are
being targeted and singled-out by those in higher ranks simply for doing their job. The
reason that these reprimands are such a slight, is because supporters see these as
symbolic gestures to control police and improve optics, rather than legitimate attempts
to improve policing. By bonding over stories about physical attacks on officers, Blue
Lives Matter and their supporters solidify a collective identity by making clear who the
“us” and “them” is in society – the pro-policing community, and those who are not. Most
often they define the out-group as “civilians,” but it can also include traitors within their
own ranks who reprimand officers they see defending themselves against unfair attack.
Law Enforcement Officers Reprimanded
Blue Lives Matter supporters and those who are pro-law enforcement see officers
getting reprimanded at work for their behavior as another example of how officers are
under attack. When officers are put on leave while under investigation for their actions
or blamed by leaders and local politicians for problems in society, they see this as
ammunition being used against officers in this perceived war on police. Figure 17 and
Figure 18 are Instagram posts from the Blue Lives Matter page, showing how officers
feel “vilified” during these cases.
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Figure 17 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) February 8, 2017

Figure 18 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 30, 2017

Officers and their supporters view these news stories as confirmation that the job
of policing is under scrutiny and that the public is also aware of their errors and
missteps because of the media. In this way the scrutiny of police officers has a dual
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impact – the impact of the case on their actual career and the impact on the public’s
perception of the police as a result of these stories. On the Blue Lives Matter Facebook
page you can see more examples of these stories where local politicians have put officers
in the perceived hot seat.
One Blue Lives Matter Facebook post reads, “Chicago mayor says she's holding
police accountable after 52 are shot in weekend” (June 5, 2019). Police and their
supporters feel that local politicians prevent them from doing their job, and at the same
time, blame them when the job is not done to satisfaction. Another Blue Lives Matter
Facebook post about the same Chicago mayor reads, “Mayor blames police for 'losing
the streets' of Chicago to violence” (July 19, 2019). These examples of perceived police
blaming are echoed another Blue Lives Matter Facebook post that reads, “NYPD union
calls police commissioner a liar, says streets are falling to chaos” (August 19, 2019).
Here we see the NYPD police union perceived as standing up for officers, while their
own commissioner will not, and as a lack of this support, they claim the citizens are
paying the price for having to live in an unsafe environment.
Stories of law enforcement officers being put on administrative leave serve as
evidence to supporters of this perceived war on police. A post on the Blue Lives Matter
Facebook page reads “Video - Officer put on leave after hitting woman resisting arrest”
(May 17, 2019). These accusations seem quite serious, and there are many examples of
posts on the Blue Lives Matter social media where officers are reprimanded for their
actions while on duty. More posts illustrating this point can be found on their Facebook
page, such as “Chicago officer under investigation for giving wild ride to Hulk Hogan”
(August 19, 2019) and “5 cops now facing discipline for arresting Stormy Daniels at strip
club” (August 1, 2019). In both of these examples, police supporters would perceive this
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as evidence of how the police are vilified for merely doing their job, particularly in cases
involving high-profile individuals.
Sometimes incidents where officers are reprimanded result in some type of
change to the way policing in conducted. While it makes sense to better practices after
seeing what doesn’t work – officers and their supporters interpret this as a personal
criticism to those who serve. These examples can be seen on the Blue Lives Matter
Facebook page with posts reading, “Video - man shot while coming at cops with knives
wants police re-trained” (June 24, 2019), and “Wake county sheriff to stop issuing
Tasers over excessive force concerns” (June 5, 2019). Messaging from Blue Lives Matter
suggests that officers receiving reprimands and negative media attention feel they are
being slighted by local politicians and leaders, police higher-ups, society at large, and by
the criminal justice system. Because of these perceived slights, officers and their
supporters tend to feel that the only true justice that they will receive will be because of
their own doing, or at their own hands – as they cannot always rely on the criminal
justice system they serve.
The Criminal Justice System and Just Us
One result of this perceived war on police is a sense of injustice from law
enforcement officers and their supporters. Because of the way officers are perceived to
be treated when being investigated or put on administrative leave, supporters feel that
the only way they will truly receive justice is by their own hands, or “just us.” Law
enforcement supporters feel that even the criminal justice system has failed them, as
legal cases involving officers end without justice (Figure 19). Supporters claim that
officers cannot always get justice in the criminal justice system, and that often the only
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way true justice can be maintained is through judgments by law enforcement officers
themselves.

Figure 19 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) March 16, 2017

On the Blue Lives Matter Facebook page there are many examples of such legal
cases involving officers where there was a perceived sense of injustice including,
“Prosecutor disputes report that he won't charge suspects who attack cops” (May 5,
2019), “Judge acquits career criminal who confessed to shooting deputy during drug
raid” (July 24, 2019), “NYPD commissioner fires officer Daniel Pantaleo over Eric
Garner death” (August 19, 2019), and “U.S. attorney blasts anti-Police Philly DA after 6
officers shot - DA backpedals” (August 17, 2019). All of these articles illustrate the
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perceived lack of support for police by the criminal justice system. On Instagram, a
political cartoon shared by the group and this seems to best illustrate Blue Lives Matter
supporters’ feeling about this injustice they feel they receive at the hands of the criminal
justice system (Figure 20).

Figure 20 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) February 8, 2017

In this cartoon posted on Instagram, we see “justice is blind” statue favoring or
sympathizing with a perceived criminal, while binding the hands of the law enforcement
officer. This cartoon resonates with Blue Lives Matter supporters’ claims, as they see the
criminal justice system as often times favoring those innocent until proven guilty over
the police. This is illustrated by the group’s play on words – “there is justice and just us”
seen on some of their messaging.
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It is important to note that the group does acknowledge however when there are
perceived wins for the law enforcement community in the criminal justice system. On
the Blue Lives Matter Facebook page, they share articles with headlines reading, “Man
who bit police k9 gets sentenced to 5 years” (May 5, 2019), and “Gunman in custody
after shooting 6 cops during 8 hour standoff” (August 18, 2019). These stories show the
pro-policing community that sometimes law enforcement does receive justice for violent
crimes committed against officers.
Blue Lives Matter also shares articles on their Facebook that highlight instances
where local politicians and those in the higher-up ranks of the police force, usually
perceived as the opposition, actually change their perceived course and show support for
law enforcement officers – “Boston mob beats corrections officer, so mayor orders clean
sweep” (August 13, 2019) and “Seattle police chief calls out anti-police city leaders for
mass exodus of officers” (August 17, 2019). Again, this is a sign of support for the propolicing community, as they typically view mayors and police chiefs as their critics.
Finally, Blue Lives Matter also shares articles detailing some instances where
police receive perceived vindication when they are scrutinized. One example of this is an
article with the headline, “Video - video goes viral with claims cops brutalized teen, now
body-cam is out” (June 28, 2019). Although these perceived wins are important for the
moral of the group, there still exists an overarching theme in Blue Lives Matter
messaging that often times the police can not rely on the criminal justice system to
receive justice.
One result of feeling like law enforcements are often alone in their pursuit of
justice is a sense of bonding that occurs with officers and their supporters. While it is
true that social media is used to share stories and imagery about the perceived harm and
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injustice that law enforcement officers face, these same platforms is where all of these
individuals can come together and commiserate about these negative experiences, and
support each other as they navigate life in a seemingly anti-police society. Social media
platforms provide Blue Lives Matter supporters a place to create a pro-policing
community where they can share in their admiration of officers while at the same time
bond over their distain for perceived enemies and antagonists.
Conclusion
In this chapter I discuss the ways that Blue Lives Matter and their supporters
believe there is currently a war on police and policing. Part of this perceived war on
police includes the notion that there are misconceptions about officers that exist, and
are perpetuated by the mainstream media. Because of the stigma associated with
wearing the police uniform, those in the pro-policing community feel that officers are
made targets for violent acts and discrimination.
Understanding this perceived war on police helps to answer my third research
question asking What are the stated goals of Blue Lives Matter?, as it helps to explain
why they believe they need to change the public’s perception of law enforcement
officers. It also addresses my first research questions What is Blue Lives Matter? as they
explicitly claim they are a public relations group – aiming to better the perception of law
enforcement officers in society. Situating this perceived was on police also demonstrates
how Blue Lives Matter Supporters use the group’s social media platforms to construct
and sustain collective and individual identities via their participation on social media:
How do Blue Lives Matter members use social media platforms to construct, negotiate,
and sustain individual and collective identity? and How do Blue Lives Matter members
and supporters utilize the organization’s social media platforms (Facebook and
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Instagram)?. They share in their support of the officers who they perceive to be under
attack, and discuss the opposition, or those perceived to be anti-police: What are the
prevailing discourses appearing on the Blue Lives Matter social media platforms
(Facebook and Instagram), and from where are they coming (officers, BLM activists,
supporters, opposition)?). As previously noted, this type of “us versus them”
construction is vital for the concretizing of the Blue Lives Matter collective identity. In
the next chapter I will discuss the pro-policing community that is formed on these
online social media platforms and what this means in terms of Blue Lives Matter
supporters’ individual and collective identities and achieving movement goals.
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CHAPTER 6 – BLUE LIVES MATTER SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS AS PROPOLICING COMMUNITIES
A primary way that Blue Lives Matter supporters utilize the group’s social media
platforms (Instagram and Facebook) is by creating pro-policing communities. Having
an online community space seems particularly important to Blue Lives Matter
supporters, considering the stigmatization of officers and perceived war on police
mentioned in the previous chapter. Participation in social groups deeply shapes our
individual identities as it “satisfies our need to belong, [helps individuals] gain
information and understanding through social comparison, define our sense of self and
social identity, and achieve goals that might elude us if we worked alone” (Forsyth
2020). In the pro-policing online communities they create, Blue Lives Matter supporters
come together virtually and bolster their individual and collective identities in a variety
of ways, which I outline below.
In this chapter I will discuss the ways that Blue Lives Matter and their supporters
use their social media platforms to create a pro-policing virtual communities. In these
spaces, Blue Lives Matter supporters engage in activities that expresses “who we are”
and alternatively “who we are not” – essential to collective identity building.
I begin this discussion by explaining how Blue Lives Matter and their supporters
describe themselves in terms of what they would like to be called (a social
movement/counter-movement/something else and activist/supporter/something else).
This is essential for understanding how they identify as individuals and how they
conceptualize of the group to which they belong. After explaining how Blue Lives
Matters supporters see themselves, I discuss several different pro-law enforcement
websites and blogs to show the types of pro-policing virtual community spaces that
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existed before Blue Lives Matter. I then discuss the different ways that Blue Lives Matter
supporters engage on the group’s Instagram and Facebook platforms – creating their
own pro-policing virtual community. Some these activities include discussing and
sharing pro-policing ideologies, mourning officers (and police K9s) who have passed
away, providing emotional and financial support for officers and their families, and
changing profile pictures and sharing memes to show support for police. I then discuss
how some of the Blue Lives Matter supporters I interviewed show their admiration for
law enforcement officers off-line as well this Finally, I show how Blue Lives Matter
supporters solidify a collective identity by defining “who we are not” through their
shared loathing of those they perceive as enemies to the pro-policing community.
Whether through in-group solidarity or out-group contempt, Blue Lives Matter
supporters utilize social media platforms as a pro-policing community spaces to both
enrich their pro-policing worldview and vent frustrations about those holding
antithetical views. By making “us versus them” distinctions about who they are and who
their perceived enemies are, Blue Lives Matter supporters are solidifying a collective
identity. Another way Blue Lives Matter supporters express their identities, both
individual and collective – is by labeling themselves (activist, supporter, something
else?) and Blue Lives Matter (social movement/counter-movement/something else?).
Blue Lives Matter and Identity – Who “We” Are
Understanding how movement supporters conceptualize their group and their
role in it, is central to crystalizing both one’s individual identity (how one see’s their role
in the group) and the collective identity (how participants define the group to which
they belong, and believe social change is possible through this organization) – clarifying
who we are, and alternatively who we are not.
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When interviewing self-described Blue Lives Matter supporters, I asked them all
what they would call Blue Lives Matter –a social movement, counter-movement, or
something else? More than three quarters of my respondents (16 out of 21) labeled Blue
Lives Matter a “movement” of some type, such as social movement, counter-movement,
or support movement. This is significant as it demonstrates their desire to achieve
certain goals.
For instance, Frank, a former police officer, said, “…it’s more of a social
movement. It can have an online element to it and it certainly does and that’s how I
learned about it myself, but it’s also face-to-face and in passing” (Interview 10/18/2019).
Like Frank who mentions the face-to-face element as a critical part of what makes it a
social movement, Gerald, a current police officer, also called it “… a social movement
and an online community” (Interview 9/18/2019). Sarah, an educator who works
alongside law enforcement officers, echoed this social movement label by saying, “I
think it’s a social movement [and] I think social media definitely has a big impact on
that” (Interview 10/14/2019). Both Gerald and Sarah discuss the importance of the
online aspects of Blue Lives Matter as a social movement.
Others I spoke with more specifically called Blue Lives Matter a countermovement. I see the label of counter-movement an acknowledgment that not only are
there goals to achieve, but that these goals are driven by an effort to oppose progress
made by another social movement. For Blue Lives Matter supporters, the social
movement they are trying to oppose or counter is Black Lives Matter – a social
movement seeking to end racial profiling tactics, assaults, and the killing of Black
Americans at the hands of law enforcement officers. Because Black Lives Matter seeks
changes in policing, those in the pro-policing community see the group as an enemy.
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Lorie, an educator whom I spoke with said, “I think it’s a movement but I also think it’s
a counter-movement because they came out around the same time as Black Lives
Matter” (Interview 1/13/2020). My respondent Paige, educator and daughter of a
retired police officer used the same labels saying,
I would say a social movement more than anything but it is a counter-movement
in the fact that there are so many people hating on the cops [and] they’re bringing
everything they can against the police officers to kind of devalue them I guess
(Interview 11/18/2019).
Maya, an officer manager I spoke with, also used counter-movement to describe Blue
Lives Matter, but added the element of comradery saying, “I would say a countermovement and community because of Black Lives Matter and other groups” (Interview
11/8/2019). While some of the of the self-described Blue Lives Matter supporters I
spoke with choose to highlight the counter-movement or anti-Black Lives Matter
component of the group, others focused on the help and aid that Blue Lives Matter tires
to provide officers and their families by referring to the group as a support movement.
Kate, a police dispatcher/police secretary and wife to a former police officer,
added the element of support to the Blue Lives Matter label saying,
I would say it’s a support movement I don’t think it’s about being angry I think
it’s just about showing support and saying ‘hey, we’re here for you, and we just
want you to know that we’re here and we trust you’re going to do the best job you
can do (Interview 11/7/2019).
Kasey, a parole officer I spoke with, echoed this importance of support by saying, “I
would say a support group” (Interview 11/20/2019). Another Blue Lives Matter
supporter, Sharon, a customer service employee said, “I think it’s a community support
group for law enforcement personnel” (Interview 11/14/2019).
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From my interviews with self-described Blue Lives Matter supporters it is clear
that they consider Blue Lives Matter some type of movement and supportive community
centered on pro-policing ideologies. Although Blue Lives Matter does not refer to
themselves as a social movement, supporters’ descriptions of the group coincide with
their stated mission and self-description.
Blue Lives Matter – Labeling Themselves
On the “About Us” section of their website, Blue Lives Matter mentions their
purpose and what they find important including: sharing what they view as pro-policing
media (since, according to them this perspective cannot be found in the mass media),
uniting police with the public, and raising funds to support both officers (through
purchasing protective gear) and their loved ones (the families of officers who are injured
or have passed away). This “About Us” section on the Blue Lives Matter website reads,
We created our own news and information website – bluelivesmatter.blue, which
reports on all things law enforcement related... I can’t tell you how the support
from Americans from all over the nation is to the men and women who each day,
pin on that badge and go out and serve their communities. But we’ve only just
begun. Our goal is to unite the law enforcement community with the people they
serve – to assist law enforcement by providing life-saving equipment, agencies
and officers, and to constantly be the voice of and for American law enforcement
(bluelivesmatter.blue 2017).
Here, Blue Lives Matter identifies themselves as a media source – providing those in the
pro-policing community with news reports without the perceived anti-police bias held
by the mainstream media. Another one of their stated roles is to unite officers with those
they serve. In my analysis of the Blue Lives Matter social media platforms it seems that
these spaces serve to unite officers with those already invested in the pro-policing
community, but they also try to appeal to the general public through their deployment of
images and messages that police are human(e) (I discuss this in detail in Chapter 7 –
Blue Lives Matter and Identity Deployment). Blue Lives Matter also wants visitors to
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their social media and website to know that they try to financially support officers and
their families (usually by promoting merchandisers who sell pro-policing items like tshirts, where a portion of the precedes are donated to pro-policing charities). Finally,
they see themselves in an advocate-like role for American police officers.
Similarly, the Blue Lives Matter Mission Statement echoes these sentiments (see
Figure 21) of their importance to provide an alternative to the perceived anti-police
mass media, encouraging others to join and support law enforcement, help current
officers as “law enforcement is under attack,” and keeping officers safe in the form of
“equipment and training” (www.bluelivesmatter.blue 2017).

Figure 21 –Official Blue Lives Matter Website (www.bluelivesmatter.blue) 2017

Blue Lives Matter self-description and mission statement aligns with the way
self-described supporters describe the group. However, while both the Blue Lives Matter
“About Us” section and mission statement discuss their role in putting out their propolicing “news and information,” my respondents did not mention this. The self-
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described Blue Lives Matter supporters that I spoke more about the “community,”
bolster the image,” and “direct resources aspects laid out in the group’s mission
statement (see Figure 21). This aligns with the Blue Lives Matter “About Us” section,
which discusses the importance of “support from Americans all over the nation” for law
enforcement officers (bluelivesmatter.blue 2017). This may help to explain why those in
the pro-policing community identify with the label of “supporter.” Those I spoke with
tended to focus their discussion of Blue Lives Matter as an organization as a way for
individuals with a pro-policing ideology to give financially to officer-focused charities.
They also spoke about the ways that they are emotionally there for one another during
hard times such as the death of a police officer. This is important, as this shared
understanding of who or what Blue Lives Matter “is,” solidifies the collective identity of
those participating because it helps members concretize “who we are.”
Blue Lives Matter – Self-Identified Supporters
When I asked my respondents what they prefer to be called in relationship to Blue
Lives Matter, the overwhelming majority chose the label of “supporter.” One of the
reasons I believe many identify as “supporter” as oppose to “member” is due to the fact
that they are not directly employed as a police officer. Even though Blue Lives Matter is
for those who are simply pro-policing in their ideologies, not being an actual officer
seems to play a role when self-identifying, at least with those I spoke with. For example,
Simon, a self-described lifelong police supporter and son of someone in law
enforcement field, told me
I would say I’m a supporter because I can’t say I’m a member because I don’t wear a
badge... I guess you could say I’m not directly involved with law enforcement but I
support when I can (Interview 11/25/2019).
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Others I spoke with also identified as “supporters,” but also elaborated that they
particularly do not want to be called activists. For example, Kate, wife of a police officer
said, “I’m definitely just a supporter – not a member or an activist and just something
that I have a lot of experience with and lots of friends and family who are police officers”
(Interview 11/7/2019). Another of my respondents, Frank, a former law enforcement
officer embraced the same label saying, “A supporter – I’m not really an activist but
more of a supporting role” (Interview 11/18/2019). I believe the respondents I spoke
with shy away from the “activist” label because those in the pro-policing community
seem to think negatively of activists in general.
Participants on Blue Lives Matter social media platforms usually discuss individuals
protesting in derogatory ways, often using memes and jokes to make fun of them (see
Figure 22). The pro-policing community seems to have a negative view of activists or
activism in general – they see them as pests to be gotten rid of (see Figure 22). This
makes sense then, why Blue Lives Matter supporters would not identify as activists,
even if they perceive of Blue Lives Matter as a movement or counter-movement. They
would not want to label themselves as something they despise, and typically in Blue
Lives Matter social media spaces, activists and protestors are seen as the opposition.
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Figure 22 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 21, 2017

Although those I interviewed identified as “supporters,” social movement
scholars (McCarthy and Zald 1977) would describe them as conscience constituents.
That is, people who do not stand to benefit from the movement’s successes, but
nonetheless contribute resources to a social movement out of a feeling of social
and/or moral obligation, solidarity, personal convictions, values and the like.
They may receive some selective incentives and this may go some way in
explaining their participation, but as the name they gave suggests, McCarthy and
Zald conceived of them as acting primarily on the basis of conscience
(Klandermans, van Stekelenburg, and Damen 2015).
Supporters not only want those in the law enforcement field to know that they
champion them, but participating in the Blue Lives Matter community also provides
supporters personally by allowing them an outlet to concretize and manifest their own
identities. Many individuals who self-identify as Blue Lives Matters supporters are
current and former law enforcement officers, dispatch operators, parole/probation
officers, prison employees, or in some way tangentially related to the field of law
enforcement – thus benefitting from the public having a positive perception of police.
One exception was my respondent Kasey, a parole officer, said, “I wouldn’t call myself
anything” (Interview 11/20/2019).
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By identifying themselves as supporters, these individuals are concretizing their own
identities, while at the same time solidifying the collective identity of the group. One of
the reasons I believe that so many of these Blue Lives Matter supporters use this label,
may have something to do with pro-policing ideology about protestors in general.
Whether or not Blue Lives Matter supporters are current or former members of
law enforcement, family members or friends of officers, or simply identify with propolicing ideology, they all come together to form a pro-policing community on Blue
Lives Matter’s social media platforms. I begin my discussion of the Blue Lives Matter
community space their supporters create by first describing the pro-policing Internet
spaces that existed before Blue Lives Matter was organized, and others that have grown
concurrently.
Pro-Policing Internet Spaces Before Blue Lives Matter
Some of the Blue Lives Matter supporters that I spoke with shared that they also
visit other pro-policing website or blogs, and some of them even learned about Blue
Lives Matter through these other sites. Before Blue Lives Matter was an official group,
pro-policing supporters would find each other and bond in other pro-policing Internet
spaces such as websites and chartrooms. This is important to note, as Blue Lives Matter
is not the first or only source of pro-policing information. However, like Blue Lives
Matter, most of these other pro-policing online spaces consider themselves a resource
for officers and a place for those with pro-policing ideologies to come together and
exchange ideas.
For example, Police1.com states that their mission is to “help officers fulfill their
mission. We provide law enforcement with the information and resources they need to
better protect their communities and come home safe every day” (police1.com 2021).
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Another website, LEOAffairs.com, sees themselves as a place for individuals to share
pro-policing ideology and exchange information and tips for those in the law
enforcement field. Their “About” section reads,
LEOAFFAIRS.COM™ is recognized as one of the Largest Law Enforcement
Websites of any type in the world. Our website and message boards are visited by
over 1 million people each month. LEOAFFAIRS.COM deals with many law
enforcement issues involving Officer Rights including Internal Affairs, The
Policeman’s
Bill
of
Rights, Public
Corruption and Whistleblower
Laws. The Message Boards are a popular part of LEOAFFAIRS.COM™ and allow
law enforcement officers to talk responsibly about work related issues,
anonymously if necessary, without the fear of reprisal. There are approximately
800,000 law enforcement officers and 300,000 correctional officers in the
United States. There are also approximately 242 International Agencies, 83
Federal Agencies and 5,856 U.S. Agencies (LEOAffairs.com 2021).
Both of these other pro-policing websites promote themselves as spaces for those in the
pro-policing community to come together online.
Some of these other pro-policing sites also have social media platforms. For
example, self-described Blue Lives Matter social media user Tommy mentioned,
There’s a page on Facebook called ‘Primary and Secondary’ for obvious reasons –
it’s about guns. It’s a private page and in order to get on there you have to have
some affiliation with law enforcement somehow – you have to have prior
approval somehow and it’s by invite only as well. So this website is where I first
saw it [mention of Blue Lives Matter] because before I got this job I was looking
on there at the gun stuff (Interview 9/19/2019).
Similarly, my respondent and police officer, Gerald, shared that he first heard about
Blue Lives Matter by seeing the hashtag used on other pro-policing sites and materials
shared by established organizations. Gerald said,
Sometimes I would see different law enforcement agencies posting stuff and they
would put the hashtag ‘Blue Lives Matter’ [#BlueLivesMatter] and [I’d] just go
check it out (Interview 9/18/2019).
Seeing the Blue Lives Matter hashtag in already established pro-policing spaces, gave
validity to the new group, providing an entryway for many to the Blue Lives Matter
website and social media platforms. Another respondent, retired law enforcement
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officer, Frank, told me a similar story about finding out about Blue Lives Matter on
already established pro-policing site. He said,
I probably heard of it first through PoliceOne.com... And then it started getting
more visible, like hey, Blue Lives Matter is here and it was a comfortable, private
format to discuss it on discussion boards because it’s a members only website and
it went from that to the public (Interview 9/18/2019).
Again, these existing pro-policing Internet spaces led individuals with a pro-policing
ideology to become involved with Blue Lives Matter.
Table 5 shows ten of the most popular pro-policing blogs and websites from the
list of the “Top 60 Police Websites and Blogs to Follow in 2020” put out by blog
marketing company Feedspot (description of platforms provided by Feedspot). Similar
to the Blue Lives Matter social media platforms and website, the ten platforms reviewed
(Table 5), share similar police-oriented articles, written by former or current law
enforcement officers (PoliceOne, Law Officer, POLICE Magazine, LEO Affairs, Bad Cop,
No Donut! – Reddit, American Police Beat Magazine, Popehat). The Officer Down
Memorial Page features stories and statistics about law enforcement officers who have
passed away. Other blogs and websites, such as The Police Line Blog and Second City
Cop serve more as discussion boards where individuals discuss issues via comment
boards, but all discussion focuses on policing issues.
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Table 5 – Top 10 Pro-Policing Blogs and Websites: Feedspot November 15, 2020

On the ten pro-policing websites I reviewed, none of the advertising or
sponsorship stood out itself as being pro-policing, unlike Blue Lives Matter’s website,
which features advertising from Warrior 12 Apparel. Some Blue Lives Matter Instagram
posts even include a “mention” (@warrior12apparel) and use the hashtags #warrior12
and #warriorxii. Warrior 12 Apparel used to be advertisers on the original Blue Lives
Matter website. They now serve as the hosts of the current Blue Lives Matter website,
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now called The Police Tribune (see Epilogue). Warrior 12’s origin story is anchored in
their support of law enforcement and pro-policing ideology:
Warrior 12 was founded during a time when the nation seemed to turn against
law enforcement. The founders believe the warrior spirit is essential to survival in
law enforcement. The name derives from the warrior spirit of our veterans and
police officers, and the slang term for police ‘12.’ Initially launched for veterans
and police officers, Warrior 12 has become the brand for all patriotic Americans.
New Blue Lives Matter products available! All proceeds given back to the official
Blue Lives Matter organization (warrior12.com).
Warrior 12 Apparel and the designs they use have been under scrutiny for
invoking an “antiquity for white nationalism” (Pharos 2018). Pharos, an online platform
who “document appropriations of Greco-Roman culture by hate groups online,” has
discussed the sale of hateful merchandise sold on the Warrior 12 website (Pharos 2018).
They note that “Warrior XII employs ‘coded’ references to racism and xenophobia that
are intelligible to racists but allow the brand to protect itself from accusations of hate
speech” (Pharos 2018). I saw instances on the Blue Lives Matter social media platforms
that coincide with Pharos’ claims of racism and xenophobia displayed by Warrior 12
Apparel.
One example of racism and xenophobia is a Blue Lives Matter Facebook post with
an article whose headline reads, “Pedestrian loses eye after being randomly beaten by
violent mob” (Blue Lives Matter Facebook 2020). The assailants in this story are Black
men, and comments left by some Blue Lives Matter supporters are overtly racist and
xenophobic (see Figure 23). Figure 23 shows four posts left by Blue Lives Matter
supporters in the comments section of this article. The first comment by Blue Lives
Matter “Top Fan” (a Facebook follower status that users can display) Mickey G. reads,
Getting tired of being lied to about racism... getting tired of not being able to walk
freely... getting tired of certain people not being labeled as who they really are...
getting tired of them ACTING LIKE ANIMALS!!! (Blue Lives Matter Facebook
2020).
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The final comment in Figure 23 refers to the assailants in this alleged case saying,
“And we had an acronym for ‘them’... ‘SHPOS.’ Pronounced shpaz. And again, this is 50
years ago...” (Blue Lives Matter Facebook 2020). This acronym stands for “sub-human
pieces of shit” and is a racist slur against Black Americans (The Online Slang Dictionary
2009). The comments in Figure 23 are supported by those in the online community, as
the first comment received 32 “likes” and the final comment received one “like” – with
no rebuttal from anyone else in the pro-policing community. This indicates that this
type of racial and xenophobic language is common or at least acceptable by Blue Lives
Matter supporters and the pro-policing community. The overtly racist and xenophobic
language found on Blue Lives Matter comments sections along with partnerships with
companies like Warrior 12 Apparel, raises many important questions about what “propolicing” ideology exactly means, but from my research, I see that pro-policing ideology
simply means supporting anything or anyone that is found to be pro-policing, while
labeling those holding anti-policing ideologies as the enemy. The use of “patriotic”
imagery has become linked to right-wing supremacist ideology and militia groups such
as the Proud Boys (Lang and Nakhlawi 2021).
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Figure 23 – Facebook (Official Blue Lives Matter) November 19, 2020

Whether bonding over in-group ideologies about pro-policing, or through
criticizing perceived anti-police individuals, Blue Lives Matter social media platforms
allow users to create a community to share with those who are like-minded.
Bonding Over Social Media Posts
Most often, support takes the form of sharing stories about fallen officers (see
Figure 24). Individuals share their “thoughts and prayers” and commiserate about cases
where “the good guys” are harmed in the line of duty. Some simply post emojis or a
meme, while others write messages expressing love and support in the comments
sections of articles about fallen or injured officers.
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When asked what Blue Lives Matter supporters “get” out of their participation
with the group, they mention the network of understanding and support that they
receive from that community. As Frank responded,
It’s [Blue Lives Matter social media is] a common ground where people share
common backgrounds, similar beliefs and experiences, and can come together
with a common bond and it’s a show of comradery but at the same respect it’s
geared in a way that has a common connection with other groups as well as long
as everyone’s willing to openly discuss (Interview 10/18/2019).

Figure 24 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) August 19, 2017

One way that Blue Lives Matter members use social media platforms as a
supportive and therapeutic space is to read current-event articles posted by the group’s
pro-law enforcement authors. The way that pro-policing ideas are intentionally inserted
into articles, and then sought out by those with a pro-policing ideology is an example of
what social media scholars have termed an echo chamber (Wollebæk et al. 2019).
According to the echo chamber thesis, the Internet has produced sets of isolated
ideologically homogeneous echo chambers, where similar opinions reinforce each
other and lead to attitude polarization (Wollebæk et al. 2019).
There is a team of contributing authors who write articles for the Blue Lives Matter
webpage (which, describes itself as having a public relations-like role). All of these
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contributing authors have direct ties to the law enforcement community in some way (a
current or former officer, or the spouse of one). These articles cite other media sources
and present the information from a pro-law enforcement standpoint. These writers
express precisely the ideologies and beliefs that my respondents discuss as important to
them on the BLM social media pages, tailoring information to a worldview that
participants prefer which, in turn, concretizes individual identity and worldview.
Blue Lives Matter believes that they need to have their own news outlet because
they believe that the “mainstream media” tends to be anti-law enforcement in their
reporting. Blue Lives Matter spokesperson Randy Sutton, explained,
You know more people get information from social media platforms that
anywhere, more so than newspapers and news media so it’s very powerful but the
discerning [the] truth is increasingly challenging. You get so many different
opinions and who do you trust? You have to try to establish your credibility as a
person, like I have my radio show American Law Enforcement and on television
The Voice of American Law Enforcement and so I use my platforms to give my
opinions of law enforcement and perspective and social media is part of that. But
if my opinion is being stifled then you have to deal with that reality (Randy).
Blue Lives Matter’s strategy for dealing with this perceived negative reporting by
the mainstream media, is to create their own online spaces, which they use in two
related ways. First, like-minded individuals can post information and discuss current
events without the perceived media spin. These posts also create an online reciprocity
where those not affiliated can find pro-policing material. When Blue Lives Matter news
articles are shared on the group’s social media platforms, individuals not only read the
material, but also comment and the information to one another. Sometimes they debate
ideas, but mostly they are echoing support for pro-policing articles and attitudes. Both
Facebook and Instagram allow followers to comment since these are public pages, and
these comments typically exhibit bonding relations over their opinions on current
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events, and over their shared distain for the opposition. By sharing pro-policing views
and uniting against those perceived as the opposition, Blue Lives Matter and their
supporters are concretizing their collective identity. The Blue Lives Matter social media
platforms serve as community spaces, and I largely attribute this to the echo chambernature of the platforms.
While Blue Lives Matter platforms are used to share pro-policing ideologies via
media stories written by the group – one way of concretizing who they are by showing
what they believe. These online community spaces created by Blue Lives Matters and
their supporters also serves as a place to mourn officers who have died and financially
contribute to pro-policing fundraising.
Emotional and Financial Support for Officers and Their Families
When the Blue Lives Matter social media accounts share posts about police
officer deaths or struggles, as in Figure 25, participants respond with an outpouring of
supportive comments, condolences, and well wishes. On the Blue Lives Matter
Instagram account these posts usually involve a catchy or inspiring message (Figure 25)
and hashtags such as #hero #holdtheline and #officerdown. They also use hashtags such
as #thinbluelinefamily and #bluefamily to show how they think of all officers and their
loved ones as being part of the pro-policing “family” – a term that denotes an intimacy
among the group. They want other pro-policing individuals to know that if one officer
passes away, the rest of the pro-policing community will be there to support their loved
ones.
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Figure 25 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 16, 2017

When speaking with self-described Blue Lives Matter supporters, one topic that
stood out was the way that Blue Lives Matter and their social media platforms allow
individuals to show their support for police officers and their loved ones. Parole officer
Kasey told me how she views Blue Lives Matter as giving her a sense of clam or relief
from anxieties that come along with working in the field of law enforcement to know
that others in the pro-policing community have their loved ones best interests in mind
saying,
I think it [Blue Lives Matter] was more needed within the [policing] community
itself to kind of give peace of mind to the officers and for their families to know
that there are other people out there who understand and deal with the same
stressors you do every single day. And god forbid something happen – you know
that there’s a group out there who will support and be there for your family, so I
definitely view it as a support group (Instagram 11/20/2019).
Knowing that there are others in the world who are experiencing the same stressors and
worries and that there is a community of support of available for those individuals is an
emotional relief to those in the law enforcement community. Other self-described Blue
Lives Matter supporters spoke about feeling good for being able to support others in the
pro-policing community financially through donations or purchasing items. When I
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asked retired officer and educator Derrick why he engages on the Blue Lives Matter
social media platforms he told me,
Support, I mean social media is so out there now that even if you live across the
state you can still support other officers. Even if it’s just buying a t-shirt, or
donating ten bucks on a Go Fund Me account – sometimes you will see an officer
who has cancer or something and their local department will set up a Go Fund
Me account for them for them to help with their costs and stuff like that
(Interview 11/25/2019).
My respondent Maya, whose brother works as a law enforcement officer, echoed the
sentiment of feeling good by being able to financially support and encourage the prolaw saying,
I saw all of these posts and a friend request from someone who’s close to my
brother for Instagram and they sell shirts and candles and stuff and all the funds
go to widowers and children who have lost their parents in the line of duty
(Interview 11/8/19).
Maya, like others I spoke with, mention the importance of Blue Lives Matter spaces for
being able to financially support law enforcement charities or funds.
Blue Lives Matter supporters know that the Internet allows them certain
advantages such as national (and sometimes global) emotional and financial aid for law
enforcement officers. One respondent Gerald, discussed how he uses Blue Lives Matter
social media to help law enforcement officers financially and by “liking” pro-policing
Blue Lives Matter posts when he says,
Like, if it’s somewhere closer to home I can go to a function or support someone
through text, but if they’re in New York I can just ‘like’ a picture or donate some
money or buy a t-shirt (Interview 2019).
These instances of emotional and financial support bond those in the pro-law
enforcement community by solidifying the goals of the group (collective identity) and
bolstering supporters’ identification and participation with the group (individual
identity).
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Many of the posts on the Blue Lives Matter social media platforms even ask those
in the pro-policing community to offer emotional support in the form of prayer for the
family of an officers who are sick, injured, or have passed away (Figure 26).

Figure 26 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) December 21, 2016

Support on Blue Lives Matter social media platforms ranges from a few kind
words and “sending thoughts and prayers” on a post, to donating to emergency funds for
officers who are going through some type of struggle. As you can see in Figure 27, one
supporter is “sending love and well wishes from Pennsylvania” on an Instagram post
showing an officer who was injured in the line of duty. Facebook post comments also
reflect this supportive sentiment. In Figure 28 the Blue Lives Matter supporter is
commenting on a post of a fallen officer saying how tragic this is, that she feels for the
family’s loss, and that the officer “will never be forgotten” (Figure 27).
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Figure 27 – Facebook (Official Blue Lives Matter) July 14, 2019

Figure 28 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 24, 2017

Sometimes individuals do not even have to comment in word-form on a post to
share support. Even the smallest or easiest forms of support can be seen by the use of
emojis to show one’s support. In Figure 29 you can see an example of this with the use of
emoji American flags and “praying” hands. Others share comments like “RIP Brother”
(Figure 29). Here, the American flag emoji is used to show patriotism and hand emojis
seen in Figure 29 are most commonly used when trying to convey the message of
thanking or praying.
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Figure 29 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) March 27, 2017

Figure 30 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) December 31, 2016

On Facebook it is also often the case that supporters will share their own imagery
(picture, emoji, giphy) to show their solidarity with the fallen officer and their loved
ones. Figure 30 shows an image that was posted in the comments section of a story
about an officer that died in the line of duty. It is a police badge that is surrounded by
words often associated with the field of policing by their supporters – valor, service,
duty, fidelity, honor, sacrifice, and integrity. Behind the badge is the American flag, and
above it an eagle spreading it’s wings. This type of patriotic symbolism is common in
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pro-policing imagery. Imagery such as this is important to the pro-policing supporters,
as they believe the policing community protects the citizens of our country in ways that
are perceived by their supporters as being heroic – much like those in military branches.

Figure 31 – Facebook (Official Blue Lives Matter) October 10, 2019

Another individual comments on a Facebook post about an officer who was killed
in the line of duty displays their support for those involved, and for the broader propolicing community. Figure 31 shows the comment – a police badge with the American
flag draped over it and an angel hugging the casket. As with the previous image, the
“thin blue line” (the pro-policing symbol for law enforcement being the only thing
protecting society from perceived evils) is displayed, and here the badge says, “enough is
enough” referring to the perceived attacks on police officers (Figure 32). These gestures
of emotional support by Blue Lives Matter social media followers are important as they
are showing externally that they support the group and ideologies (collective identity)
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but also acts as a way for supporters to express their own beliefs (individual identity). By
displaying these types of images and messages in the comments sections of the
Instagram and Facebook platforms, law enforcement supporters from all over the nation
can come together and be understood, based on shared symbols that convey solidarity
for the pro-policing community.

Figure 32 – Facebook (Official Blue Lives Matter) November 13, 2019

Showing emotional and financial support to for officers and their loved ones is not the
only way that individuals engage in Blue Lives Matter community. For some individuals,
showing support for Blue Lives Matter and law enforcement can be accomplished
through gestures such as sharing pro-policing visual media.
Profile Pictures and Sharing Memes
Changing one’s profile picture on a social media platform to pro-policing imagery
can convey a lot about that person’s identification with that group or organization.
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Profile pictures act as digital representations of an individual’s personality or beliefs.
Scholars have found that individuals changing their profile pictures on social media
actually has significant impact on “building an identity-focused political movement” and
should not be considered a form of “slacktivism” (Penney 2014). The same was found
when scholars studied Facebook profile pictures to understand Chinese feminist
movement actors (Cheng, Ren, and Yang 2016).
Changing one’s social media profile picture to show support is key to
understanding how and to what degree different supporters identify with a group, and
about the role that group plays in the individual’s personal identity. Sarah shared with
me how she shows support for the law enforcement community by changing her
Facebook profile picture. She said,
I may share a post if something comes up like National Law Enforcement
Supporters Week I will change my cover profile picture I would change to the flag
or if an officer is hurt they have the badge with the line over it, I would post that
(Interview 10/14/2019).
Figures 20 and 21, are example of pro-policing profile pictures on from supporters on
the Blue Lives Matter Facebook platform.

Figure 33 – Facebook (Official Blue Lives Matter) Pro-Policing Profile Picture
“Gregory” (November 2020)
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Figure 34 – Facebook (Official Blue Lives Matter) Pro-Policing Profile Picture “Tracy”
(November 2020)

Gregory’s profile picture (Figure 33) features the “thin blue line” imagery, which
represents law enforcement officers being the only thing separating society from danger
and the caption reads, “Believe in something, even if it means sacrificing everything.”
This is consistent with messaging from Blue Lives Matter that officers risk everything to
keep society safe, as they perceive they alone can protect citizens from the “evils” of
society.
Changing one’s profile picture to this pro-policing messaging concretizes one’s
beliefs in the pro-policing ideology they share, and also crystalizes for that individual
what they believe in, by expressing these beliefs outwardly in the form of profile
pictures. Similarly, in Tracy’s profile picture (Figure 34) there is a photo of a dog with
the Blue Lives Matter flag in the bottom left-hand corner, and across the bottom it
reads, “Back the Blue.” Along with changing one’s profile picture, another way that the
Blue Lives Matter supporters I spoke with share their pro-policing beliefs, is through
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sharing memes on social media. Tommy told of one such meme that he shared on his
social media account:
There was this meme years back that showed like this picture of a cop that was
beaten with his vest on and his face was pummeled and it said something like ‘I’ll
always jump in if a cop needed help – would you?’ and I was like ‘yeah – of
course!’ (Interview 9/19/2019).
In sharing this meme, Tommy validates his beliefs and signals outwardly to others that
he’s willing to support and defend police by putting himself in harms way if needed. Acts
like these serve to concretize for individuals what they believe in (individual identity)
and how they would act in support of their group (collective identity).
I found that there are varying degrees to which Blue Lives Matter supporters feel
comfortable sharing pro-policing information on their personal social media accounts. I
attribute these differences in experience with posting pro-policing material to the
individual’s friend groups. While some in the pro-policing community seem to have
friendship circles that serve in similar ways as the echo chamber as they surround
themselves with those who believe similar ideas to them, others have more diverse
friendship networks, and monitor what pro-policing material they share and post, to
avoid potential negative feedback. When I asked my respondent Paige the reaction she
gets from her “friends” when she shares Blue Lives Matter or pro-policing messaging
she said,
Most of the people I have are definitely Blue Lives Matter people – they’re
military people and conservatives and people that are good law-abiding citizens.
If I do post something I have noticed that there is wide-spread positivity for it
(Interview 11/18/2019).
But other respondents realize that many do not perceive Blue Lives Matter positively
and act to mitigate the stigma associated with the group. As Maya told me,
I don’t [share pro-policing material] only because I try not to be controversial on
there [social media] or start conflict you just kind of have to be neutral because I
don’t want anyone to talk shit or to talk bad on either side. It’s just something I
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do on my own, and if I can do something like make a donation if I’m able or
whatever it is, you know? But I try not to stir things up whether it’s politics or
religion... people have so many different views and a lot of people just don’t get it.
People talk and just don’t understand but are trying to talk about it on social
media like ‘they should have don’t this they should have don’t that’ and every now
and then my brother will say something like ‘thanks for telling me how to do my
job’ and it’s like if you’re that brave go and make a difference and do something
about it (Interview 11/8/2019).
Sharing imagery, memes, and pro-policing stories serve to buttress both individual
identities and the collective identity of the group. As I mentioned, the Blue Lives Matter
supporters I spoke with did this to varying degrees, and some even added that they
enjoy showing support for law enforcement and Blue Lives Matter in physical spaces as
well.
Showing Support in Physical Spaces
While changing profile pictures and sharing memes is impactful for both
individual and collective identity building, some of the Blue Lives Matter supporters
that I spoke with also mentioned the importance of the face-to-face element of their
participation. Retired officer Frank shared with me how he gets personal satisfaction
from others in society acknowledging a mutual pro-policing ideology they hold. He said,
It [Blue Lives Matter] has an online element to it and it certainly does and that’s
how I learned about it myself but it’s also face-to-face and in passing. If you have
a bumper sticker that represents the organization you kind of get that nod from
other people who know what it is or act as a conversation starter with other
people who are involved with it so it’s like any other organization where there’s
some sort of membership with it. The membership associated with Blue Lives
Matter is just being a member of or supporting law enforcement activities in the
United States and beyond (Interview 10/18/2019).
This face-to-face acknowledgment and interaction show pro-policing supporters that
they are not alone in their struggles. Another Blue Lives Matter supporter shared with
me how they like to bridge their Internet participation with face-to-face interaction.
Lorie shared:
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The one thing you see in the news and everything and Facebook and stuff when
someone is mad at a law enforcement officer they take the humanity out of it and
so supporting them in any way possible in the work that I do but also as a
member of the community I like [to say] hey – thank you (Interview 11/7/2019).
While pro-policing supporters like Frank and Lorie enjoy the face-to-face elements of
supporting Blue Lives Matter and the police (internal bonding), another way that
supporters use social media platforms is to bond “externally” over the shared disdain for
a common enemy – anyone holding perceived anti-policing ideologies.
Shared Disdain Over Perceived Anti-Policing Actors – Who We Are Not
Pro-policing social media community spaces are not only for showing love and
support to law enforcement professionals. These Internet spaces also provide Blue Lives
Matter supporters with the opportunity to collectively express their dislike for “others”
in society who they perceive as being anti-police. Blue Lives Matter supporters use their
social media platforms to vent to each other with relatively little fear of negative
judgment. In the few instances that someone offers critique, others are quick to jump to
their defense and stand up for the “pro-policing point of view.” As previously
mentioned, this worldview includes the idea that anything or anyone who is pro-policing
or law enforcement is “good,” and anyone who do not share these values are considered
“evil.” In this way, Blue Lives Matter supporters are concretizing their collective identity
by separating themselves from their perceived enemies. As noted by social movement
scholars (Polletta and Jasper 2001, Melucci 1995) have noted, identifying and “us versus
them” scenario is part of establishing and solidifying a collective identity amongst
supporters.
There are many examples on the Blue Lives Matter social media platforms propolicing individuals bonding over the enemy. Figures 20A and 20B are an Instagram
post and comments from the Official Blue Lives Matter page. The image on the left is of
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four Black teens that were arrested and charged of abducting and abusing the White
male teen in the center. It was alleged that the abducted teen had a mental disability and
that the four teens allegedly abused and burned him while in their custody. The validity
of this post or actual details of the incident are not as important as the ways in which
Blue Lives Matter and their supporters react to this story.
Here, Blue Lives Matter has included several hashtags that speak volumes about
their feelings and opinions. For example, #alllivesmatter – is a direct challenge at the
Black Lives Matter movement, as the four accused perpetrators are Black and the
movement seeks out justice against police officers for the Black community. This is
considered an attack or slight against Black Lives Matter, known for using the hashtag
#blacklivesmatter, while #alllivesmatter is a rebuttal that ignores the individual
narratives of Black Americans by oversimplifying a historically contentious issue. After
that we see #justice and #hatecrimes because much of the rhetoric on Blue Lives Matter
social media platforms involves discussions about how hate crimes are not just
committed by police officers on Black individuals, and that everyone – notably White
individuals, can also be the victims of these crimes, and justice because the four accused
individuals were ultimately arrested. The next four hashtags are the typical ones used in
the Blue Lives Matter community: #thinblueline, #thinbluelinefamily, #policeofficer,
and #lawenforcement and the final two are to note the location of the incident and the
officers who brought these four perceived “bad guys” to justice: #chicagopd and
#chicago.
In Figure 35 A one individual comments on the group’s post and calls the four
teens “little maggots.” Labeling individuals as insects and vermin has historically been
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used to dehumanize different racial and ethnic groups. Figure 35 B includes the same
original post image along with additional comments by Blue Lives Matter supporters.
One comment in Figure 35 B reads, “The aryan brotherhood are going to turn
these ditsoons into their punks.” This is a extremely racist comment, as the Aryan
brotherhood is openly a white-extremist hate group, and the term “ditsoon” is a
derogatory slur, as it is Italian for “burnt” and used as a insult toward Black individuals.
The odious comments continue from there including, “Scumbag losers!!!!,” “kill them,”
and “these kids need to go to prison for the test [rest] of their lives!”

Figure 35 A– Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 6, 2017
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Figure 35 B – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 6, 2017

Another example of this type of bond can be seen in Figures 21A and 21B. Again,
these are from the Official Blue Lives Matter Instagram account, and convey the group
and their supporters’ feelings about individuals protesting Donald Trump’s
inauguration. The image shows police officers dragging off a protester and spraying two
other protestors with water hoses and is captioned, “It’s not only inauguration day for
the police, it’s trash pickup and pansy watering day too!”
When Blue Lives Matter called anti-Trump protestors “trash” and “pansies” their
supporters contributed with concurring sentiments. One comment in Figure 36 B reads,
“trash” and “pansies” implying that the officers shouldn’t get their hands dirty while
taking out this perceived “trash.” Others laugh at the treatment of the protestors by
police saying, “Lol love it” – laughing at the treatment of the protestors.
The final comment in Figure 36 B pokes particular fun by mocking the protestor
who is being hit in the face by the police with the water hose saying, “that dude is going
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to feel like a hot pocket blew up on his face.” The harsh comments bond Blue Lives
Matter supporters as they share their dislike for the same “types” of individuals that
seems to be anyone with a perceived anti-policing ideology.

Figure 36 A – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 20, 2017

Figure 36 B – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 20, 2017
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There are many examples of these types of posts and commenting (see
Appendices I and J) and as individuals share in their hatred and disgust for the many
perceived “enemies” or anti-law enforcement groups in society. Blue Lives Matter
supporters use Facebook and Instagram to strengthen their identities both individual
and collective by commiserating over their enemies and showing support for others in
their community. It is in these social media support spaces that Blue Lives Matter and
their supporters share their messaging (both intentional and unintentional) about what
it means to be pro-law enforcement and pro-policing in America today.
In this chapter I discuss the various ways that Blue Lives Matter supporters use
social media platforms as a place for community and a place for bolstering a collective
identity through the indicators I have analyzed. I also discuss the individual qualities of
Blue Lives Matter supporters, by showing how they interact with in these online
community spaces. Whether sharing pro-policing media articles, changing profile
pictures to display support, or commiserating with fellow supporters about those
perceived to be anti-policing in their worldview, online social media platforms allow
Blue Lives Matter supporters to concretize their own identities while at the same time
solidifying a collective identity amongst the group.
While I discuss the types of activities individuals engage in while on Blue Lives
Matters social media platforms, I turn next to understanding the messages and
symbolism that is used by Blue Lives Matter as an identity strategy called “identity
deployment” (Bernstein 2007). By strategically deploying identities actors are trying to
achieve movement goals. In the following chapter I describe the ways that Blue Lives
Matter and their supporters deploy messages about what they want the public to know
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about law enforcement officers – that they are superheroes, but also that they are quite
human(e).
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CHAPTER 7 – BLUE LIVES MATTER AND IDENTITY DEPLOYMENT
I begin this chapter by explaining Mary Bernstein’s (1997, 2005, 2009) concept of
identity deployment and how I use it to make sense of Blue Lives Matter social media
activity. I explain how Blue Lives Matter and their supporters strategically deploy
identity via outward signals that highlight “who we are.” These signals define and
reinforce both individual and collective identity. I then explain the two major themes
Blue Lives Matter and their supporters emphasize about themselves and the group: 1)
law enforcement officers as superheroes, and 2) law enforcement officers as human(e).
Blue Lives Matter’s (and supporters) superhero messaging highlights the physical
threats inherent in the job, the need to (sometimes) make tough, split-second decisions,
and the belief that they are the last line of defense to protecting society from evils. In
contrast, their human(e) messaging highlights the various ways that they show their
humanity and humanness, encouraging the public to view them as no different than
anyone else. This messaging uses themes such as: we have families, pro-policing cop
jokes, sharing K-9 photos, and “bad apples” as the problem with policing – rather than
widespread, systemic challenges inherent in policing as an institution.
Identity Deployment as a Concept
I use Bernstein’s (1997, 2005, 2009) concept of identity deployment to explain
how Blue Lives Matter supporters strategically use individual and collective identities to
achieve movement goals. Bernstein argues that movement actors utilize their identities
as a form of strategic collective action (Bernstein 1997). She defines identity deployment
as “expressing identity such that the terrain of conflict becomes the individual person so
that values, categories, and practices of individuals become subject to debate”
(Bernstein 1997). For example, Bernstein (1997) analyses an identity movement, the Gay
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and Lesbian movement, to show how activist movement and individuals would use their
identities strategically (outward displays and internally by members). This identity
deployment strategy used by social movement actors serves two functions. First, to show
externally to the public how activists are similar, and share in common cultural norms
and practices. Secondly, identity deployment is used internally by actors to celebrate
their differences from mainstream cultural norms – highlighting their uniqueness as a
group. I observe the ways that Blue Lives Matter supporters express values and
emphasize particular practices to reflect the group’s missions as defined by Blue Lives
Matter organizers (see Figure 37).

Figure 37 –Official Blue Lives Matter Website (www.bluelivesmatter.blue) 2017

Bernstein discusses two different identity deployment tactics activists use:
“identity for critique” and “identity for education” (Bernstein 1997). “Identity for
critique confronts the values, categories, and practice of the dominant culture,”
(Bernstein 1997 p.537). Identity for critique would be the ways that movement actors
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strategically use their identities to display how they are different or unique in some way
from the dominant culture. This serves to internally unite members by highlighting their
uniqueness and celebrating the ways they are different from the public – concretizing
the group’s collective identity, which is essential for achieving movement goals. I show
how Blue Lives Matter and their supporters use identity deployment for critique on their
social media platforms through their “law enforcement officers are superheroes”
messaging. Using the identity for critique allows Blue Lives Matter supporters to bolster
a collective identity by celebrating the ways that those in the law enforcement
community are inherently different from those in the public – they see officers as the
sheep dogs of society – protecting the sheep (public citizens) from the wolves (perceived
evildoers). Blue Lives Matter and their supporters see police officers as the only thing
separating the public from evil, as highlighted in their stated mission of “Community
Safety” (see Figure 37).
Alternatively, “identity for education challenges the dominant culture’s
perception of the minority or is used strategically to gain legitimacy by playing on
uncontroversial themes” (Bernstein 1997 p.537). Movement actors use this tactic to
minimize their differences from the mainstream public, in an attempt to show how
movement actors are similar, despite perceptions or stereotypes that may be held about
them. Again, although Blue Lives Matter is not a typical marginalized group as they
already hold institutional power, however they believe since there is a perceived war on
police, they need to do something to change the public’s perception of law enforcement
officers. I explain how Blue Lives Matter strategically deploys identity messages that
signal to the public that law enforcement officers are human(e) through their sharing of
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“uncontroversial” materials that attempt to humanize police officers with children, as
the brunt of jokes, and as they help people in need.
Blue Lives Matter news articles, discussions, and symbolism participants
promote on their social media platforms provide reference points to construct a more
holistic picture of the group’s ideas, beliefs, and goals. Depending on the context and
situation, Blue Lives Matter supporters deploy identity for critique, by trying to show
how law enforcement officers are in a unique position unknown to the public – being
superheroes. They also utilize identity for education as they highlight how they are
people just like everyone else, with families and friends, and how the job’s special risks
take a toll on them. Such identity deployment efforts align with what social movement
scholars refer to as “framing” or the
Signifying work or meaning construction engaged in by movement adherents
(e.g., leaders, activists, and rank-and-file participants) and other actors (e.g.,
adversaries, institutional elites, media, social control agents, countermovements) relevant to the interests of movements and the challenges they
mount in pursuit of those interests (Snow 2013).
A peculiar tension exists in the identities that Blue Lives Matter and their
supporters deploy. Officers and their supporters claim that they want the public to
understand their struggles and their humanity, against critiques about their inhumanity,
strong-arm tactics, and mistreatment of those they are sworn to protect. Officers face
very real on-the-job threats, and this fear and awareness of their mortality comes
through in messaging shared by pro-law enforcement supporters. While this messaging
is a constant for the group and its supporters, there is also the persistent messaging in
their community about law enforcement officers, being beyond human in their
capacities to protect and uphold the law. Police officers identify with superheroes who,
against the odds, fight for justice, law, and order. The idea is so powerful among Blue
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Lives Matter supports; some even share classic superheroes imagery, such as Batman
and Wonder Woman, in pro-police attire. These messages demonstrate how Blue Lives
Matter supporter seek acceptance and adoration, in the face of what they see as unfair
challenges to their identity and authority.
Law Enforcement Officers are Superheroes
Scholars in fields of study such as criminology, psychology, and education
(among others) have analyzed the role of super heroes in American society, particularly
in terms of identity. Literary scholars (Arnaudo 2013, Bongco 2000, Romagnoli and
Pagnucci 2013) have worked extensively to understand how the superhero concept has
influenced culture and how the superhero ideal shifts over time to reflect particular
societal conflicts and circumstances (Bongco 2000). In my analysis of Blue Lives Matter
social media platforms, I use these scholarly understanding of the role of superhero to
better situate how the pro-policing group understands the role of police officers in our
society.
Since the stated role of law enforcement is to protect and serve in the
communities in which they work, this idea of embracing the superhero who protects the
good from evil may make sense. But, many citizens do not view officers as protectors. A
2016 Pew Research study found that only 16% of respondents viewed the role of police
as “only protectors” (as opposed to enforcers), while 31% of police officers viewed this as
the primary role of police (see Figure 38).
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Figure 38 –Pew Research Center “Behind the Badge” 2016

Table 6 –“Reasons for Selecting a Law Enforcement Career” Dolan Consulting Group
2019
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A 2019 survey of law enforcement professionals found that most officers (77.9%)
reporting getting into the field of policing because they “wanted a career with interesting
or exciting work” (See Table 6) (Dolan Consulting Group 2019). Additionally, 26.7% of
officers reported getting into policing because of “Seeing popular media portrayals of
police work (TV, movies, etc.) (Dolan Consulting Group 2019). These attributes help us
understand some factors that shape why Blue Lives Matters supporters identify with
superhero characters. The superhero image aligns with excitement, fantasy media
messages, desires to help people and communities, and correcting injustice. By using
superhero imagery and messaging, Blue Lives Matters and their supporters amplify
certain positive aspects associated with their chosen roles in ways that may shape
perceptions and support for them. Like fictional superheroes, Blue Lives Matter
supporters portray police as acting in the public interest, with righteous authority,
defending the good, and, so, are worthy to receive the same adoration.
Using the superhero identity helps pro-policing supporters justify the actions of
law enforcement officers that are sometimes scrutinized as it provides reasons why they
should not be judged. For example, supporters use reasons like the public not being able
to understand having to make split-second life or death situations, as excuses to why
they should not be judged by the same standards as other citizens or even by the law
when they are challenged for actions that cross the line.
Blue Lives Matter and their supporters use their Instagram platform to display
imagery, hashtags, and comments that deploy police-as-superhero imagery. As you can
see in Figures 22 and 23 (and in Appendix K), sometimes the imagery used by Blue
Lives Matter is as simple as using a “typical” superhero image (Batman, Superman, etc.)
and incorporating the Blue Lives Matter flag or colors.
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Figure 39 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) November 22, 2016

The superheroes used by Blue Lives Matter to represent the pro-law enforcement
community tend to represent the “enforcer” role over the “protector” (see Figure 39).
For instance, the Batman image most typically used is a more psychologically complex
and “dark” version of the caped crusader. According to the PBS video, A Hero Can Be
Anyone (1980's-today): Superheroes—A Never Ending Battle,
“[In] 1986, Batman is overhauled as The Dark Knight to reflect the nocturnal
underside of his character, and brings new sophistication to comic book
narratives, illuminating a violent and politicized world” (PBS 2013).
Again, this is critical to the collective identity process as it helps supporters identify
“who we are” and “who we are not,” and how the world in which they work appears to
them. From the Dark Knight stories, the chaotic, deeply violent and politicized world
requires a proactive, above-the-law type enforcement of order. Presumably, that order
should benefit the righteous and good, but the good is not always clear-cut in the Dark
Knight’s fictional world. To trust in this Batman, means trusting in a force against more
sinister forces, neither of which average citizens can fully understand. Likewise, we must
trust in the “superhero” police who stand as a thin-blue-line between “good” and “evil.”
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In Figure 40, the Blue Lives Matter Instagram post details an officer’s story about
being given the nickname “Superman,” and the “pride and honor” this police officer
experienced from being given that label. It reads,
One of the guys in custody said, ‘Look at that Clark Kent lookin’ Mutha F%#$er.’
From that day forward on the ‘streets’ I got the nickname Superman. I took some
sort of pride and honor in that. One fascination I think we have with super heroes
is their resilience. The ability to bounce back quickly in adversary and keep
moving forward (Blue Lives Matter Instagram 2016).
Resilience in the face of adversity and ability to bounce back to stay focused on the right
and good path, seems to mark a line of distinction between police offiers and those less
capable, or even worthy, of their valued and heroic responsibilities. This sense of police
being set apart and better than others establishes a hierarchy for legitimacy and respect
that helps to justify their role in society.

Figure 40– Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) November 22, 2016

It seems however, that Blue Lives Matter and their supporters pick and choose
the different characteristics of a superhero to embrace. For example, according to
Fandom.com (2020) one of the stereotypical traits of a superhero is a “strong moral
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code, including a willingness to risk one's own safety in the service of good without
expectation of reward. Such a code often includes a refusal or strong reluctance to kill or
wield lethal weapons” (Fandom.com 2020). This description seems contrary to some
impactful imagery and messaging posted by Blue Lives Matter. Much of the superhero
imagery posted by the group displays assault weapons and violent undertones. The
heroes in their images typically weild guns and are sometimes actively shooting in the
photo. And, it does not seem like Blue Lives Matter or the pro-policing community
wants to promote the “traditional” superhero image of the reluctant hero who seeks to
hide their accomplishments out of modesty and humbleness. Rather, their heroic
images seek the spotlight to convey their worthiness of society’s praise and admiration
for their work.
Sometimes the imagery shared by Blue Lives Matter is very explicit in framing
police officers are superheroes – showing artwork of an officer wearing a superman shirt
under his uniform in front of a Blue Lives Matter/thin blue line flag (Figure 41). And
they take this imagery from fictional art into the real world. On Instagram you can also
see (Figure 42) a live officer who is visiting a child in the hospital and is wearing a
superman shirt under his uniform.
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Figure 41 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) November 24, 2016

Figure 42 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) September 7, 2016

The message in this imagery is that not only do other’s see law enforcement
officers as superheroes for the community, but that they embrace this label and want it
attributed to them. They are deploying the identity of superheroes in order to show the
public (both supporters and opposition) that due to physical risk involved in their work
and the bravery they attribute to this, that they should be viewed as superheroes and
receive the type of adulation and respect that the fictionalized characters receive in print
and films. As you can see in Figure 43, a meme on the group’s Instagram page says,
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“Everyone grows up dreaming of being a superhero – some of us actually make that
dream a reality” (Official Blue Lives Matter 2017). The hashtags #justiceleague #batman
#flash #wonderwoman (though there are no women represented among the police
officers), #aquaman #superman and #cyborg further extend the connection (and likely
insure that children with IG accounts who follow these characters will be exposed to
their massaging).

Figure 43 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 9, 2017

In another example (Figure 44), Superman and Super-dog (representing K-9
responders) looking up in awe at a picture of first responders. Here the messaging offers
a slightly different, and potentially more powerful, view that police officers, at the
forefront of other first responders, are not just worthy of the publics respect and
admiration like superheros, but that they are even worthy of the respect and admiration
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from the superheroes themselves. Superman’s admiration conveys notions that police
and first-responders are worthy of the value, admiration, and esteem as mythic
superheroes hold in our culture.

Figure 44 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) September 13, 2016

In another Instagram post (Figure 45) Marvel’s “The Punisher” appears, updated
with the color scheme of the Blue Lives Matter flag that symbolizes the thin blue line
and US patriotism. Right off, the image and name convey an enforcer message. The
actual storyline for the character deeply reinforces the enforcer idea. In the Marvel
comic books, “The Punisher” or “Frank Castle was an honest ex-Marine with a family he
loved. But when that family was murdered, he became a vigilante with a uniquely brutal
brand of justice” (Marvel.com 2020). There has been some controversy surrounding the
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use of Blue Lives Matter and police departments across the country embracing this
imagery.

Figure 45 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) September 13, 2016

A tension exists in police officers embracing the Punisher skull as core symbolic
imagery. In the comics, this “hero” engages in far more violent and vicious acts than
characters like Batman or Superman. The first mention of Frank Castle - “The Punisher”
character came in a 1974 Spiderman comic book (Voytko 2020). Castle, a Marine and
Vietnam War veteran took on the identity of “The Punisher” “after seeing his family
murdered by the mob in Central Park and deciding to wage his own war on crime”
(Voytko 2020). During the 1980s the character became a “larger-than-life crime
fighter,” and by the 2000s, Frank Castle personifies “a ‘deeply disturbed,’
‘marginalized,’ and ‘almost crazy’ figure – but the character’s central behavior – using
murder, torture, coercion, and other brutal enforcement tactics – has remained”
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(Voytko 2020). The Punisher is also known as a man who “pursues his own brand of
justice, murdering criminals he believes live ‘outside the law’” (Cronin 2019). In 2003
the punisher symbol gained attention when
Chris Kyle, the Navy SEAL who wrote the best-selling autobiography, American
Sniper (which was later adapted by Clint Eastwood into a blockbuster film
starring Bradley Cooper as Kyle), fully embraced the Punisher during his time in
Iraq. He explained in American Sniper, "He righted wrongs. He killed bad guys.
He made wrongdoers fear him ... We spray-painted [the Punisher logo] on our
Hummers and body armor, and our helmets and all our guns. We spray-painted
it on every building or wall we could. We wanted people to know we're here and
we want to fuck with you (Cronin 2019).
American military policing communities in Iraq embraced this iconography, and
eventually as troops returned home this symbolism spread and was adopted by police in
the United States as well (Cronin 2019). Several police departments have embraced
using this symbol while on duty, even some painting “The Punisher” skull it on their
patrol vehicles (see Figure 46). Though they have since been forced remove them due to
the symbolism’s divisive and controversial nature (Elderkin 2017).
The design of the iconic skull began with the German military using this
Totenkopf, or “death’s head” to show they did not fear death, and was tailored from
there into the symbol used today (Dearmitt 2019). Even Gerry Conway, the creator of
“The Punisher” has spoken out against police, the military, and others appropriating his
symbols as their own, saying
‘The Punisher is representative of the failure of law and order to address the
concerns of people who feel abandoned by the legal system,’ Conway told Forbes,
emphasizing he was speaking from his personal perspective, and adding, ‘It
always struck me as stupid and ironic that members of the police are embracing
what is fundamentally an outlaw symbol’ (Voytko 2020).
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Figure 46 – Kentucky Police Car with “The Punisher” Logo (Lexington Herald 2017)

The military and the police are not the only groups however, that have recently
embraced the imagery and symbolism of The Punisher. “In 2018, Three Percent Nation,
an antigovernment militia, unveiled a logo that incorporated the image – see Figure 47
(Linzy 2020). According to The Activist History Review, other extremists also embrace
the symbol.
The Punisher skull has also been incorporated into Boogaloo memes, and a
Punisher skull patch was on the plate carrier of Robert Roden, the man arrested
for entering Stony Brook University Hospital with multiple incendiary devices. A
video posted by Shaun King of counter-protesters at a Black Lives Matters march
in the village of Bethel, Ohio, shows a group wearing Punisher t-shirts and
Confederate Flag bandanas assault a peaceful protester (Linzy 2019).
These alignments further highlight connections to the racist and xenophobic discussions
happening on the Blue Lives Matter social media platforms discussed in the previous
chapter.
Blue Lives Matter supporters embrace the Punisher skull to represent their
perceived sense of absolute justice, while at the same time showing others (external
messaging) that they are part of a group that is intent on and empowered to bring about
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this righteous justice. This internal and external messaging is key to concretizing both
individual and collective identities among Blue Lives Matter supporters as it affirms
both inwardly and outwardly who “we are” and that they are coming for this perceived
enemy or other – “who we are not.”

Figure 47 – Lexington Herald Leader February 24, 2017

Blue Lives Matter and their supporters share imagery and messaging to link law
enforcement officers to superhero imagery and ideals. These ties link not only to long
time adored characters, like Superman and Batman, but also to violent, vigilante justice
warriors who are the only thing standing between chaos and societal order. The
messages conveyed about Blue Lives Matter as a group representing police officers and
policing practices emphasize a feared and protective justice warriors ideal. Supporters
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embracing this superhero imagery help to concretize their own individual identities
while at the same time solidifying the group’s collective identity.
Physical Harm Comes With the Career
One of the ways that Blue Lives Matter and their supporters believe that police
officers resemble superheroes comes in their dangerous encounters while on duty.
Supporters stress that putting their lives on the line defines heroism and claim that they
deserve more recognition and respect for this part of their experience. Indeed, many of
my respondents shared with me that they believe officers do not get the full respect and
recognition they deserve for putting “putting themselves in harms way.” This shared
belief ties Blue Lives Matter supporters to a core concept that defines how they hold law
enforcement with such reverence, while they perceive others who express ideas such as,
they chose to “sign up for” the for the danger as as anti-police who denigrate the job and
fail to show officers the full respect they are due. These claims reinforce the collective
“we-ness” among those who claim respect for police who risk themselves for others.
And, anyone they perceive not embracing that claim, they define as the out-group and,
sometimes as the enemy.
Rebecca, mentioned that she believed that one of the goals of Blue Lives Matter
should be to educate the public on the perceived heroic actions of officers, saying,
I think it would just be to educate people and education the people in our
communities that while it is the profession that they chose to do, just like
everyone in our military chooses to go overseas and fight in a war – that they’re
doing it out of respect for their communities and to make our country in general a
better place and I think it’s just symbolic of their commitment to keeping us safe
and us in turn being able to appreciate what they do – because they do put their
lives on the line every single day and it’s something that we need to appreciate
and not take it for granted that we expect that of them (Interview 10/18/2019).
Paige shares this sentiment and contrasts it with her perception that police are never
praised, but instead always critiqued.
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I love the movement sticking up for the police because they get such a bad rap for
everything – like they can’t do anything right so it’s like that’s my biggest thing is
the support for all those who put their life on the line in one way or another to be
justice leaders (Interview 11/18/2019).
Individuals like Paige who look to law enforcement as justice leaders and heroes who
put their lives on the line, precisely echoes the messaging from the Blue Lives Matter
social media platforms in terms of their superhero status. These supporters are
reinforcing the collective identity by solidifying how they as a group view the role of law
enforcement. When asking my respondent Kate what she believes the goal or mission of
Blue Lives Matte is she said,
Just to make people aware that they’re there to put their life on the line every day
and protect our streets and cities, and that people are appreciative of this
(Interview 11/7/2019).
Kate went on to explain that she thinks spreading this message about police heroism is
Blue Lives Matter’s main role.
Another respondent, Sarah, an educator, shared this sentiment of officers not
getting the respect they deserve because they “chose” the job. She said,
I think that there is a preconceived notion that, ‘you signed up for the job, so
them taking risks every day is something that should be expected and is expected
of them and that their safety isn’t as paramount as the safety of those they should
be and are protecting (Interview 10/14/2019).
Amy, an office manager and sister-in-law to a police officer, shared that many in the law
enforcement field fear and believe they may not come home from work, even though as
previously mentioned, according to the FBI, attacks on law enforcement have not
increased. This perception of being in danger while on duty adds to Blue Lives Matter
supporters’ beliefs that officers are brave superheroes who deserve that recognition.
Amy said,
They [police officers] chose to give up their life to protect and serve – it’s just like
military people. I think it’s great that there’s a community that gets together and
supports the people who are willing to get out of bed everyday and possibly not
come home (Interview 11/18/2019).
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Kasey, a parole officer echoed the sentiment that some in society expect or take it for
granted that physical danger is part of their job, and not something that they recognize
or admire about law enforcement. She said,
I have gotten in a full blown argument before with someone because basically I
told them I don’t deserve to die just because of the job I chose to do and they
were like ‘no, well you chose to do that job’ and they said that basically if it came
down to a choice of you or the other person living it should be them because I
chose to do this so I said if I walk into a house and it’s a domestic violence
situation and there’s a guy who is beating his wife and I choose to stand back and
not run in because of the training we’ve had and a certain way of doing things
everyone would be upset that I didn’t run into that building and save them so I
still have to do my job but I can’t be reckless about it and that person’s just like
well, that’s your job. So it was a huge debate because since we chose to do this
job. It used to be a job that was a prideful thing but now there’s definitely a
stigma that goes along with the job now (Interview 11/20/2019).
Kasey believes that while policing was once a “prideful thing” to do for a career, this is
no longer the case because of this lack of recognition and perceived stigmatization that
officers face. These comments from supporters complicate the superhero narrative put
out on Blue Lives Matter social media platforms. The imagery and messaging put out by
Blue Lives Matter suggests they want to be perceived as superheroes, but the fear about
being injured in the line of duty is typically not something that superheroes are
concerned with on film or in the comic pages.
While Blue Lives Matter supporters know that officers understand the risks to a
law enforcement career, they also believe that this heroism should be more widely
recognized and use superhero imagery to convey the heroism and reverence they feel
more people should embrace toward police. Even though they want officers want to be
recognized or thought of as superheroes, police do not act in a fictitious world. It is
difficult to treat police like the superheroes they want to be perceived as, while at the
same time accounting for their human vulnerabilities that include sometimes tragic
mistakes. It seems that Blue Lives Matter strategically deploys identity for critique in
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attempts to change the minds of the public about law enforcement officers by bringing
to light the perceived heroic and positive nature of their field (Bernstein 1997). Although
Blue Lives Matter and their supporters view law enforcement officers as superheroes,
this may also do a disservice to police by sending contradictory messaging that these
human officers are up to the task of taking on super-human feats.
Another element that contributes to law enforcement officers’ “deployment for
critique,” is by trying to inform the public that most individuals do not understand the
“tough decisions” officers make quickly while on the job, much like the characters in
fictional comics. However, unlike the superheroes in comic books, these split-second
decisions that have dire consequences.
Making Tough Decisions Quickly
Another way that Blue Lives matter supporters validate or reinforce their
superhero messaging is through claims that officers must make risky split-second
decisions that may often come with grave consequences.
Tommy talked about the ways that pro-policing websites serve as platforms for
more experienced officers to advise newcomers to the field. This advice is seen as
necessary for learning how to make these tough decisions. Tommy said,
You don’t really see the hashtags and stuff on there, but there are lots of
discussions about like oh if I do a traffic stop, like ‘this is what happened to me
today,’ and people chime in like ‘oh you did this wrong and you did that wrong’
and the senior guys will kind of school the green horns. And one of the things is
like ‘safety first, always!’ (Interview 9/19/2019).
Preparing for these split-second decisions is important, but also reason to see the Blue
Lives Matter and supporters’ use of the superhero as problematic. While it is true that
officers make tough decisions quickly sometimes it is not like a superhero in a comic
book for many reasons. Using the imagery and messaging of superheroes implies that
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these split-second moments are resolved in super-human ways. In reality, even though
Blue Lives Matter supporters encourage superhero imagery on the group’s social media
platforms, since many of these conscious constituents are the loved ones of officers, they
perceive that it is in the best interest to support whatever decision an officer makes in
those moments. Unfortunately, as in superhero comics where there is a clear “villain,” in
the pro-policing world this villian is anyone perceived as anti-law enforcement.
Maya explained how the families of officers can quickly by impacted by the splitsecond decisions they make on the job, saying:
I may be partial because of my brother, but I see it as what if he’s in the situation
where he has to take forcible action, something where his life is put into danger
for a split second – then what would happen to my niece and nephew if he’s the
one who’s ambushed at work or if people do something to him because they have
something against police officers then I see it from that perspective that they
would lose their father. If you’re a criminal and you’re doing something wrong
you have to face the consequences (Interview 11/8/2019).
Maya points out the contradictory nature of wanting the public to believe that police
officers are superheroes – experiencing unique situations that others do not understand,
but also having to deal with the consequences of those decisions (family growing up
without a loved one). Maya goes on to explain that her brother, an officer, wanted to
teach others about these moments, in order to help the public understand how
complicated police work can be. She said,
He [my brother] was telling me about a story on Facebook after one of the
shootings where they ended up saying the shooting was justified and he said he
would love to teach a training to show people what it’s like to have to make those
split-second decisions. People don’t understand what it’s like to be put in that
situation (Interview 11/8/2019).
Blue Lives Matter supporters seem to want the public to understand that police
should be regarded as superheroes because of the physical risks associated with their job
and having to make the quick decisions, but at the same time, they do want to share or
impart on the public how difficult those decisions are to make without the superhuman
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mind and intuition that fictional superheroes seem to possess. Law enforcement officer
Gerald said that he wished more people in society would have the opportunity to know
what it’s like to be forced into making split-second decisions that police officers do, and
how this is more difficult that people would imagine. Gerald described a training
simulator that would allow individuals to experience this. He said,
I think more police agencies and counties should offer citizens an opportunity to
use a Forced Option Simulator. It’s either one screen or a 360 screen and there’s
a proctor, and based on what you do the proctor can dictate when the suspect or
suspects [in the simulation] do and you have to react. You have to decide like if
you will use a baton, Taser, or shooting. So I think if a lot of people could do that
it would change their minds that ‘whoa, that was hard.’ I read an article I want to
say it was in Arizona or Nevada and there was an activist who was always bashing
the cops. ‘Oh they’re messing up’ and so the police chief brought him inside the
station and offered to let him try the Forced Option Simulator, and if there were
say five scenarios he messed up on about 4 of them. So now it’s funny he’s
actually an activist for the police. He said like yeah this was way harder than I
thought, so I think if more people... I know it’s pricey to have that machine, but if
every other city or county could come together and just buy one and have an
instructor and let people come try it and test it out. Sometimes I see stuff on local
police websites where they will have community nights, like a community
academy and they take you on a ride-along and let you see what it’s like
(Interview 9/18/2019).
Gerald believes that if the public could experience what it is like to be in the same
situations as officers, that they would have a better appreciation for the law enforcement
community.
Sympathy and understanding is not something that superheroes often seem to
find necessary in their fictional worlds. Blue Lives Matter’s superhero images of
enforcers with automatic weapons may not signal that officers are much concerned
about the decisions they make, or foster empathy for them. And yet, when I asked Kate
why she thought that a group like Blue Lives Matter was needed she said:
I think it [Blue Lives Matter] is needed because I think a lot of police officers now
days feel that they are looked upon as bad sometimes, or that they’re heavyhanded or not making good decisions but I think that until you’re in that position
as the officer is I don’t think we know what they’re going through or how they
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make that split-second decision and until you’re there, you don’t know how it is. I
know there are people who wouldn’t even want to apply to become a police officer
now with the way things are going so I think they do need that support and to
know that there are people who support them – definitely. They’re given these
powers over us and they’re given the job of making split-second decisions, but
they also put their lives on the line every day and that’s something we have to
appreciate as citizens (Interview 11/7/2019).
Kate’s description resonates with the group’s mission statements of wanting to change
the public’s perception of police. Deploying superhero imagery and messaging however,
may evokes different responses than empathy and concern. Outwardly expressing this
superhero identity by Blue Lives Matter and supporters’ validations serve may reinforce
individual and collective identity perception, but may not have their intended effects to
garner broad public empathy.
Blue Lives Matter supporters combine claims about policing’s physical dangers of
the job and split-second decision-making as rationale or elevating police to superheroes
status in our society. They claim that law enforcement stands as the last thin blue line of
defense separating the average citizen (“the sheep”) from the society’s criminals (“the
wolves”). As I know explain, they also consistently frame these claims with the good
versus evil dualism that has long resonated in western culture.
Last “Thin Blue” Line of Defense for Protecting Society
Many self-identified Blue Lives Matter supporters claim that law enforcement
stands as the only true line of protection between the perceived “good” and “evil” that
exist in our society. As Kate said:
That law enforcement lives matter and it means that we care what happens to
them because they’re there for us to keep us safe and in emergency situations so
their lives matter too. We have different groups saying ‘their lives matter... their
lives matter’ and this is just to show that their [law enforcement officers] lives
matter too (Interview 11/7/2019).
This identity of being the “holders of the line” is something deployed by Blue Lives
Matter via their Instagram posts. In Figure 48 the post reads,
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Thank those who are the guardians of the dark. Who let their bed grow cold at
night while they protect those who sleep in peace. Let us thank the men and
women of the night-shift. Stay safe tonight everyone (Blue Lives Matter
Instagram 2017).
The verbiage used by the group is similar to something that may be found in a superhero
comic book, furthering their heroic ideals.

Figure 48 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) September 5, 2017

A more graphic depiction of holding the thin blue line can be seen in Figure 49.
This character stands alone, back against the wall – shooting guns with both hands at an
unknown enemy to hold the thin blue line. A Punisher skull can be seen in the
background, and the only color in the image is the blue line of the Blue Lives Matter flag,
serving as a visual divide and a symbolic divide for the pro-law enforcement community
between “good” and “evil.”
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Figure 49 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) April 1, 2017

In Blue Lives Matter posts such as Figure 50, the group uses hashtags like
#sheepdog, #huntthewicked, and #holdtheline to express the sentiment that they are
the sheepdogs protecting the sheep (average citizens) from the wolves (criminals). The
caption reads “JUSTICE HUNTS THE WICKED AS DEATH HUNTS THE DYING –
YOU CAN RUN BUT WE WILL CATCH YOU.” Such intense language expresses
outwardly that Blue Lives Matter and their supporters see police as the ultimate form of
justice in a wicked world. Their deployment of this extreme heroic identity seeks to unite
supporters in the pro-policing community, solidifying identities both internally through
likes and comments, and externally through the messaging on their public social media
platforms that this is the image the pro-policing community associates with.
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Figure 50 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 13, 2017

It is important to note that the police represented in their cartoon superhero
posts are not everyday officers patrolling the streets. The character in this post seems to
be some type of SWAT officer, pointing their tactical assault rifle, again aiming at an
unknown target, with the Blue Lives Matter flag in the background. This outward
portrayal of what a policing hero looks like convey threat and violence. The first
comment in Figure 50 reads, “This would make a Cool T-shirt!” Comments from Blue
Lives Matter supporters signal that they and the movement and in agreement about
what it means to be a member of the pro-policing community, and how they want this
message presented to the public – solidifying both inwardly and externally what it
means to believe that Blue Lives Matter.
It is not only law enforcement officers or Blue Lives Matter organizers, but also
their supporters who promote the idea that officers are the last thin blue line of defense
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separating the “innocent” people in society from the “evils” of the world. As Lorie, a selfdescribed Blue Lives Matter, supporter explained,
You know as I said before there are humans in that uniform, and they live it, so
them being targeted for what they do for a living that takes it to a whole other
level of not okay. And who even knows what people like that are thinking. Is it,
you’re a police officer and you’re a different race or a different religion and now
that we put those two together and make that worse than what it was and I think
it’s a big enough problem that they do something on the federal level and
hopefully that would deter anything because as the United States the last thing
that we need is for anyone going after our law enforcement or military because
that’s all that’s left, and we’re going to be in some big trouble (Interview
1/13/2020).
Hearing Blue Lives Matter supporters echo this belief about the thin blue line signals to
those in the group that one is part of the pro-law enforcement community. This meaning
making about what police officers symbolize connects and reinforces supporters’
individual and collective identities.
In figure 51, another Instagram post by Blue Lives Matter, we see a character
resembling “Judge Dredd.” “Judge Dredd is a law enforcement and judicial officer in the
dystopian future city of Mega-City One, which covers most of the east coast of North
America. He is a ‘street judge’, empowered to summarily arrest, convict, sentence, and
execute criminals” (Bishop 2014). This message signals to Blue Lives Matter supporters
that it is the job of police to act as street judge and deliver “rough justice” as they see fit.
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Figure 51 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) February 1, 2017

The superheroes that Blue Lives Matter and their supporters identify with are
violently delivering street justice at their own discretion, which represents both an
outward signal of how police should be viewed, and internal affirmation that, police (or
their loved ones for supporters) are the only the only things keeping us safe in a world
filled with chaos and “evil.”
In this claims-making context that highlights righteous judgment and violence,
organizers also include the hashtags #thinbluelinefamily and #bluefamily. Family
invokes and amplifies notions about love and loyalty to a primary group that helps to
highlight a line between those truly committed to Blue Lives Matter and outsiders.
Family conveys the highest form of fellow-feeling essential to collective identity.
Also note that the first commenter in Figure 51 has the Instagram username
“boogalooo00.” “The ‘boogaloo’ name is a code word for the second civil war and came
from the 1984 movie ‘Breakin' 2: Electric Boogaloo,’ according to Associated Press”
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(Pineda 2020). According to the Southern Poverty Law Center, 'boogaloo' was
frequently associated with racist violence and, in many cases, was an explicit call for
race war (Pineda 2020). One of the Boogaloo beliefs is that their group should defend
“the rights of individuals against the government and have been known to incite
violence against police” (Pineda 2020). This is another contradictory yet
complimentary facet for understanding the pro-policing community’s ties to racism and
xenophobia. Blue Lives Matter is a pro-policing page, but this presumed white
nationalist sympathizer “boogaloo00” is part of a group who purportedly dislikes the
police. This comment supporting Blue Lives Matter again displays that those who hold
racist and xenophobic ideas identify with the pro-policing community and Blue Lives
Matter.
The violent superhero imagery and messaging emphasized by Blue Lives Matter
helps to define pro-policing identities around notions that law enforcement justifiably
acts as violently-inclined superhero saviors. Those in the Blue Lives Matter community
appear to support this policing role through their myriad comments and “likes” on their
social media pages.
Although this superhero aspect sets police apart from the rest of society, Blue
Lives Matter puts out deliberate imagery and messaging to show that they should also
be thought of in more relatable ways as human and humane, to minimize their
differences with ordinary citizens. Scholars researching superhero identity have said
that one element of superhero stories that makes them so relatable is that even though –
these characters may be all powerful, they’re simultaneously representative of the
common man and all that he stands for in a world that can be inherently corrupt
and dangerous (Romagnoli and Pagnucci 2013, p.5).
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This relatable “common man” characteristic constitutes the second main identity type I
saw most often used by Blue Lives Matter and their supporters. They clearly want others
to imagine them as immanently ordinary, with challenges and failings like everyone else
in society.

Identity Deployment – Law Enforcement Officers are Human(e)
While there are strong messages and imagery that show the importance of the
superhero narrative to the Blue Lives Matter identity, at the same time there is strong
messaging to show police officers as human and humane. Bernstein (1997) notes, the
purpose of groups deploying an “identity for education” is to “challenge the dominant
culture’s perception of the minority or is used strategically to gain legitimacy by playing
on uncontroversial themes” (Bernstein 1997 p.537). In this chapter I describe how Blue
Lives Matter deploys identity messaging that signals to the public that law enforcement
officers are human(e) by sharing “uncontroversial” and relatable materials. Blue Lives
Matter and their supporters see police as a minority (even though they have institutional
authorities), as they perceive there is a war against them and the public. These
human(e) messages are efforts by Blue Lives Matter and their supporters to humanize
law enforcement – in hopes of changing the negative perceptions of officers by the
public, which they believe to be perpetuated by the perceived anti-police mass media.
One way that the group tries to deploy their humane identity is by posting stories
of law enforcement officers helping those in need – and in doing this, demonstrating
their humanity.
In Figure 52 we see a police officer on the road helping a man jumpstart his car.
This Instagram post from the Blue Lives Matter page says, “This is the everyday human
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kindness offered by our officers that makes Ventura a better and safer place, day in and
day out!” (Blue Lives Matter Instagram 2016). This messaging that police officers are
kind humans is a sharp contrast from the violent superhero imagery they also post. It is
through these types of humanizing posts that Blue Lives Matter and their supporters
reaffirm both inwardly as individuals and outwardly to society, that police officers are
kind, helpful people.
Another Blue Lives Matter Instagram post (Figure 53) shows an officer giving a
drink to an impoverished and, perhaps, homeless Black man sitting on the sidewalk. The
gesture offers evidence about officers’ empathetic humanity for those in need, which
contrasts reports and images of police sweeps of homeless encampments or citations
and arrests for vagrancy. The message continues to highlight heroism, which adds to the
notion of their everyday empathy and mundane acts: “Everyday hero, what the media
doesn’t show you” (Blue Lives Matter Instagram 2017). This is a direct message from
Blue Lives Matter tries to shift what they see as false narratives about violent and racist
law enforcement.
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Figure 52 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) August 24, 2016

Figure 53 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 26, 2017

The caring nature they would like attributed to the group goes beyond law
enforcement officers helping out other humans, but also animals in distress. This Blue
Lives Matter Instagram (Figure 54) post shows an officer from West Virginia who
rescued two deer that were hit by a car on the road. While the image and caption seem
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like something meant for everyone in society to embrace, they include the following
hashtags, to remind supporters that Blue Lives Matter has very specific views on who
they want to protect and serve: #bluelivesmatter, #lawenforcement, #usa, #america,
and #maga (Blue Lives Matter Instagram 2017). Blue Lives Matter often includes the
hashtag #maga (Make America Great Again – Donald Trump presidential slogan) as an
outward message of their beliefs and pro-policing ideology. On November 13, 2020
Donald Trump supporters held a “Million MAGA March,” where
fans of the president walked alongside white nationalists, boogaloo boys and
marchers with Confederate flags. The route ran along a wall where someone had
slapped a sticker over existing graffiti, turning "Black Lives Matter" into "Trump
Lives Matter” (Allam 2020).
While Blue Lives Matter tries to change what they see as false perception about law
enforcement, such explicit association with a slogan embraced by right-wing racists and
xenophobes, contradicts their purported intent. They try to have it both ways: we are
strong heroic violent enforcers of the law who side with racists and xenophobic ideals;
we are ordinary, kind, humane people who help anyone (or anything) in need. While
contradictory identity messages can resonate within the group, they may compromise
their efforts to positively shape perceptions outside the group.
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Figure 54 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 26, 2017

Blue Lives Matter supporters that I spoke with embraced the idea that the group’s
goals or mission should be to change the ways that officers are perceived by sharing
humanizing messages. For instance, Tommy, explained,
Basically the goal of the group [Blue Lives Matter] is to make people aware that
they’re [officers] human too. They make errors, yes, obviously, but they’re put
more in the spotlight just because they’re wearing a badge and a uniform
(Interview 9/19/2019).
Another respondent, Frank, shared this same sentiment when I asked him what he
believed to be the “missions or goals” of Blue Lives Matter, stating:
Showing people that law enforcement officers are human beings. Most people see
a uniform or an action but there’s a person behind the badge and in the uniform,
and that seems to get lost in the shuffle, and Blue Lives Matter helps to bring that
to the forefront, that ‘hey, we’re people too – we have lives and are affected by all
of this as well (Interview 10/18/2019).
Deploying the human(e) identity goes beyond just showing compassionate acts
while on duty. Blue Lives Matter highlights the idea that police officers are vulnerable
humans (contrary to their violent superhero messaging), subject to the same trials and
tribulations as anyone, though also facing risks to life and health that most do not.
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We Have Loved Ones and Families Too
While Blue Lives Matter and their supporters want those outside of the propolicing community to know that officers are helpful and kind, another example of how
they deploy this human(e) identity is their emphasis on connection to their families who
suffer when officers or killed or injured in the line of duty. When I asked Kasey, a parole
officer, what Blue Lives Matter means to her, and whether or not she thinks a group like
this is necessary right now, she mentioned the fear of physical harm that officers (and
their families) face while on duty. She said,
I think it’s to bring awareness to the fact that yes we signed up for this job and we
take an oath to protect and serve but that doesn’t make the job any less
dangerous or harmful to our families because you just never know. I think it was
more needed within the community itself to kind of give peace of mind to the
officers and for their families to know that there are other people out there who
understand and deal with the same stressors you do every single day. And God
forbid something happen – you know that there’s a group out there who will
support and be there for your family, so I definitely view it as a support group. I
think it’s necessary – the military has something similar and I think in this line of
work it’s something that’s always going to be needed. Most of us have kids or
spouses and it’s kind of a nice feeling to know that even if you don’t come home
that day they have them (Interview 11/20/2019).
Here, Kasey shows how Blue Lives Matter supporters benefit from being a part of that
pro-policing community. She explains that being a part of this group gives her and
others in the community comfort about their loved ones, which is an important point for
understanding the group’s therapeutic role for individual Blue Lives Matter supporters.
Another Blue Lives Matter supporter and police officer, Gerald, also explained
that it is important for the public to see law enforcement officers as humans who have
families like everyone else does. When I asked him about Blue Lives Matter’s “missions
and goals” he said,
To support the family members or those who have lost loved ones and also maybe
to like spread the word that cops are cops – they’re just like everyone else. They
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still have a family – wives, sisters, brothers, moms, and dads at home just like
everyone else does (Interview 9/18/2019).
Blue Lives Matter supporters often talked with me about the importance of
wanting the public to view officers as family-oriented, and this same messaging can be
found on the Blue Lives Matter social media pages. Figure 55 is a Blue Lives Matter
Instagram post showing a child and infant wearing outfits featuring the Blue Lives
Matter flag inside of a heart.

Figure 55 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) June 26, 2017

In Figure 56, a uniformed officer holds and kisses a young infant. The post reads,
“Our law enforcement [officers] are so much more than badges. These heroes are sons,
daughters, daddies, and mommies. They sacrifice so much, every day, night, & holiday,
to help others. These days they are too often unnoticed & under appreciated. They are
some of our favorite people” (Blue Lives Matter Instagram 2017). This messaging
continues to combine the heroic and the humanizing themes to tap multiple sentiments
prominent in Blue Lives Matter networks.
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Figure 56 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) May 16, 2017

Marketing researchers have shown that “children have long been perceived as an
effective ‘vehicle’ to create rational and emotional appeals for different target audiences”
(Kinsey 2015). I argue that Blue Lives Matter uses these images of officers with children
to elicit an emotional response from the public to change perceptions about law
enforcement officers.
Many Blue Lives Matter Instagram posts show officers in family settings, often
with the children. In Figure 57, an officer sits and has tea with a young girl dressed in
pink, wearing a flower headband. Similarly, in Figure 58, an officer plays with a little
boy who is dressed up as a police officer and carries a toy gun (Blue Lives Matter
Instagram 2017). These outward messages about officers as family-oriented unite those
in the pro-policing community, while signaling to those outside of the community that
police are kind, helpful members of our community. As noted above, Blue Lives Matter
and their supporters use hashtags like #thinbluefamily and #bluefamily to represent
that their families mean a great deal to them, and that officers are kind and caring. The
hashtags also convey notions that police officers and their supporters are like a family
themselves (and for decades, police have referred to their ranks with the gendered
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familial term “brotherhood”), which constitutes a common theme in collective identity
formation among many social movement networks. Playing with their children is a way
to show the public that they fear not coming home to their families due to on-the-job
risks, trying to evoke an empathetic emotional response from others.

Figure 57 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) May 16, 2017

Figure 58 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) May 17, 2017
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The family theme also includes elderly family members. In Figure 59, a young
male police officer stands with his elderly grandmother who had recently passed away.

Figure 59 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) June 8, 2017

All of these Instagram posts are again meant to show officers in a humanizing
light in order to show how human and kind they can be, even though as previously
mentioned, they also want to be identified as violent weapons wielding superheroes.
Another way that Blue Lives Matter try and humanize officers, making them more
relatable to the public, through humor and self-deprecation. Blue Lives Matter and their
supporters identify with this specific type of police humor, and in turn validate their
identities of being in the pro-policing community.
Pro-Policing Cop Jokes – Humanizing With Humor
Another way that Blue Lives Matter seeks to humanize law enforcement
officers happens through jokes and self-deprecation. As marketers well know, “humor is
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an effective tool [to] make [people and organizations appear more human” (Edgecomb
2012). In short, humor can be humanizing and Blue Lives Matter frequently takes
advantage of this tactic. For example, Figure 60 you can see Blue Lives Matter making
fun of themselves by using the term “pigs” – a known slur for police officers. Similarly,
in Figure 61, the “pig” label is referenced by the “grumpy cat” like character, talking
about the police officer holding him not tasting like bacon (Blue Lives Matter Instagram
2017).

Figure 60 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) June 8, 2017
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Figure 61 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) June 8, 2017

Another example of this tactic can be seen in Figure 62, in a Blue Lives Matter
Instagram post that shows police cars surrounding Dunkin Donuts – the caption
reading “Don’t Judge Me,” poking fun at the stereotype of cops liking donuts.

Figure 62 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) June 8, 2017
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I view this self-deprecating humor as a way for Blue Lives Matter to display
themselves as more relatable to the everyday person. Blue Lives Matter posts comical
imagery and messaging on their social media platforms in hopes of humanizing law
enforcement officers. This is external messaging from Blue Lives Matter to those in the
perceived anti-policing community, that officers do not take themselves too seriously,
which is a big step away from the violent, righteous, enforcer images they also embrace.
Another way that Blue Lives Matter uses their social media platforms to deploy
their identity of being human(e) is through the connections they show for their canine
counterparts. Blue Lives Matter posts images of police canines and of officers on duty
with their dogs in order to humanize officers, as one of their movement goals is to
counter the perceived false and negative messages about police and to change the
public’s view of those in the field of law enforcement.
Policeman’s Best Friend – Cop Dogs
As with the idea of humanizing law enforcement officers through imagery and
messaging about their families and children, Blue Lives Matter and their supporters use
pictures and stories of police K-9s to deploy their human(e) identity publicly. On the
Blue Lives Matter official Facebook page, the group shares stories featuring different
police k-9s:
•
•
•

“Fur missile found with stab wounds after disappearing on track” (June
24, 2019)
“Allen Park police K9 officer Phantom dies from pancreatic disease” (July
31, 2019)
“Alabama DOC K9 Jake dies after inhaling substance during search” (July
26, 2019).
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The headline of one Blue Lives Matter Facebook post reads, “Hero down: Arizona
department of public safety K9 Ax dies after brief illness” (Blue Lives Matter Facebook
2019).
Acknowledging the work and passing of the police dogs that work with them
appears to be a critical and influential tactic to solidify the human(e) identity of law
enforcement. In the comments sections of Blue Lives Matter posts about police dogs,
members of the pro-policing community share similar sentiments and condolences.
Figure 63 is a Blue Lives Matter Facebook post about an police dog reportedly killed
during an “ambush attack” on police officers. The sympathy shown for this police K-9
that was killed can be seen by Blue Lives Matter supporters leaving comments like the
one in Figure 63 that reads, “Fkn evil people. Rest easy officer. My heart breaks for those
close to this beautiful boy” (Blue Lives Matter Facebook 2020). This comment alone
received 87 “likes” by those in the pro-policing community, signaling that Blue Lives
Matter and their supporters are on the same page in regard to their revere of police dogs
– helping to solidify the identities of those in the group.
As with the imagery of police officers with their children and families, Blue Lives
Matter also uses imagery and messaging based on their police dogs to come off as more
relatable to the public – trying to advance their movement goals of “bolstering the
badge” (bluelivesmatter.blue 2017). Some of the most popular YouTube videos, images,
and memes on the Internet feature dogs, so it is not surprising that Blue Lives Matter
would also appeal to their potential and current followers (Lee 2017).
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Figure 63 – Facebook (Official Blue Lives Matter) November 20, 2020

In Figure 64 you can see a Blue Lives Matter Instagram post featuring a puppy
who they say is on his “First day on the job.” In Figure 65 you can see one police K9
dressed up in an officer’s hat and vest sitting in the driver’s seat of their police car.
Images of these police dogs are quite popular with Blue Lives Matter supporters, as the
post in Figure 64 received 2,101 “likes” and the post in Figure 65 received 1,699 “likes”
(Blue Lives Matter Instagram 2017). By using the imagery and messaging about their
dogs, Blue Lives Matter is trying to appeal to not only their pro-policing followers, but
also to animal lovers more broadly.
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Figure 64 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) June 8, 2017

Figure 65 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) June 8, 2017

In Figure 66, shows an officer in uniform playing with his police dog. Blue Lives
Matter Instagram posts such as these are used not only appeal to the online dog-loving
public, but also to the pro-policing community. Outwardly, posts like these convey that
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police officers are fun-loving dog owners, just like others in the public. At the same time,
these posts unite supporters giving them a place to share their common admiration of
officers and their dogs.

Figure 66 – Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) June 8, 2017

As humanizing as it may be to show police officers helping others, with their
children and families, making jokes, and enjoying time with their dogs – there is still the
matter of addressing those amongst them who do not live up to this superhero or
human(e) identity that they live by. Blue Lives Matter and their supporters explain
incidents of police brutality, murder, and other malfeasances on having fallible actors or
“bad apples” as they refer to them amongst the police, just like every other line of work
in society.
The Bad Apples – We Have Them Too
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The final way that I have identified Blue Lives Matter and their supporters trying
to change the negative image of police officers is by insisting that incidents of
malfeasance by officers are not committed by those who are “true” members of the propolicing community, but rather individual bad actors who have found their way into
policing – or the “bad apples” as they refer to them. By drawing on comparisons to socalled “bad apples” that exist in other professional fields, Blue Lives Matter and their
supporters are attempt to convey to outsiders and to convince themselves that their
profession is no exception.
Many Blue Lives Matters supporters brought up the issue of the police force
having “bad apples,” just like any other profession, and use this reasoning for any
incident involving a perceived “bad” police officer. Kate said,
My husband is a former police officer and I was a corrections officer for over 28
years and still work part-time for a police department now and I’ve worked for
like four different police departments, so I know a lot of officers and I mean,
they’re human beings – they’re fathers, they’re brothers – they’re good people
and they may have a few that are not good, but there are some in every bunch and
that includes every area, every race, every group, every organization there’s bad
people but people tend to pick one bad situation or five bad situations and
publicize it and make it look like ‘oh, these are the worst people in the world’ and
again having dealt with police officers for over thirty years, yeah there are some
that deserve to be fired and deserve not to be there but they slip through the
cracks and those are the ‘bad apples’ but the majority are good. Like there are
bad people in anything – like the church – the Christian and Catholic church they
have all had bad apples so for people to just say ‘oh they [police officers] are just
this or that, or we don’t need them is just outrageous. I mean, what would this
world be without law and without order? What would you do if you didn’t have
someone there to protect you and put their life in front of yours – that is the
ultimate sacrifice and most of these officers don’t even get paid enough for what
they do everyday (Interview 11/7/2019).
Kate brings up the allegations of sexual abuse in the Catholic Church as an
example of other professions or fields of working having bad actors. The reasoning that
the police, like any other profession may have “bad apples,” ignores the problem of
structural inequality in the police force, and instead places individual blame on these
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“bad apples.” Paige, the daughter of a retired police officer, also mentioned this bad
apples sentiment when discussing what she believed to the mission or goals of Blue
Lives Matter. Page said,
Definitely support for our men and women in uniform I would say raising
awareness also from what I saw about the actual Blue Lives Matter movement
and informing people that not all police officers are bad – they’re actually quite
good and like with everything it’s the bad apples that get the most attention
(Interview 11/18/2019).
Paige implies that the reason police are viewed negatively is because the perceived
biased media only talks about the “bad apples” in law enforcement. As Paige reiterates
her belief in Blue Lives Matter’s stated missions, she also solidifies her identity steeped
in pro-policing ideology. The echo chamber effect created in Blue Lives Matter online
platforms may help explain why multiple Blue Lives Matter supporters describe the
problems of policing with the “bad apple” - they are informed by the same information
that confirms their existing beliefs about those in law enforcement (Wollebæk et al.
2019).
When I spoke with Gerald, a current law enforcement officer, he mentioned bad
apples as he discussed instances where he has gotten into confrontations about propolicing ideology. Gerald said,
Yeah and I just tell them, look, are there bad cops? Yes – just like any profession
there are going to be bad ones... you know, there’s bad doctors and bad priests for
that matter... bad teachers – every profession is going to have their bad apples
and every profession isn’t going to be a hundred percent good across the board.
They’re human (Interview 9/18/2019).
Police and their supporters use this “bad apples” narrative to reject blame or
accountability in tragic situations where police officers’ actions are questionable, taking
away any structural or systemic responsibility. By saying the police have bad apples
amongst them suggests that police officers are indeed human(e), just like everyday
individuals in other professions. This may help to explain the competing or complicated
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messaging from Blue Lives Matter that they want to be viewed as violent superheroes
and human(e) at the same time. If officers can embrace the human(e) identity, then part
of that involves the acknowledgement that they are like everyone else who claims “bad
apples,” allowing them to shirk responsibility as a pro-policing community.
In this chapter I discussed the various ways that Blue Lives Matter and their
supporters use the deployment of a human(e) identity in an attempt to further their
stated mission of changing the way citizens view police officers. Those in the propolicing community coalesce around clear Blue Lives Matter’s mission and support the
network that via their participation on the group’s social media platforms. In doing this,
Blue Lives Matter supporters solidify their pro-policing individual identities, while at
the same time concretizing the group’s collective identity through their shared version of
movement goals and how to achieve them. Blue Lives Matter deploys this human(e)
identity by posting messages and imagery that shows law enforcement officers with their
families, by sharing self-deprecating cop jokes, sharing posts with pictures of officers
and their K-9s, and through supporters’ use of the “bad apple” analogy to avoid
accountability for officer malfeasance.
In the next concluding chapter, I will provide the reader with an overview this
dissertation including a discussion of answering my research questions. I discuss my
findings, explaining how Blue Lives Matter and their supporters believe in a perceived
war on police. Next I describe how Blue Lives Matter social media platforms serve as
supportive and therapeutic spaces for the pro-policing community, and finally, I explain
how Blue Lives Matter and their supporters deploy the identities of violent superhero
and being human(e) simultaneously in attempt to achieve their stated missions of
changing the perception of law enforcement officers. I conclude the next chapter with a
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discussion of implications and future research that can expand on the work done in this
dissertation.
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CHAPTER 8 – CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
Social movement scholars have long been interested in better understanding the
role of identity (both individual and collective) in a movement’s creation, mobilization,
and persistence (Snow et al. 1986, Kellner 1995, Darnovsly, Epstein, and Flacks 1995,
Jasper 1997, Cerulo 1997, Bernstein 1997; 2002, and Futrell, Simi, and Gottschalk
2006). Technological advances created opportunities for social movement activists to
utilize the Internet and its social media platforms, to organize, mobilize, and achieve
movement goals with an ease and quickness like never before (Epstein, and Flacks 1995;
Jordan and Weedon 1995, Lichterman 1996; Jasper 1997; Cerulo 1997; Tufekci 2012,
2013, 2014; Theocharis, Loweb, van Dethc, and García-Albaceted 2014; Graham 2015;
Hopke 2015; Lee, So, and Leung 2015; Kidd and McIntosh 2016; Gao 2016; Wilson,
Carlson, and Sciascia 2017; Mundt, Ross, and Burnett 2018; Tye, Leong, Tan, Tan, and
Khoo 2018; Lev-On 2018; Murthy 2018; Isa and Himelboim 2018; Aji 2019; Afnan,
Huang, Sclafani, and Bashir 2019; Burki 2020). However, scholars have also noted the
ways that social media platforms algorithms and advertising may dilute a movement’s
messaging (Burki 2020; Etter and Albu 2020; Afnan et al. 2019; Cornet et al. 2017; Gao
2016; Kidd and McIntosh 2016).
My research focuses on the pro-policing social movement Blue Lives Matter and
their social media platforms Instagram and Facebook. My research questions aim to
better understand how Blue Lives Matter and their supporters use their website and
social media platforms in order to achieve movement goals – including their goal to
improve the public’s perception of police officers.
Blue Lives Matter was formed in response to the social movement Black Lives
Matter – whose goal is to protest and end police violence and discrimination towards
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the Black community (Lowery 2017). When two NYPD police officers were killed in their
police car in 2014, two officers formed Blue Lives Matter NYC to help the families and
loved ones of fallen officers (www.bluelivesmatternyc.org).
After conducting a qualitative content analysis of Blue Lives Matter official
Instagram and Facebook pages, along with 21 semi-structured in-depth interviews selfidentified Blue Lives Matter supporters, three major themes of data emerged.
Answering Research Questions
In Chapter 5, I describe how police officers and their supporters perceive an
ongoing war against law enforcement in the public. They attribute much of this to the
perceived biased mass media, liberal politicians, Black Lives Matter, and any other
actors they see as anti-law enforcement. Online social media platforms serve as a space
for Blue Lives Matter supporters to share stories and their fears about this perceived war
on police. This bonding concretizes in-group solidarity by reading and sharing posts
about this perceived war against police, and also creates bonds by solidifying an “us
versus them” helping supporters strengthen what it means to be a part of their
community by showing “who we are” and defining their enemies. Understanding Blue
Lives Matter and pro-policing ideology leads to questions about white identity politics,
as members of known white nationalist organizations have found support on their social
media platforms. This complicates the makeup of who is considered part of the propolicing community, and what this means for Blue Lives Matter achieving their missions
and goals of improving the image of law enforcement. If the police are to be considered
public servants and the protectors of all, then racism, homophobia, and bigotry should
have no place or be accepted by Blue Lives Matter.
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In chapter 6, I discuss how Blue Lives Matter and their supporters use their
official social media platforms as supportive and therapeutic spaces, where individuals
can express themselves openly and feel supported by others in the pro-policing
community. Supporters use social media platforms to solidify both individual and
collective identities through their internal bonding of “who we are” and external
messaging of how they would like to be perceived by others in the non-policing
community. Blue Lives Matter supporters encourage one another and the families of
fallen or injured officers through messages on their social media platforms. They also
use these online spaces to show their support for the law enforcement community by
changing their profile pictures to pro-policing imagery and sharing an array of propolicing memes. In this chapter, I also answer my research questions about who is Blue
Lives Matter, and how they and their supporters define them.
Finally, in chapter 8 I discuss the ways that Blue Lives Matter and their
supporters use “identity deployment” to achieve their stated missions. I argue that Blue
Lives Matter deploys Bernstein’s (1997) “identity for critique,” by trying to influence the
public that police officers should be viewed as superheroes – solidifying the group’s
collective identity through their admiration of officers. This is complicated however, as
the “type” of superheroes portrayed by Blue Lives Matter aren’t simply action heroes,
but angry, violent, militaristic characters who are our only saviors from the evils
(anyone perceived as anti-policing) in society.
I then explain how Blue Lives Matter deploys “identity for education,” by posting
imagery and messages that say to the public, officers as human(e) and kind, just like the
people in other career fields – in an attempt to improve the image of law enforcement
officers in the public (Bernstein 1997). I demonstrate how Blue Lives Matter and their
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supporters deploy these two identities in order to achieve their movement goals of
“community safety” and to “bolster the image” of police (Official Blue Lives Matter
Website 2017). By describing officers as individuals who love their families, their K-9
partners, and can joke about themselves through self-deprecating humor Blue Lives
Matter tries to show how those in law enforcement are just like everyone else in society.
These competing messages about wanting officers to be considered violent
superheroes while human(e) and kind at the same time, raise more questions about how
officers and those in the pro-policing community navigate these sentiments at the same
time. Analysis from this chapter also helps to answer my research questions: How do
Blue Lives Matter members and supporters utilize the organization’s social media
platforms (Facebook and Instagram)? What are the prevailing discourses appearing on
the Blue Lives Matter social media platforms (Facebook and Instagram), and from
where are they coming (officers, BLM activists, supporters, opposition)?
My analysis of Blue Lives Matter social media platforms (Instagram and
Facebook) elaborates on Bernstein’s (2007) concept of identity deployment by
demonstrating how a group with existing institutional power and resources may also use
these same strategies to achieve movement goals. I show how we can apply the same
identity deployment concept traditionally applied to extra-institutional social
movements to groups with existing institutional power in an attempt to maintain and
bolster the influence they already possess. While Blue Lives Matter and their supporters
already have this institutional advantage, there is a perception among those in the propolicing community that a perceived war against police disadvantages them. Blue Lives
Matter use of strategic identity deployment tactics allows them to solidify individual and
collective identities in order to achieve their stated goals. Changing the public
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perceptions about police is one of the major missions of Blue Lives Matter, and through
using the identity deployment for education and critique – they attempt to do just that.
This dissertation also adds to social movement literature focusing on social media
use. Through my interviews self-described Blue Lives Matter supporters and analysis of
their social media platforms (Instagram and Facebook) I demonstrate the ways that
movement actors utilize social media spaces for both individual identity bolstering and
for the concretization of a collective identity – in an attempt to achieve movement goals.
I also help to refine the literature on the commodification of social media platforms, by
adding another example of how movement actors may struggle with disseminating their
information as a result of algorithms, advertising, and social media-owning companies.
While there are several ways that this research elaborates and refines the existing
literature, other questions regarding Blue Lives Matter and their supporters still remain.
Future Research Considerations
Operating similarly to a public relations marketing firm, Blue Lives Matter tries
to change the public’s perception of law enforcement officers – using their social media
to deploy strategic messaging about the pro-policing community. This aspect of existing
institutional support put forth as seemingly grassroots organization is similar to
Walker’s (2014) argument that private companies increasingly manipulate and even
employ citizens in efforts that appear as grassroots organizing, but which are actually
corporate-funded “astroturf” activism to advocate for corporate interests. This also
raises questions about how we label of activist groups as social movements or
campaigns, and what our distinctions imply. Future research on Blue Livers Matter
should consider who funds the group and why.
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Future research on Blue Lives Matter could also focus on the social media
platform Twitter, and discuss how the use of this tool impacts the group. As mentioned
previously, all social media platforms have different organizational qualities,
affordances, and content, so developing a more complete picture of what all of the Blue
Lives Matter social media platforms includes would help us more fully understand the
counter-movement. A research project on Twitter for example, may focus on the use of
the hashtag #BlueLivesMatter, to demonstrate how this networking affordance is used
both to spread pro-policing material, but also to better understand the commodification
aspect of social movement activism online. This would also add to the sociology of
cultural literature that focuses on the Internet and social media platforms, as it will help
scholars better understand the nature and practical use of the Twitter social media
platform.
Another way to approach future research on Blue Lives Matter is by tracking Blue
Lives Matter legislation passed in several states. Better understanding how pro-policing
legislation has shaped policing and judicial actions create a better view of Blue Lives
Matter’s broader social impacts. Having a better understanding of pro-policing
ideology’s real-world implications helps to address questions about social movement
outcomes in the digital age.
Further attention is also needed on what Blue Lives Matter has expressed about
those they claim to counter - Black Lives Matter. This includes an analysis of the “news
articles” put out by their team of writers and also the imagery, and language styles used
by Blue Lives Matter when challenging Black Lives Matter. At the same time, it will be
important to analyze posts by followers and viewers who are consuming this messaging,
to glean how they interpret the posts. Roughly half of my respondents who identified as
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Blue Lives Matters supporters brought up Black Lives Matter in their discussions. In my
snowball sample of supporters, most seemed to take the position that one could be both a Blue
Lives Matter and Black Lives Matter supporter simultaneously. These statements are significant,
as it shows a possible area for overlap and understanding between the two groups. Blue Lives
Matter supporters exist on a spectrum of extremism, and understanding the different ideologies
of those in the pro-policing community will help to identify where the pro-policing community
aligns with beliefs of the public in general, and also with the stated goals of Black Lives Matter.
Future research should also look closely at methodological issues or concerns
surrounding the use of “digital” data. Social media platforms are increasing and so our
methodological approaches must keep up with their changes. For example, methodological
issues with using “digital” data include issues with private versus public social media pages, the
distinction between data being distributed by group pages (user creation versus consumption –
users own comments versus what they are consuming on these sites). Another methodological
issue that arises when working with digital data can be the retrieval of old posts and comments.
New posts and comments are being created all the time, so retrieving old posts and comments
can be challenging to retrieve if they are older than a few weeks. This raises issues of timeliness
and methods used for data collection when utilizing social media posts and comments.
Future studies on Blue Lives Matter and the pro-policing community should also examine
the level of activity of those who participate. Questions around this topic include whether or not
social media platforms are merely used to spread messages (awareness) and if these ever result in
calls to physical or face-to-face participation (action). Social movement activism has indelibly
shaped our nation’s history, and individuals continue to enact change around the globe through
their participation in political organizations. Social media’s growth has deeply influenced how
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activists work for change. As social movement research move forward, it must
increasingly engage questions about digital activism and the influences flowing from
social media movements.
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APPENDICES
Appendix A – Blue Lives Matter Instagram Hashtags
Unknown Hashtags

Meaning

Watch Your Six (#watchyour6)

Watch your back... in the military they use
language of the hand of a watch... 6:00 is
behind you

Never Ten Seven (#nevertenseven)

Callous term for a deceased person, also
means out of service

#LEO #leo

Law Enforcement Officer... they use lion
emojis for this also

#blackriflesmatter

a play on Black Lives Matter again, this
time emphasizing the importance of their
guns

#lodd #LODD

Line of Duty Death

#furmissile

Police dogs

Warrior 12 was founded during a time
when the nation seemed to turn against
law enforcement. The founders believe the
warrior spirit is essential to survival in law
enforcement. The name derives from the
warrior spirit of our veterans and police
officers, and the slang term for police “12.”
Initially launched for veterans and police
officers, Warrior 12 has become the brand
for all patriotic Americans. "New Blue
Lives Matter products available! All
proceeds given back to the official Blue
@warrior12apparel #warrior12 #warriorvii Lives Matter organization.
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Appendix B – Blue Lives Matter Instagram Hashtags
Interesting Hashtags

Context

#humanizethebadge

Officer buying food for homeless woman,
Cop with kid in cop uniform, police officer
praying at the scene of a collision

#weseeyou

Officer buying food for homeless woman,
Cop with kid in cop uniform,

#payitforward

Officer buying food for homeless woman,
Cop with kid in cop uniform,

#ignorantpeople

Woman who brought her son to a protest

#badparent

Woman who brought her son to a protest
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Appendix C – Interview Guide

Interview Guide
Jennifer M. Stevens, ABD
Blue Lives Matter: Identity and the Internet
* Explain and have participant sign INFORMED CONSENT form*
BLM Meaning
1. Please begin by describing what “Blue Lives Matter” means to you…
a. As you understand it, why was BLM formed and by whom?
b. As you understand it, who all is involved in BLM?
c. What is the group’s “mission” or “goals?”
d. Do you think BLM needed? If so, why?

Involvement
2. Please describe how and why are you part of/active in the Blue Lives Matter?
a. How did you learn about BLM?
b. Relationship to police officers – family, spouse, lay citizen, etc.
c. Identity – what does being a part of this group mean to you/how do you
benefit personally from being a BLM supporter?
d. What do you call this group – online community, social
movement/countermovement, something else?
e. What do you prefer to call yourself as a part of BLM (an activist, a
supporter, a member, etc.)?
f. Does your participation with the group involve only online activity or do
you also participate in physical spaces (fund raisers, activism, etc.)
g. Is there any type of contact or connection that you have with BLM that is
not “in person” or a social media platform (mailing lists, other types of
spaces, etc.)?

3. Do you visit Blue Lives Matter social media platforms [FB, I, T]
a. Which platforms do you use?
b. What do you do on each platform
c. How would you describe your experiences on:
i. FB
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ii. I
iii. T
d. What do you feel that you get out of these experiences
e. Probe on if they have met any new friends etc. from their participation on
these platforms [trying to get at if these “friendships” in these online
spaces ever result in physical space meet-ups]
f. Probe on any conflicts they have had in these spaces and what those were
like
4. Have you ever posted or shared material on BLM social media platforms? [FB, I,
T]
a. Are you mainly consuming [“liking” “sharing” “re-tweeting”] content
“created” by BLM or are you using BLM social media platforms to post
their own stories and images.
b. If yes – what types of content are you sharing?
c. Have other people reacted to the content you shared on these platforms,
and how was this experience?
d. Have you experienced any opposition or negative comments and, if so,
how you felt about this experience
5. How do you think others see Blue Lives Matter
a. Are there any misconceptions about Blue Lives Matter?
i. Issues connected to race, media (mis)perceptions, etc.
b. Look for other themes or issues that emerge and probe on those

BLM Bill
6. Can you tell me what you know about the Blue Lives Matter bill?
a. [If they do not know, give them a brief run down and ask initial opinion...]
b. Have you ever helped petition at the federal level or in their state, if so,
how (online campaigns, in-person meetings or rallies, etc.)?
c. Probe on their opinions of the bill and reasoning
d. Describe opposition to bill…why do you think that opposition exists?
[probe]
7. Is there anything else you would like to add or talk about in regard to your
participation with Blue Lives Matter?
a. Probe on anything that comes up that I haven’t already thought of or noted
Close
Demographics
1. Age
__________
2. Race/Ethnicity
__________
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3. Occupation

__________

THANK YOU FOR YOUR TIME AND PARTICIPATION...
-

Feel free to reach out if you think of anything you would like to add or elaborate
on... debrief
Ask them if you can follow-up with additional questions if they arise
If interview has gone well and the rapport was good...
o Ask the participant if they know of anyone else I could speak with.
Give all participants my UNLV Department of Sociology business card, which has
my contact information, but exchange information in regard to new interviewee
then if possible.
**************

BLACK Lives Matter
1. What is your opinion of Black Lives Matter?
2. Do people either have to be a Blue Lives Matter OR Black Lives Matter
supporters?
a. Get at if someone could hold an affinity for both groups, or if siding with
one means not supporting the other
b. Probe to find out their beliefs about the group – are they just negative
talking points hear from mass media?
3. Have you ever had a confrontation with a Black Lives Matter supporter, and how
was that experience?
a. Was this online or in a physical space?
b. What was the result of the interaction?
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Appendix D – Recruitment Post for Social Media
Recruitment Materials
Jennifer M. Stevens, ABD
Blue Lives Matter: Identity and the Internet
Facebook
Are you a BLUE LIVES MATTER supporter?
My name is Jennifer Stevens, and I am a sociology PhD student at the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas [Dr. Robert Futrell –PI] and I am researching the pro-policing Blue
Lives Matter movement.
I am recruiting all self-identified Blue Lives Matter supporters to interview for my
dissertation research titled “Blue Lives Matter: Identity and the Internet.” Interviews
can be conducted over the telephone, via Skype, or in person if location allows (Las
Vegas, Nevada and Cincinnati, Ohio areas). Interviews should take less than 60 minutes
to complete.
I would like to conduct 40 interviews, and would greatly appreciate the opportunity to
hear about your opinions and experiences. Please feel free to private message or email
(steven64@unlv.nevada.edu) me with any questions you may have, or to set up a time to
talk/meet. There is no compensation for your participation in this research study. Thank
you all in advance, and I look forward to hearing from all of you out there who Back The
Blue!
*Feel free to share this post – thank you! *
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Appendix E – UNLV IRB Interview Informed Consent

INFORMED CONSENT
Department of Sociology
TITLE OF STUDY: Blue Lives Matter: Identity and the Internet
INVESTIGATOR(S): Jennifer M. Stevens, ABD and Dr. Robert Futrell
For questions or concerns about the study, you may contact Jennifer Stevens at 702234-3430 or by email at steven64@unlv.nevada.edu. You may also contact
Robert Futrell at 702-895-0270.
For questions regarding the rights of research subjects, any complaints or comments
regarding the manner in which the study is being conducted, contact the UNLV Office
of Research Integrity – Human Subjects at 702-895-2794, toll free at 888581-2794 or via email at IRB@unlv.edu.
Purpose of the Study
You are invited to participate in a research study. The purpose of this study is to
understand the identities and beliefs of those individuals who identify as Blue Lives
Matter supporters. We are particularly interested in participants’ use and experiences as
a Blue Lives Matter supporter on social media platforms, such as Facebook, Instagram,
and Twitter.
Participants
You are being asked to participate in the study because you fit this criterion: Selfidentifying as a Blue Lives Matter supporter.
Procedures
If you volunteer to participate in this study, you will be asked to do the following: take
part in an interview lasting between 30 and 120 minutes.
Benefits of Participation
There may not be direct benefits to you as a participant in this study. However, we hope
to learn about the identities and beliefs of those individuals who self-identify as Blue
Lives Matter supporters.
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Risks of Participation
There are risks involved in all research studies. This study may include only minimal
risks. You may become uncomfortable while answering some questions. Your
participation is strictly voluntary and you may refuse to answer any or all questions
asked.
Cost /Compensation
There is no financial cost to you to participate in this study. The study will take no more
than 120 minutes of your time for which you will not be compensated.
Confidentiality
All information gathered in this study will be kept as confidential as possible. No
reference will be made in written or oral materials that could link you to this study. All
records will be stored in a locked facility at UNLV for three years after completion of the
study. After the storage time the information gathered will be destroyed. The use of
pseudonyms will be used for all informants, keeping their identity confidential.
Voluntary Participation
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse to participate in this study
or in any part of this study. You may withdraw at any time without prejudice to your
relations with UNLV. You are encouraged to ask questions about this study at the
beginning or any time during the research study.
Participant Consent:
I have read the above information and agree to participate in this study. I have been
able to ask questions about the research study. I am at least 18 years of age. A copy of
this form has been given to me.

Signature of Participant

Date

Participant Name (Please Print)
Audio Recording:
I agree to be audio recorded for the purpose of this research study.
Signature of Participant

Date

Participant Name (Please Print)
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Appendix F – Instagram Analysis
Instagram Content Analysis: Initial Themes and Memos
1. Children
2. "Cop Shots"
3. "Piece Pics"

Children posing with police officers in uniform, with family
members who are officers, wearing BLM or pro-police messaging
Pictures of police officers in uniform (on duty?)... Usually selfies
Pictures of guns, gun accessories, other weapons... usually just of
the weapon, but sometimes individuals will be holding it

4. "The Good Guys" Police officers helping citizens while on duty
Pictures of criminals that may be on some type of "wanted" list,
5. "The Bad Guys"
mug shots, stories of criminal activity
Literally what it sounds like... jokes/pictures about the donut/cop
6. "Donut Jokes"
stereotype, cops enjoying donuts (while on duty?)
Images using Donald Trump supporting the police (usually
memes that they alter with pro-police messaging), statements
7. Donald Trump
from DT on supporting police
Police dog photos, memorials of police K9s who have passed away,
8. Fur Missiles
funny memes with dogs
Flags, cars, t-shirts, water bottles all with BLM logo or other propolice messaging, "The Thin Blue Line," "Holding the Line,"
9. BLM Messaging "Warrior XII"
Police office who have passed, memorials of fallen officers,
10. "Fallen Heroes" pictures from processionals with the deceased officers body
11. "Powerful" BLM Other politicians (besides 45) who support officers/BLM, pictures
Supporters
with officers and known media personalities/celebrities
Pictures of officers in uniform flexing, officers working out at the
12. "Gym Pics"
gym, sometimes selfies and other times 2+ individuals
13. "BLM
Pictures (usually selfies) of individuals wearing BLM or pro-police
Supports/Fans"
messaging clothing/cars/bracelets
14. "Cartoon
Known superhero characters like Batman and Superman, but with
Heroes"
BLM colors and messaging
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Instagram Content Analysis: Memo Codes to Refined Categories
True Blue
Power, Authority, Saviors
of Society, Strength,
Heroes, Bravery, Justice
Kill, Power, Authority, Law
Guns/Tactical Gear/Survival Gear “Piece Pics"
& Order, Strength
Donald Trump/Powerful Supporters/Other Political Allies Power, Authority, Strength,
(Usually Republican)/Right Wing/Conservative Views
Allies, Support
Authority, Saviors of
Blue Lives Matter/BLM Supporters and Fans/"Cartoon"
Society, Heroes, Support,
Heroes
Power
Stuck in the Middle – Combination of True Blue &
Just Like You Categories
Heroes, Humanity, Softer
"Fallen Heroes"
Side
Strength, Power,
Humanity, Jokes, Heroes,
Dogs/Fur Missiles/"Cop Dogs"
Softer Side
"Cop Shots"/Other LEOs/First Responders/"The Good
Guys"/Gym Pics

Just Like You
Children/Cops and Kids/Family Members
"Donut Jokes"

Humanity, Softer Side
Jokes, Humanity,
Relatability

Not Our Kind
"The Bad Guys"/Criminals/Inmates/"Law-Breakers"
Barak Obama/Democrats/Liberals/Protesters
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Negative, Dislike, Threats,
Violence
Threats, Negative, Distrust,
Threats

Appendix G – Facebook Analysis
Facebook Content Analysis: Initial Themes and Memos

1. Attack on Police

These posts focus on police officers that have been
attacked while on duty. This also includes perceived
attacks by society including the mainstream media.

2. Suspects
Captured/Justice

Follow-up stories on criminals who were on the run and
have now been captured or “brought to justice” in some
way.

3. The Good Guys

Those who assist law enforcement officers. Anything from
a fellow first responder (fire department or paramedics),
citizens who have helped LEOs, celebrity supporters,
political supporters.

4. Injustice

These posts focus on criminals who have eluded justice in
some way. Often times these posts include legal cases and
those who are anti-police receiving little or no
punishment.

5. Anti-Democratic Party

This includes posts that negatively discuss politicians in
the Democratic Party and democratic policies. Many of
these posts center around the idea that the Democratic
Party is anti-police.

6. Hero Down

This category includes police officers and police k9s who
were injured or killed in the line of duty. This also includes
stories about retired or current LEOs who have passed
away due to anything else including suicide and illness.

7. Fur Missiles

A fur missile is what LEOs call police dogs. These stories
focus on police k9s and usually involve pictures along with
a story of a dog in the line of duty.

8. The Bad Guys

These are general posts about those who oppose LEOs.
These include anything from stories of activists hindering
police to stories about celebrities or politicians who are
perceived as being anti-police.

9. Mass Shootings

These posts give updates on active mass shootings, police
response to these situations, and updates afterward about
any officers injured while assisting in bringing down the
suspect.

10. Anti-Black Lives
Matter

This category focuses on the Black Lives Matter movement
who they see as anti-police. These stories are always
negative and point the finger of blame at these activists
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and their supporters.

11. Anti-Immigration

Stories in this category detail anti-immigrant stories and
talk about activists who support immigrants negatively.
Illegality is often discussed.

12. Pro-Trump

Posts discuss Donald Trump in some way including his
support of police officers and how they support him and
his political decisions.

13. Anti-NFL

This category has posts that discuss the NFL in a variety of
ways, all of which are negative. Either the football players
who are Black Lives Matter supporters or players who
were charged with some legal offense.
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Appendix H – Facebook: Perceived War on Police
Perceived War on Police – Discrimination Against Law Enforcement Officers –
Facebook
June 3
Pride organizers ban uniformed officers from annual parade
July 19
Sheriff's office instigating McDonald's employee tampering with
cop's food
July 26
On-duty uniformed deputy refused service at Kay jewelers for having
a gun
August 17 McDonald's manager tells cop "I don't like y'all"- company responds
immediately

Perceived War on Police – Physical Assaults on Law Enforcement Officers – Facebook
May 26

Handcuffed suspect spits in cops face, then cop knocks him out

May 26

Video - suspect apologizes to officer, nearly runs him over while fleeing stop

May 17

Salem officer shot multiple times saved by ballistic vest, tourniquet

May 17

Deputy shot in face by MS-13 gang member

May 17

Video - Camera captures gunman repeatedly shoot female Salem officer

May 3

Video - Student kicks officer in face as he tries to restrain other student

June 19

Breaking: Active gunfight after ambush of police in Sacramento, officer
down

June 15

No evidence' Tarrant county sgt with massive fatal head wound was shot

June 15

Video - man tries to disarm, attack officer who held door open for him

July 26

City scrubs 'Lord' from police officer memorial after complaints

July 26

Baltimore police employee brutally beaten in brazen attack near station

July 24

Multiple suspects arrested for water attack on NYPD officers

July 5

Video - mob shoots fireworks at cops while helping people with 'hands
blown off'

July 1

Video - Man drags deputy with car, sheriff says deputy should have shot him
more

August
19

Gunman ambushes LAPD officers stopped at red light
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August
19

Police say drug dealers paid 'crack head' to firebomb officer's home

Perceived War on Police – Verbal Assaults – Facebook
June 24

University exec has meltdown, berates cop after driver hits cop car

August
15

Bystanders taunt Philly cops during incident where 6 cops were
shot

Perceived War on Police – Social Media - Facebook
August
3

NYC corrections officer suspended for social media post
encouraging cop killers

Perceived War on Police – Law Enforcement Officers Reprimanded – Facebook
May 17
Video - Officer put on leave after hitting woman resisting arrest
June 24
Video - man shot while coming at cops with knives wants police retrained
June 5
Wake county sheriff to stop issuing Tasers over excessive force
concerns
June 5
Chicago mayor says she's holding police accountable after 52 are shot
in weekend
July 19
Mayor blames police for 'losing the streets' of Chicago to violence
August 19 NYPD union calls police commissioner a liar, says streets are falling
to chaos
August 19 Chicago officer under investigation for giving wild ride to Hulk Hogan
August 1
5 cops now facing discipline for arresting Stormy Daniels at strip club
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Perceived War on Police – No Justice – Facebook
May 5
Prosecutor disputes report that he won't charge suspects who attack cops
July 28
Police chief resigns after allegedly beating man who tried to drown baby
girl
July 24
Judge acquits career criminal who confessed to shooting deputy during
drug raid
August 19 NYPD commissioner fires officer Daniel Pantaleo over Eric Garner death
August 17 U.S. attorney blasts anti-Police Philly DA after 6 officers shot - DA
backpedals
August 15 Washington State troopers sue Ford motor company over carbon
monoxide poisoning

Perceived War on Police – Justice (Just Us) – Facebook
May 5
Man who bit police k9 gets sentenced to 5 years
June 28 Video - video goes viral with claims cops brutalized teen, now
body-cam is out
August
Seattle police chief calls out anti-police city leaders for mass
17
exodus of officers
August
Gunman in custody after shooting 6 cops during 8 hour standoff
15
August
Boston mob beats corrections officer, so mayor orders clean sweep
3
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Appendix I – Instagram – Social Movement Safe and Therapeutic Spaces

Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 18, 2017

Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 18, 2017
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Appendix J – Instagram – Social Movement Safe and Therapeutic Spaces
Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 21, 2017

Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 21, 2017
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Appendix K – Identity Deployment: Law Enforcement Officers as
Superheroes

Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) April 10, 2017

Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) April 26, 2017
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Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 15, 2017

Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) April 11, 2017
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Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) November 28, 2016

Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) January 3, 2017
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Appendix L – Identity Deployment: Law Enforcement Officers as
Human(e)
Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) April 2, 2017

Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) March 24, 2017
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Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) March 24, 2017

Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) March 24, 2017
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Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) March 24, 2017

Instagram (Official Blue Lives Matter) June 8, 2017
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Appendix M – Preface
Facebook (Official Blue Lives Matter) June 4, 2020 – Original Post 1
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Facebook (Official Blue Lives Matter) June 4, 2020 – Original Post 1 Comment 1

Facebook (Official Blue Lives Matter) June 4, 2020 – Original Post 1 Comment 2
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Facebook (Official Blue Lives Matter) May 28, 2020 – Original Post 1

Facebook (Official Blue Lives Matter) May 28, 2020 – Original Post 1 - Comments
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Facebook (Official Blue Lives Matter) May 28, 2020 – Original Post 2

Facebook (Official Blue Lives Matter) May 28, 2020 – Original Post 2 – Comments 1
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Facebook (Official Blue Lives Matter) May 28, 2020 – Original Post 2 – Comments 2
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